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ABSTRACT
T imes characterised by globalisation, volatile markets, and increasing numbers oflegal regulations, present companies and their IT systems with new challenges.Increasing flexibility requirements and the requisite continuous adaptation of
internal, IT-based processes often exceed the IT departments’ capabilities for timely reac-
tion to environment changes and fast implementation of sustainable solutions. However,
experts consider this very ability – adapting the business strategy aswell as the IT system
– an important competitive advantage.
In the last decade, the paradigm of Service-oriented Computing has emerged that
addresses these challenges. Based on software services, Service-oriented Architectures
(SOA) represent a new concept of efficiently mapping business processes and business
goals to IT, adhering to the companies’ process flexibility and adaptability requirements
outlined above. Regarding IT system control and adherence to legal regulations, so far,
in large companies, IT Governance proved itself as indispensable support. In recent years,
SOA Governance has been recognised as an holistic discipline that is to realise this sup-
port for a large SOA system, while preserving its high degree of flexibility. So-called IT
Governance Frameworks serve as a basis, formulating best practices and reference pro-
cesses. For the assessment of adherence to these, experts certify IT systems, for example
concerning process conformance. In the case of the latter, in order to ensure process con-
formance already in the early state of process design, efficient reference process retrieval
techniques are beneficial. Currently, experts’ notions of SOA Governance vary consid-
erably so that SOA Governance Frameworks as well as analytical support for process
conformance assessment are scarcely represented in both, research and industry.
In this context, this thesis contributes in the two topics of SOA Governance and Process
Model Similarity. First, we elaborate, amongst others, a new operational model for SOA
Governance. Second, supplementary, we develop a novel analysis technique for process
conformance assessment.
Regarding the first contribution, we perform a structural analysis of approaches and
notions of SOA Governance, authored in consulting industry, in academia, and by soft-
ware vendors. As key result, we identify 10 central components of SOA Governance.
Based on the insights of the analysis, we develop a comprehensive definition, a consoli-
dated service life cycle, as well as a generic operational model for SOA Governance.
Regarding the second contribution of this thesis, complementing the operational mo-
del, we develop a technique for comparison of reference process models with models
of realised processes, as well as for their retrieval (related cluster pairs). The comparison
approach performs a structural decomposition based on similar process regions. The
evaluation of this approach attests a high level of accuracy, which indicates an effective
assistance to manual business process conformance assessment. Additionally, based on
related cluster pairs, we introduce a novelmetric for processmodel similarity. Evaluation
results show clear performance improvements compared to related approaches. Beyond
the scope of SOA Governance, this approach represents a general contribution to Process
Model Similarity research.
v

KURZFASSUNG
I n vonGlobalisierung, unbeständigen Märkten und einer steigenden Anzahl gesetz-licher Regulierungen geprägen Zeiten sehen sichUnternehmen und ihre IT-SystemeneuenHerausforderungen gegenüber. Steigende Flexibilitätsanforderungenunddie
notwendige ständige Anpassung interner IT-gestützter Prozesse übersteigen oft die Fä-
higkeiten des IT-Bereichs zur rechtzeitigen Reaktion auf Änderungen imUnternehmens-
umfeld und der schnellen Umsetzung von nachhaltigen Lösungen. Experten halten je-
doch gerade diese Fähigkeit, welche die Anpassung sowohl der Geschäftsstrategie als
auch des IT-Systems betreffen, für einen wichtigen Wettbewerbsvorteil.
Im letzten Jahrzehnt kam das Paradigma des Service-orientierten Computing auf, wel-
ches diese Herausforderungen angeht. Gestützt auf Software services, stellen Service-ori-
entierte Architekturen (SOA) ein neues Konzept dar, effizient Geschäftsprozesse und
Geschäftsziele auf die IT abzubilden und dabei den Prozessflexibilitäts- und Anpass-
barkeitsanforderungen zu genügen. Zur Steuerung des IT-Systems sowie Einhaltung ge-
setzlicher Regulierungen hat sich, insbesondere in großen Unternehmen, IT-Governance
bisher als unverzichtbare Unterstützung erwiesen. In den letzten Jahren wurde SOA-
Governance als eine ganzheitliche Disziplinwahrgenommen, welche diese Unterstützung
für ein großes SOA-System unter Bewahrung dessen hohen Grades an Flexibilität leisten
soll. Grundlage sind hierbei sogenannte IT-Governance-Frameworks, welche bewährte
Vorgehensweisen und Referenzprozesse formulieren. Zur Gewährleistung ihrer Einhal-
tung werden Zertifizierungen vorgenommen, z.B. bezüglich Prozesskonformität. Um
diese Konformität bereits im Stadium des Prozessentwurfs zu gewährleisten, sind ef-
fiziente Techniken zur Auffindung relevanter Referenzprozesse zuträglich. Die Auffas-
sungen von SOA-Governance seitens Experten gehen derzeit noch deutlich auseinander,
so dass akzeptierte SOA-Governance-Frameworks sowie analytische Unterstützung für
Konformitätsüberprüfungen in Forschung und Industrie wenig vertreten sind.
Die vorliegende Arbeit leistet hierzu Beiträge in den zwei Themengebieten SOA-Go-
vernance und Process Model Similarity (Prozessmodelähnlichkeit). Zunächst wird u.a. ein
neues Betriebsmodell für SOA-Governance entwickelt. In Ergänzung wird zweitens eine
neue Analysetechnik für die Beurteilung von Prozesskonformität entwickelt.
Als Teil des ersten Beitragswird eine Strukturanalyse vonAnsätzen undAuffassungen
von SOA-Governance durchgeführt, welche in der Beratungsindustrie, an Hochschulen
und von Softwareherstellern verfasst wurden. Hauptergebnis ist die Identifizierung von
10 zentralen Komponenten von SOA-Governance. Basierend auf den Analyseergebnis-
sen werden ein allgemeines Betriebsmodell, ein konsolidierter Service-Lebenszyklus für
SOA-Governance sowie eine umfassende Definition entwickelt.
Im zweiten Beitrag wird, in Ergänzung des Betriebsmodells, eine Technik zum Ver-
gleich von Referenzprozessmodellen und Modellen realisierter Prozesse, sowie deren
Auffindung entwickelt (related cluster pairs). DerVergleich beruht auf strukturellerDekom-
position ausgehend von ähnlichen Prozessregionen. Die durchgeführte Evaluation at-
testiert diesem Ansatz eine hohe Genauigkeit, welches auf eine effektive Arbeitsunter-
stützung der manuellen Prozesskonformitätsbewertung hinweist. Zusätzlich wird ein
neuesMaß für Prozessähnlichkeit entwickelt. Verglichenmit bestehendenAnsätzen zeigt
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die Evaluation hier eine deutliche Leistungssteigerung. Über den originären Anwen-
dungsbereich hinaus stellt dieser Ansatz einen generellen Beitrag zum Forschungsfeld
der Process Model Similarity dar.
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1
INTRODUCT ION
W ithin this chapter, wediscuss themotivation behind the thesis topics, explainthe thesis contributions, and provide the general chapter organisation.
1.1 Motivation
Recent economic developments, such as globalisation and financial crises, as well as con-
stantly changingmarket conditions and new competitive threats, present companies and
their IT organisations with new challenges. The ability to react quickly and efficiently to
environment changes while continuously adopting the business strategy to new condi-
tions, is considered a crucial competitive factor today [71]. However, increasing flexibility
requirements, such as the continuous adaptation of internal processes, often exceed the
capabilities of IT departments and existing monolithic IT systems. In fact, only compa-
nies with the ability to exploit high IT system flexibility potentials are believed to prevail
in the long term [12].
In the last decade, as a general means of dealing with these challenges, the paradigm
of Service-oriented Computing (SOC) has emerged, laying the foundation for Service-
oriented Architectures (SOA). According to a survey from 2009, flexibility increases are
one of the major reasons for SOA implementations in companies [53]. By modelling
business and IT functionality in appropriate scopes and encapsulating them in small
software artefacts called services, SOAs provide the ability to flexibly compose applica-
tions and workflows. This way, business processes can be more efficiently mapped to
the IT system and, compared to monolithic IT systems, changes cause manageable effort
[55, 101, 143, 158]. Today, large organisations, in particular, rely on business processes
that are supported by IT.
The role of IT, in recent decades, has been the duty to operate and support internal
processes. Not only in times of financial crises, IT operation costs sum up to 80 to 90 per-
cent of the complete IT budget [194]. In many cases, the remaining budget (supported
by a corresponding business budget) is to be used for projects serving compliance, i.e., the
adoption of legal requirements [159]. However, IT organisations are expected to address
new business challenges in a proactive way [82]. With the prevailing perception of IT de-
partments as merely being internal service providers and, additionally, small IT budgets,
this is, however, hardly possible. Due to the abovementioned expectations based on the
role of IT and the financial restrictions, limits for innovations are set low.
Since the second half of the last decade, when Weill and Ross [263] first proclaimed
the relevance of IT Governance in this context, it has propagated a change to the role of
IT within companies. From the IT Governance perspective, IT is considered a success
factor, rather than an internal service provider of necessity [8, 24, 69]. IT Governance,
in fact, considers IT a general foundation for – or, at least, one of the originators of –
added value that makes a company’s products competitive. Generally, IT Governance
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is holistically targeted at keeping IT systems controllable, and at assuring compliance of
internal processes with regulations such as norms or laws [87, 131]. Governance frame-
works recommend guidelines and reference processes in order to steer and control IT
systems and their organisation, and to assure the systems’ compliance. A central goal is
the improvement of business-IT alignment in companies, i.e., the improvement of map-
ping business processes to the underlying IT infrastructure, and vice versa. Given this
perspective and the accompanying new role of IT, IT Governance endeavours to ensure
that the challenges faced by IT departments when tackling innovative projects, such as
proactively and flexibly adjusting to market changes, become manageable.
SOA systems, apart from providing a promising foundation for flexible IT infrastruc-
tures, expose special challenges. The system complexity generated by the increasing
number of services imposes high demands on a company’s ability to efficiently exploit
its advantages. Current IT Governance approaches are not designed to address chal-
lenges of SOA systems such as cross-organisational cooperation based on services, ser-
vice life cycle management, and the strong involvement of SOA in business organisation
[27, 97, 164]. Hence, in recent years, diligent governance for SOA, SOA Governance, has
been recognised as a major requirement for the successful adaptation and operation of
an SOA, especially for large systems [17, 151]. Beyond IT Governance goals, the new
discipline of SOA Governance claims to more effectively exploit the capabilities of SOA
systems [138, 215, 248].
The need of a discipline SOAGovernance, as well as its importance for the control and
steering of SOA-based systems is indisputable among experts from academic research
and industry. However, definitions of central aspects and identification of major com-
ponents of SOA Governance vary widely and have received little contemplation in re-
search efforts. Describing expectations, experiences, and requirements from their spe-
cific points of view, authors from IT consulting industry, from software vendors, and
from academia maintain differing approaches to SOA Governance (e.g., [10, 198, 215]).
However, a consistent and commonly accepted definition cannot be identified among
the variety of different suggestions – none of those provided have, as yet, become widely
accepted.
A further aspect to consider concerns the components, of which an SOA Governance
approach is considered to be composed. Many authors neglect the heritage of IT Go-
vernance, i.e., the immediate link to IT and company strategy, rather considering, for
example, the service life cycle [10, 271], or the integration of management software [25,
246, 261] as core governance aspects. Certainly, a subsidence slope (or tilt) concerning
approaches and definitions of SOA Governance can be attested [161, 167].
For IT Governance, standardised frameworks have become accepted that provide refe-
rence processes, the so-called best practices (cf. [27, 86, 248]). In order to publicly docu-
ment the realisation of norms (e.g., IT system security), or adherence to established con-
trol structures, companies have their IT systems certified by experts concerning these
norms (e.g., ISO/IEC 17799) or frameworks (e.g., CObIT), respectively. These confor-
mance assessments against reference processes are an important aspect of realising the
control that governance approaches aim to provide.
However, performing the required conformance assessments is elaborate and resource-
intensive even for experts. Though SOAGovernance approachesmention corresponding
assessment techniques (e.g., check list processing during service approval [233]), there
has been little research concerning decision support systems that help companies to pre-
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pare those certifications efficiently. Specific techniques for the automation of procedural
conformance assessment have not yet been intensively investigated in research either, for
example, for techniques for comparison of reference processeswith realised processes. A
further challenge is the consideration of these regulations during the design of new pro-
cesses. In order to ensure conformable processes, an efficient reference process retrieval
approach for assistance in the design of new processes (authoring support) is important
[197, 199]. The corresponding research problem, i.e., the efficient identification of rele-
vant reference processes given amodelled flow of activities, is part of a common research
field (business process retrieval) in Business Process Management (BPM) and has, apart
from process authoring support, a variety of further applications (e.g., process model
merging, avoidance of process variants, or process repository maintenance [48]).
1.2 Contributions of this Thesis
In 2006, Papazoglou et al. [186] proposed a general research agenda for SOC, consisting
of three layers: managed services, service composition, and basic operations. According
to this roadmap, the thesis at hand contributes to the research area of SOA Governance,
or Governance for Service-oriented Architectures (cf. Fig. 1.1).
More specifically, this thesis provides contributions in two fields. As a broad founda-
tion, a comprehensive investigation of the term and the discipline SOA Governance from
several perspectives is performed. Building on the results, amongst others, a decision
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support approach for process conformance assessment in the context of governance is
developed. In addition to research in SOC, the developed approach covers research con-
tributions in BPM, in particular in the area of business process retrieval. This work has
been performed in the context of the large German government-funded research project
Theseus/TEXO that developed a holistic concept and a comprehensive realisation of ser-
vice marketplaces as part of the Internet of Services (IoS) [93, 96].
In detail, the contributions of this thesis cover the following.
A) Fundamental analysis of the discipline SOA Governance
A1) Structural analysis of SOA Governance approaches, including the identifica-
tion of major components and provision of a novel consolidating definition
for this discipline
A2) Application of identified major components: development of a consolidated
service life cycle and a generic operational model for SOA Governance, inte-
grating the major components identified throughout the analysis
B) Development of the novel concept related cluster pairs for the analysis of business
process models and its application as decision support approach for process con-
formance assessment in the context of governance
B1) Development of an algorithm for the identification of differences of modelled
business processes, based on both the structure of process models and string-
based, semantic, and hybrid node label similarity metrics, as well as evalua-
tion using an established collection of operational standard procedures
B2) Development of a novel process model similarity metric based on process mo-
del structure and several node label similaritymetrics, and evaluation by com-
parison with a state-of-the-art metric, as well as with standard text-search en-
gines
The contributions are outlined in detail in the following.
Although SOA Governance has been derived from IT Governance and adjusted to al-
low for the special challenges of SOA systems, understandings of this discipline are not
uniform. In this thesis, we perform a comprehensive structural analysis of 22 major ap-
proaches to SOAGovernance. The analysis considers recent perspectives from academia,
software vendors, and the IT consulting industry. The key result of the analysis is the
identification of 10 major components that are common to the majority of SOA Gover-
nance approaches. Based on the insights of the analysis, we provide a novel comprehen-
sive definition for SOA Governance (contribution A1).
According to the general perception by experts, the discipline of governance is gene-
rally considered crucial for the successful operation of IT systems and, since business
processes are largely operated by IT systems, for business success. However, for the in-
troduction and operation of SOA Governance there are almost as many different notions
as approaches. Many of these are biased by software vendor products. Further, life cy-
cles for services as part of SOA Governance are vividly discussed in literature. Based
on the analysis performed in A1 and an additional survey of service life cycles, we dis-
cuss and develop a consolidated service life cycle for SOA Governance. Also emerging
from the results of the structural analysis above, we further provide an unbiased opera-
tional model for SOA Governance. The major advantage of these contributions is that
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they are based on the analysis insights, i.e., they all allow for the major aspects of SOA
Governance that are considered crucial by the expert authors (contribution A2).
In particular, our operationalmodel for SOAGovernance integrates a decision support
approach to check conformance with regulations. The assessment of conformance is a
central part of governance operation. An important regulation type is the enactment of
reference processes (by so-called governed processes). Using a process modelling langu-
age, reference processes specify recommended, desired, or successfully proven activity
flows, organised in reference processmodel repositories. As a decision support approach
in the context of SOA Governance, and as part of our generic operational model, we sug-
gest the novel concept of related cluster pairs to support (B1) the identification of relevant
reference processes for a given flow of activities and (B2) the comparison of two process
models and identification of their difference.
The decision support approach for the assessment of process conformance of business
processes is based on our process model analysis concept called related cluster pairs. For
the determination of correspondences between activities of processmodels, wemake use
of several string-based, semantic, and novel hybrid similaritymeasures. Exploiting these
correspondences, themodels are hierarchically decomposed into region pairs containing
similar elements. A merging process aggregates sets of neighbouring similar regions in
both models and forms larger similar regions. Based on these considerations, the tech-
nique identifies process model differences at a reasonable level of computational com-
plexity. In order to test and demonstrate that it is an appropriate and valuable approach
for process conformance checks, we use a test case of established standard procedures
for evaluation (contribution B1).
The efficient and reliable identification of relevant reference process models in a pro-
cess repository is a requirement for their inclusion in conformance checking procedures
and for their consideration at process design time.
For this purpose, we develop a novel measure for process model similarity. Based
on the determined regions, it can generally be applied for the retrieval of process mo-
dels that are specified in a graph-based process notation. We realise this concept and
both applications as a plug-in for an established process mining framework. We test
and evidence the approach’s practical applicability by using an established test case of
operational standard procedures for the evaluation. Further, we compare it with related
approaches and text search engines (contribution B2).
Concluding, this thesis provides a comprehensive investigation of the discipline SOA
Governance, together with a novel process analysis approach for comparison and re-
trieval of business processes.
By performing a structural analysis of major Governance approaches, we identify com-
mon components of the typical SOA Governance approach. As application of the re-
vealed insights, amongst others, we develop a generic operational model for SOA Gover-
nance that allows for all typical characteristics that have been identified.
Proceeding from process requirements formulated as reference processes (as part of
the above mentioned model), we develop a process analysis approach in order to assess
their achievement by realised processes. As central part of this approach, we present
a novel process model similarity measure for the efficient comparison and retrieval of
reference models. A comprehensive evaluation demonstrates its practical applicability
as well as resulting improvements compared to a related process retrieval approach.
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1.3 Thesis Outline
The remainder of this thesis is organised as follows.
Chapter 2, as a background, provides a fundamental overview of the basic concepts
used throughout this thesis. We outline important terms such as Service-oriented Archi-
tectures, several types of governance, Compliance, and Business Processes. In particular,
the challenges of SOA systems in conjunction with the discipline SOA Governance are
discussed and compared with the “classical” IT Governance perspective and monolithic
IT systems.
In Chapter 3, a structural components analysis of SOA Governance approaches is per-
formed. 22 major approaches to this discipline authored by experts from academic re-
search, software vendors, and IT consulting industry are investigated and structured. We
discuss the resulting components in detail. Based on the results, a novel comprehensive
definition for SOA Governance is elaborated that allows for the insights of the analysis.
In Chapter 4, major results from the structural analysis provide the basis for the devel-
opment of a service life cycle, as well as of an operational model for SOA Governance.
Based on an additional survey, a consolidated service life cycle for SOA Governance is
elaborated. Both the service life cycle and the operational model regard the major as-
pects identified throughout the investigations. As one of the operational model’s major
aspects, it integrates a decision support approach targeting the procedural assessment
of SOA Governance operation.
In Chapter 5, we introduce the process model analysis concept of related cluster pairs
that provides the basis for a decision support approach for process conformance as-
sessment. We discuss related work from BPM and basic principles that are employed
throughout the chapter. Further, the string-based, semantic, and hybrid node label simi-
laritymetrics, as well as special word preprocessing techniques used throughout the con-
cept, are outlined. Based on related cluster pairs, we introduce an approach for business
process comparison, and a novel processmodel similaritymeasure. Using structural pro-
cess decomposition, processmodel differences are identified. We realise this concept and
both applications as a plug-in for an established process mining framework. We test and
evidence the practical applicability by performing several analytical evaluations, using
an established test case of operational standard procedures. During the comprehensive
evaluation of this approach, our results are compared with the results of an established
text search engine, as well as with the results of state-of-the-art process model similarity
measure from the field of BPM.
Chapter 6 concludes the thesis by summarising the contributions, outlining the con-
clusions, and providing an outlook of possible future work.
2
BACKGROUND AND FUNDAMENTALS
I n this thesis, we intensively investigate SOAGovernance approaches and develop adecision support approach for conformance assessment of processes. This chaptergives an overview of the fundamental concepts used throughout this thesis.
After an introduction to Service-oriented Architectures and its characteristics in Sec-
tion 2.1, we outline the development and relationships of governance approaches for IT
systems in Section 2.2, and the notion of business processes andworkflows in the context
of governance in Section 2.3.
2.1 Service-oriented Architectures
In recent years, due to economic developments like globalisation and financial crises,
as well as deregulation of markets, enterprises are increasingly forced to quickly react
to changing environments and adapt their business processes continuously. In the last
decades, IT landscapes within organisations have often grown heterogeneous and have
developed towards a high complexity that is hardly manageable. A large amount of
legacy systems, middleware platforms, programming languages, operating systems, and
communication channels are the prevailing characteristics of such architectures [71]. Ac-
cording to Becker et al. [12], among international large companies, only thosewith a high
IT flexibility and the ability to quickly adapt to newmarket conditions will survive in the
long-term. In order to realise flexible business processes for changing business priorities,
architectural support for the integration of legacy systems, as well as flexible mapping
of business processes to IT systems (business-IT alignment) is required [119, 158].
In the last decades, however, due to changing business models, mergers, and acquisi-
tions, many IT landscapes could not be realised as they were planned in advance, and
rather organically grew into their current state over time. This usually resulted in a ver-
tically organised architecture with a so-called pillar or silo structure. These are quite
sophisticated and complex, and particularly suit the support of operational sequences in
their domain [143]. A reason for these silos is the fact that many IT systems used to serve
only a single department or business unit. Difficulties and even serious problems arise if
this structure has to be modified significantly. Common side effects include data redun-
dancy and multiple implementations of the same functionality in different places. This
raised the well-known issue of integration, which has been challenging IT departments
for decades [143, 158].
Building on Service-orientedComputing (SOC), Service-oriented Architectures (SOA) are
often recommended to address the mentioned challenges. The term SOA has first been
mentioned by Gartner analysts [224] in 1996. Since when the term was coined, SOA has
evolved to become an established IT system (cf. recent surveys, e.g., [53]).
Generally, the SOAparadigm represents a high level concept for designing information
architectures [119]. By the ANSI standard 1471-2000, the term architecture, in this context,
is defined as follows.
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Business Benefits Technical Benefits
Increase of business agility Efficient development
Reduced integration costs Simplified maintenance
Better business alignment Easier reuse
Graceful evolution
Incremental adaptation
Table 2.1: Potential business and technical benefits of an SOA [158]
“[An architecture is] the fundamental organization of a system embodied
in its components, their relationships to each other and to the environment
and the principles guiding its design and evolution.” [173]
The SOA paradigm implements these requirements by defining the service as fundamen-
tal concept (cf. Sect. 2.1.1). This way, it provides the capability of both (i) integrating
heterogeneous systems, as well as (ii) achieving a high agility of business processes and
their underlying IT [101, 119, 158, 187]. This high agility of processes implies an intensifi-
cation of communication between business and IT departments. Due to this integrative
nature, benefits of the application of SOA can in fact be found both on the business and
the technical side (cf. Tab. 2.1).
Within standard literature, several different definitions for SOA have been formulated.
While some rather focus on technical characteristics [101, 119, 133, 143], others additio-
nally consider business aspects [17, 55, 185].
Melzer et al. [143], for example, emphasise the usage of open standards, programming
language independence, and the fact that parts of the system (applications or methods)
may be incompatible without impact on its operation. Erl [55] expects of a “contempo-
rary” SOA system to be easy to extend and be composed of independent services that are
offered by different providers. For him, interoperability of services and their reuse fac-
tor are of particular importance. Erl generally considers SOA to be the abstraction layer
between business logic and the deployed technology. The definition by Josuttis [101]
explicitly considers definitions by further authors. As a result, though, the author em-
phasises the technical aspect of SOA: “SOA is an architectural paradigm for dealing with
business processes distributed over a large landscape of existing and new heterogeneous
systems that are under the control of different owners.”
For their definition, Bieberstein et al. discussed versions from both business and tech-
nical perspectives and related them to results of a survey of business executives [17]. We
adopt their definition in this thesis, which dates from 2006 and hence is one of the early
ones:
“A service-oriented architecture is a framework for integrating business
processes and supporting IT infrastructure as secure, standardized compo-
nents – services – that can be reused and combined to address changing business
priorities.” [17]
Especially the last four words express high demands – and precisely address the motiva-
tion for SOA we gave during the introduction.
As the service is a common concept among distributed IT systems [218], the SOA pa-
radigm shares commonalities with service-related technologies such as the Future Inter-
net [59, 155], cloud computing [5, 31, 72], wireless sensor networks [105, 190], and also
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peer-to-peer (P2P) systems [244]. For investigations of the SOA paradigm and specific
problems such as service discovery [225, 226], general service monitoring [148, 202], QoS
optimisation [51, 52], QoS optimisation in complex workflows [222, 223], process reliabil-
ity [221], service management and governance [102, 147, 183], mobile services [182, 184],
and even wireless sensor networks [191, 275], service execution platforms have been pro-
vided (such as WSQoSX [13, 14] and VENICE [77, 79, 115]). Investigations of service-
orientation towards the integration with the former technologies are constantly being
made (e.g., P2P [78, 80, 206] or Cloud Computing [121, 231]).
In the context of SOA,Enterprise Architectures (EA) are oftenmentioned. AnEA consists
of several smaller architectures, and represents the entire enterprise organisation [249].
Further, an EA captures the organising logic in technical choices and policies, while defin-
ing data and infrastructure as stable platform to support quickly changing applications
[263]. TheOpenGroup [249], who authored themost popular established EA framework
TOGAF (The Open Group Architecture Framework), identifies three practice domains:
Business Architecture, Information Systems Architecture, and Technology Architecture, where
the second is broken down into Information Architecture and Applications Architecture. As
a main objective of the development of an EA, they specify
“providing the fundamental technology and process structure for an IT
strategy. This in turn makes IT a responsive asset for a successful modern
business strategy.”1
As EA, in the course of this thesis, we understand a generic reference model for enter-
prise organisation, in particular addressing business structure, technology, and informa-
tion systems, and their complex interrelations. In this context, it can be claimed that the
paradigm of SOA allows for all these aspects, and hence can represent an EA. According
to experiences from practitioners, for adjustment reasons, SOA is often introduced in
companies in a scope of an IT project (in contrast to IT system), often called the “SOA ini-
tiative” [1, 17, 27, 268]. In these cases it is unsure, whether the complete development to
finally become the EA is finished. In this thesis, an SOA system is considered a potential
candidate for an EA.
2.1.1 Service Characteristics
SOA emerged from the software engineering principle of separation of concerns [55]. The
major concept to implement this principle is the service.
In order to define the architectural part of SOA, Channabasavaiah et al. [33, 34] make
use of the following principles:
• All functions are defined as services. This includes technical, infrastructure func-
tions as well as business functions.
• All services are independent and can be used without paying attention to the actual
implementation.
• All services are invokable. Services can be accessed by an interface without any
knowledge of its location.
1 TOGAF 8 Web page, cf. http://pubs.opengroup.org/architecture/togaf8-doc/arch/toc.html,
last accessed 2011-08-11
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A service, according to Krafzig et al., is the “technological representation of business
functionality”, and, technically, can be understood as a “remotely accessible, self-contain-
ed application module” [119]. In combination, Josuttis [101] defines
“A service is the IT realization of some self-contained business functiona-
lity.”
Using services as building blocks, business processes can be composed from them, ab-
stracting from the underlying (monolithic) applications and allowing for compositions
even across organisational boundaries.
As a consensus of most authors (e.g., [55, 101, 119, 143, 158]), the following are major
characteristics of a service:
loose coupling of services intends to minimise dependencies between services. This
especially supports fault tolerance and flexibility. Services interact while still stay-
ing independent of one another. Theminimisation of dependencies is also referred
to as services being self-contained [101].
service reusability is a central and general goal of service-orientation. The specifica-
tions of design standards target at making any service reusable, independently of
immediate reuse requirements. The goal is to reduce future development efforts
when services are used in a different than the first intended context. A crucial factor
when sizing service functionalities, is service granularity: while small service func-
tionality can improve the reuse rate, it can decrease overall efficiency. The usage of
open standards, supporting interoperability, is also considered a central aspect.
retrievability of services concerns their description and appropriate search function-
alities. Services expose metadata artefacts that describe their interfaces and func-
tionality using suited technology (e.g., WSDL). This is especially important in large
systems, and when using more than one service repository.
service autonomy refers to the service’s complete control within its execution scope.
At the time of execution, the service has exclusive control of the used logic. Autono-
my is an important aspectwhen grouping operations and distributing functionality
on services, i.e., deciding on service granularity.
abstraction. Services realise the software engineering principle of Information Hiding.
Acting as “black boxes”, services hide interna. They completely abstract from their
realised inner logic such as implementation details or realised security measures.
Further, there are no limitations concerning the implementation scope (i.e., the real-
isation of a simple technical functionality vs. the combination of functions provided
by several IT systems).
statelessness of services refers to the minimisation of necessary storage of state in-
formation. This way, as a simple HTML website, services do not rely on keeping
track of invocations and connection-depending data exchange. This characteristic
in particular supports reusability and scalability.
service composability assures that services can be combined to form composite ser-
vices. It is a special form of service reuse and enables service orchestration, where
a central instance (e.g., a service, a BPEL engine, a WfMS) controls the execution of
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Figure 2.1: SOA roles (e.g, [65, 125, 143, 187])
several, combined services. In particular for service composability, service opera-
tions need to be standardised.
service contracts describe the interaction and the conditions of information exchange
between one service and the invoking client or other services. The description cov-
ers the service interfaces, all service operations including all possible input and out-
put messages, as well as all properties of the services and their operations. Using
semantic information, services can be described particularly accurate [225].
These principles are considered the basis when targeting the ambitious goal of sepa-
rating interfaces from their implementations [158]. While an SOA system is shaped by
these principles, it is coined by its usage by at least three stakeholders, the typical SOA
roles, which are introduced in the following.
2.1.2 SOA Roles
As immediate users of an SOA system, three stakeholders roles have established (e.g.,
[16, 55, 65, 83, 101, 119, 125, 143, 158, 187], cf. Fig. 2.1):
– the service broker,
– the service provider, and
– the service consumer.
The service broker is also called service intermediary. He manages a service catalogue con-
taining published services and their descriptions. Services are described such that they
can be retrieved successfully (e.g., using semantic Web services [225]). He provides in-
terfaces for service publication (to service providers) and for service retrieval (to service
consumers). As part of the SOC research agenda (cf. Fig. 1.1), at this stakeholder, several
optimisation problems concerning service request handling and Quality of Service are
object to investigation [51].
The service provider offers one or multiple services. Before provision, the role regis-
ters services with the service broker, who publishes or publicly announces it (“publish”
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in Fig. 2.1). Using the provided service description, interested parties (i.e., service con-
sumers) can search and retrieve the service. A service provider can be a human, a soft-
ware agent, or organisation. In peer-to-peer (P2P) systems [244], for example, software
agents provide and consume services for data exchange, for example, multimedia con-
tent [106, 193, 242, 243].
The service consumer is in need of one or more services. Given a functionality descrip-
tion, he uses the service broker’s platform to search and find the service providing the
required functionality (“find” in Fig. 2.1). Once a service is identified, the consumer is
interested in integrating it in his operational environment (“bind” in Fig. 2.1). He starts
negotiations with the provider concerning service usage conditions. Once a service level
agreement (SLA) is mutually agreed on, the service consumer starts using it (“execute”
in Fig. 2.1). A service provider can also be service consumer, and vice versa.
In case of service marketplaces in the context of the IoS (e.g., as envisioned by the
German government-funded research project Theseus/TEXO2 the classical number of
three stakeholders is considered insufficient (e.g., [93, 172, 188]). In fact, additionally
to these, further stakeholders are important such as the marketplace host, the service
producer, and the service innovator.
In this scenario, the service provider is not obliged to implement services by its own
and can outsource this to the service producer. Moreover, services do not need to be
thought of by providers. In fact, the role of service innovator specialises in investigating
market situations, creativity techniques and methods, and hence, the creation of inno-
vative services (e.g., the Idea Ontology3 [208, 209]). The marketplace host is in charge
of running the marketplace platform, managing one or more service repositories, or-
ganising search requests, establishing marketplace-wide standards concerning (cross-
organisational) security [146], and coping with the internationalisation and automation
of legal aspects [196]. Beyond this, the IoS bearsmany additional technical challenges, for
example, consistent service description [171], distributed service monitoring [200, 205]
and service contracting [239], and distributed service hosting [238].
2.1.3 SOA Challenges
Service-oriented systems promise to realise agile implementations of business structures
that are able to flexibly adjust to changing environments. Prominent “promises” by soft-
ware vendors in this context are, for example, increased code reuse, reduced integration
expense, better security, greater business agility, and a shorter realisation time [267].
Not necessarily, however, does an SOAexpose a lower complexity as the legacy systems
it is to complement or capsule. Whenmeasuring system complexity by component count
and their interrelations, SOA contributes to an increasing system complexity [216].
Thus, companies introducing and operating an SOA-based system must be aware of
typical SOA-related challenges and need to address them (e.g., by governance approa-
ches) in order to successfully realise the mentioned “promises”. The major ones are:
– An increased number of software artefacts
– Unrealised service reuse
2 http://www.internet-of-services.com/ and http://theseus-programm.de/en/,
last accessed 2011-08-10
3 http://www.ideaontology.org/, last accessed 2011-08-10
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– Increasing maintenance cost
These are the fundamental new challenges and risks that the management of an SOA
system has to cope with (cf. e.g., [97, 164, 167, 215, 216]).
increased number of software artefacts. Applications based on SOAusually con-
sist of a large number of single and composite services. This means more flexibility
on the one hand, while it requiresmore administrative efforts on the other. Services
as the smallest parts of SOA systems provide the appropriate means to enable an
enterprise architecture to flexibly adjust to changing business processes on the one
hand. On the other, they implicitly increase the system complexity. Although SOA
reduces the heterogeneity of enterprise architectures, heterogeneity is replaced by
the multitude of services. When compared with monolithic systems, the increasing
number of software artefacts is the most frequently mentioned SOA-related challenge.
It is the basis for most other mentioned risks of such a system.
Without appropriate control structures, the SOA-inherent complexity can lead to
structures whose maintenance might be similarly extensive as the one of the legacy
application landscape that is to be replaced by SOA [103, 114, 215]4. The homogeni-
sation and control of this emerging complexity is the central challenge of an SOA
system.
As complexity increases, Schelp et al. [216] argue that this implies a lower degree
of service reuse: the large service count causes low system lucidity, which causes
a higher search effort causing an increasing number of cancelled search requests,
decreasing the reuse rate due to relevant services that were not found. Operating
more than one repository is considered a further indicator for this effect. Beyond
this, it is more likely that business and technical rules or guidelines are violated
[267].
Further, in order to realise the largest possible benefit in terms of business strategy,
business and IT departments (operation and management) must elaborate precise
agreements on the development and operation of services (“strategic alignment”)
[97]. A larger service number demands the intensification of communication be-
tween business and IT departments.
Summarising, it is increasingly difficult to realise service reuse, tomanage complex-
ity, and, generally, to operate an efficient, and cost-effective service administration.
All these issues must be addressed more carefully and diligently than in case of
monolithic systems, and solved in a sustainable way.
unrealised service reuse. Developing reusable services is considerably more chal-
lenging than the development of traditional software. Functionalitymust be encap-
sulated in a manner that services can be reused in other contexts. This produces
initially higher costs that are usually compensated by realising reuse. Commonly,
according reusable services are considered to be more than three times more ex-
pensive than services not designed reusable [215], and bear at least 50% higher
development costs [138]. In case these reusability opportunities are not realised,
as, for example, a service is coupled too tightly to the architecture of an applica-
tion, or an existing service is not known to the developers of a new application, an
4 or, in other words, SOA becomes “a mess waiting to happen” [114]
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SOA can be permanentlymore expensive than amonolithic system. The realisation
and improvement of the service reuse rate depends on two major aspects: service
granularity and variant management.
The decision on service granularity is an important aspect during service design and
a requirement for service reusability. It is, basically, the compromise between the
number of services and the functional range of a single service. Themajor challenge
is to define functionality boundaries for services. Functionality requirements must
be divided into parts that can best be realised by a single service. Largely, the re-
lationship between service number and functional range actually varies from case
to case [27, 103, 109, 164, 216]. Choosing a fine grained approach, a number of
services can result that probably cannot be managed reasonably. Defining coarse
grained services, these become comprehensive in function, similar to monolithic
applications, whose reusage possibilities in new contexts are limited. Identifying
the right granularity extremely depends on the context in the single case and of-
ten requires experienced service architects. Decisions on service granularity can
be supported by service blueprints, service definition scope concepts that apply in
the definition phase, and guidelines, that structure typical service tasks by defining
task levels. Measures like these, individually aligned to specific SOA requirements,
help with globally controlling and keeping service granularity in a manageable
range [27, 103, 164] (cf. Sect. 3.1.7).
An advantage of service-oriented systems is the possibility of creating service vari-
ants. A service can be changed without the necessity to change all depending ser-
vices. This allows the fast realisation of comprehensive functionality alterations.
It is an elegant solution, avoiding among others the renegotiation of service usage
terms (e.g., SLAs) in case the externally visible functionality has not changed. How-
ever, service variants reduce the overall service reuse rate [216]. The new service
is only used by the new constellation that requested the change, while the old ver-
sion is continuously used by prior configurations. In practice, normally, there are
no efforts to completely replace the old service and retire it [70].
Summarising, the decision on service granularity bears the risk to choose disadvan-
tageous service scopes, especially during SOA introduction or when experiences
with SOA and services are yet scarce. The operation of variants of the same ser-
vice in parallel has similar consequences: negative effects on the overall system
complexity, on cost, and on the number of interrelations between services.
increasing maintenance costs. All these arguments have at least one common con-
sequence. The increased number of services, the opportunity of service variants,
the need for precise responsibility definition and increased communication activ-
ity between departments concerning service handling, and increasing system com-
plexity are all originators for maintenance cost increase. According to Schelp et al.
[216], increased search efforts, more complex service tests, and increased coordina-
tion efforts are hardly avoidable. Any SOA management approach must be ready
to deal with this dilemma.
In fact, SOAs implicate a number of challenges for IT management [1, 3, 18, 97, 138,
164, 167, 215, 216] that often cause SOA introductions to fail [241]. Advantages of SOA
are bound to new challenges that must be addressed by initiatives for the introduction of
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this service-orientation paradigm. The discipline targeting this is called SOA Governance
(cf. Sect. 2.2.2).
2.2 Governance of IT Systems
Generally, the term governance, as used in political governance, Corporate Governance,
IT Governance, or SOA Governance, refers to the successful governing of organisations
or projects. According to the Merriam-Webster Dictionary 5, it means
“... the way that a city, company, etc., is controlled by the people who run
it”.
Basically, the term is borrowed from politics and has an analogous meaning in the con-
text of IT systems. Empowered institutions interactwith the purpose of regulating a large
complex heterogeneous system, for example, a state. The main target is to keep it con-
trollable by introducing and enforcing policies or laws (structures, rights, behavioural
guidelines, standards, ...) – the system is governed. In the control of IT systems, parallels
emerge with this concept. First, the objects to be regulated or governed are part of the
IT system, i.e., the SOA. Second, the actual laws ensuring the compliance of the system
map to policies. The third element, the observation and control of adherence to laws, i.e.,
the “police”, are compliance observation mechanisms.
At the beginning of this century, mismanagement in global companies such as Enron
and WorldCom harmed shareholders interests. Their behaviour (and poor management)
encouraged the establishment of Corporate Governance. A number of regulatory require-
ments, corresponding to legal or voluntary regulations, have their seeds in Corporate
Governance. With legal regulations such as the Sarbanes Oxley Act, Basel II, or the Ger-
man “Gesetz zur Kontrolle und Transparenz imUnternehmensbereich (KonTraG)” trans-
parency rules and requirements for internal control systems have been accomplished in
order to establish new confidence to company management.
Generally, Corporate Governance is the judicial and factual regulation framework for
the leadership and controlling of an enterprise. For the operational requirements of a
good enterprise leadership, four general resorts can be derived that governance rules
are applied to [256]:
– Regulations for the determination of the superior business objectives,
– Regulations for the structures, processes, and people on corporate management
level that are incorporated to achieve these objectives,
– Regulations for periodical evaluations of leadership activities, as well as
– Regulations for the proactive corporate communication.
According to the “Principles for Corporate Governance” by the Organisation for Eco-
nomic Cooperation and Development (OECD) [179], Corporate Governance is defines
as
“providing the structure for determining organisational objectives andmon-
itoring performance to ensure that objectives are attained”.
5 http://www.learnersdictionary.com/search/governance, last accessed 2011-07-25
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Figure 2.2: Embedding of SOA Governance in the enterprise context [215]
Many countries have their own regulation of Corporate Governance. In companies, it is
mostly organised as supervisory board protecting shareholders’ and other stakeholders’
rights [263].
Corporate Governance represents the basis for IT Governance, which itself is the point
of origin for SOA Governance (cf. Fig. 2.2). All these are outlined in the following subsec-
tions (Sect. 2.2.1 and 2.2.2, respectively).
2.2.1 IT Governance
The approach for re-establishing confidence to companymanagement (e.g., transparency
rules and requirements for internal control systems) by Corporate Governance has direct
and indirect significant implications on the IT operation. This makes IT Governance a
pendent of Corporate Governance [97].
One of the first definitions for IT Governance has been provided in 2004 by Weill and
Ross [263]:
“IT governance: Specifying the decision rights and accountability frame-
work to encourage desirable behavior in the use of IT” [263]
While this early definition has a focus on decision rights and behaviour, following the
Information Systems Audit and Control Association (ISACA) and the IT Governance In-
stitute (founded by ISACA), IT Governance is
“... the responsibility of executives and the board of directors, and con-
sists of the leadership, organisational structures and processes that ensure
that the enterprise’s IT sustains and extends the organisation’s strategies and
objectives.” [86]
Additionally to ensuring conformance to necessary rules, companies expect from IT
Governance cost reduction at IT services, productivity increase by more efficient pro-
cesses, and the reduction of operational risks [39].
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Knolmayer and Loosli [113] distinguish an introversive and an extroversive perspective
of IT Governance. According to the extroversive perspective, IT Governance is a suppor-
ting instrument of Corporate Governance. Its main task is to advise ITmanagement how
to implement compliance requirements. The introversive perspective exceeds the pure
alignment to the compliance specifications. The focus is on the economic optimisation
of the performance of the IT system and the IT organisation, as well as on the required
adjustment of decision, design, and implementation processes of IT management [113].
For the adoption and introduction of IT Governance practices, rules and standards,
as well as frameworks of collected techniques and management structures that proved
of value in business practice, have established. Among the most accepted ones are the
IT Infrastructure Library (ITIL) [176], the control models of the Committee of Sponsoring
Organizations (COSO) [174], and the Control Objectives for Information and Related Tech-
nology (CObIT) [86]. Beside these, there are numerous further frameworks, standards,
and norms that support the achievement of the different IT Governance goals (e.g., ISO
norms). Basically, each of these frameworks focuses on a different aspect of a company’s
IT. While ITIL, for example, mainly deals with IT process definition [176], the ISO 17799
standard primarily targets security management [84]. CObIT is a high level Governance
and control framework, more tightly aligned with the business objectives of the organi-
sation than with operational issues [86]. It has become a de facto standard for IT control
globally, and its implementation and application increasingly gains interest among com-
panies. For an overview of major frameworks as well as a list of regulations, refer to
Johannsen and Goeken [97].
These frameworks provide an orientation for companies concerning the appropriate-
ness of management techniques for the achievement of successful IT Governance (e.g.,
the formulation of IT strategy), as well as concerning helpful tools and methods to sup-
port its implementation. IT departments, having successfully introduced an IT Gover-
nance approach using these methods, are able to have themselves certified according
to common standards (e.g., ISO/IEC 20000) [85]) to ensure that internal processes fulfil
the requirements of a standard. ISO/IEC 20000-1:2005, for example, is a standard of the
International Organization for Standardization that defines requirements of professional IT
service management for service providers.
This way, IT management recommends the own IT department as reliable partner for
the provision of services of qualitatively high value.
Compliance
The termCompliance is used inmultiple contexts. Generally, compliance concerning regu-
lations (regulatory approach) and standardisation (standardisation approach) can be dis-
tinguished (as outlined in the following). They are administrated by compliance manage-
ment ([104], cf. Fig. 2.3):
“Compliance management is a broad term covering all activities andmeth-
ods to ensure that a company follows all policies required by an external or
internal regulation.” [110]
The regulatory approach targets the adherence to legal or enterprise-specific requirements
(e.g., corporate rules and policies) [104]. It comprises the legal regulations with manda-
tory character (e.g., SOX, Basel II), also covering Corporate Governance (cf. Fig. 2.3). In
this case,
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Figure 2.3: Elements of Compliance Management [104]
“[...] if a company follows all guidance defined in [...] a regulation docu-
ment, the company is said to be in compliance with the given regulations.”
[110]
This aspect of compliance aims at increasing transparency for shareholders and stake-
holders. In the scope of Corporate Governance, it aims at generally renewing confidence
to corporate management [60, 97].
The standardisation approach focuses on the certifications and the usage of best prac-
tices, where the latter refer to methods and procedures that have proven useful by expe-
rience [104]. In this context, compliance is defined as follows.
“Compliance essentially means ensuring that business processes, opera-
tions and practice are in accordancewith a prescribed [...] set of norms.” [131]
Certification, in this context, refers to the approval of properties according to a require-
ments catalogue. It is normally performed by an auditor. The procedure of assigning a
certification is called audit, referring to the assessment whether requirements have pro-
perly and effectively been implemented [60].
2.2.2 SOA Governance
Over the past years, Governance for SOAs (SOA Governance) has gained increasing im-
portance. Even though governance is considered crucial to successful long-time opera-
tion and control of an SOA, due to the complexity and heterogeneity of SOA systems,
a consensus concerning a uniform approach has not been achieved yet. The main task
of SOA Governance is to define and introduce company-wide policies for the adoption
and operation of an SOA, as well as to introduce mechanisms controlling their enforce-
ment [57, 103, 109, 136, 215, 267]. It targets the achievement of predefined SOA goals. It
elaborates guidelines and rules that need to be adopted and realised by the affected ma-
nagement processes. Up to now, there is a multitude of holistic approaches dealing with
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SOA Governance – however, most of them have different scopes, use different methods,
and address different goals.
SOA Governance topics strongly relate to IT Governance – hence SOA Governance
approaches are often comparable to those in the area of IT Governance. As, scientifically,
the topic of SOA Governance has not been extensively investigated yet, many software
companies introduce their own definitions in whitepapers, often driven by own market
interests [57, 109]. Concerning their perspectives on this discipline, Allen [3] attests a
“narrow view”. This lead to a number of different approaches so far.
Mostly, SOA Governance is described as “little brother” of IT Governance. Often, an
extension of existing IT Governance approaches is proposed that in particular allows for
the specific requirements of an SOA [271]. In the discussion on the classification of SOA
Governance in the scope of Corporate Governance, most authors argument that it is a
subset [109, 261], extension [81, 271], or specialisation (cf. Fig. 2.2, [215]) of IT Governance.
According to our notion, SOAGovernance is a specialisation or subset, combinedwith an
extension of IT Governance. Although SOA Governance addresses special SOA-related
issues, such as service ownership or service deployment (specialisation), it is still a part
of the IT in an enterprise (subset). Hence, IT Governance mechanisms are considered
to apply to an SOA, as well [114, 136]. However, aspects like cross-organisational colla-
boration (service deployment) or the concept of service marketplaces have not yet been
considered in IT Governance approaches (extension).
Basically, one of the objectives of this thesis is the analysis of existing approaches, as
well as the analysis and clarification of the understanding of SOA Governance. The first
identifies building blocks, a typical SOAGovernance approach is composed of (cf. Chap-
ter 3). A definition of SOA Governance is derived and outlined in Section 3.2.
2.3 Business Processes
SOA bears the opportunity to partly automate the execution of business processes and
workflows. To elucidate the term business process and its relation to the term workflow,
major definitions of these terms are discussed in the following.
2.3.1 Business Processes and Workflows
Weske [264] provides the following definition:
“A business process consists of a set of activities that are performed in co-
ordination in an organizational and technical environment. These activities
jointly realize a business goal. Each business process is enacted by a single
organization, but it may interact with business processes performed by other
organizations.” [264]
The definition points out that a business process consists of a set of coordinated activities
(e.g., atomic tasks), and aims at achieving a business goal. These twomajor aspects are also
part of the definition by Scheer [213], who considers a business process a related sequence
of activities in an enterprise for the creation of goods and services. In the definition
by Davenport [40], business processes are considered “a set of logically related tasks
performed to achieve a defined business outcome”. Again, the constellation and goal
are emphasised. The activity relationship is detailed by Davenport [41]:
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“A process is thus a specific ordering of work activities across time and
place, with a beginning, and end, and clearly identified inputs and outputs:
a structure for action.” [41]
Österle [180], in a further definition, assigns tasks to organisational units in order to
fulfil process management objectives. He extends the definition by introducing IT-based
applications to support the execution of these tasks. A process is at the same time pro-
ducer and consumer of work, while linking the business strategy with the information
system [180]. This definition introduces resources (i.e., organisational units) as part of a
business process, and specifies IT as a means of execution.
Generally, a business process can be implemented by organisational policies or by the
use of a software system [264]. The part of a business process which is automated by
the use of IT systems is called workflow [36]. According to the Workflow Management
Coalition [36], a workflow is defined as “[...] the computerized facilitation or automation
of a business process, in whole or part.” They further specify:
“A workflow is the automation of a business process, in whole or part, dur-
ing which documents, information, or tasks are passed from one participant
to another, according to a set of predefined rules.” [37]
Themain difference between business processes andworkflows, hence, is their execution
context. The central concern within this thesis will be business processes.
The term Business Process Management (BPM) refers to the general handling of business
processes in various aspects. It comprises
“... all concepts, methods, and techniques to support the design, adminis-
tration, configuration, enactment, and analysis of business processes.” [264]
BPM is considered “a discipline and a technology” [175]. It aims at enhancing business
agility, control, and accountability. It targets streamlining internal as well as external
business processes, the elimination of redundancies, and automation increase [232]. In
order to design, administrate, configure, enact, and analyse business processes, they
must be appropriately represented. Generally, business processes are represented by
business process models.
“A business processmodel consists of a set of activitymodels and execution
constraints between them. A business process instance represents a concrete
case in the operational business of a company, consisting of activity instances.
Each process model acts as a blueprint for a set of business process instances,
and each activity model acts as a blueprint for a set of activity instances.”
[264]
According to this hierarchically structured and precise definition, a process instance
refers to a concrete procedural situation in a company. A processmodel is the representa-
tion (“blueprint”) of a set of these instances. Both process models and process instances
are detailed by activity models and activity instances, respectively. Optimally, a process
model describes all permutations of a specific procedural situation. In other words, a
business process model outlines the structure of a business process in the real world
[124]. It determines all possible paths of the business process and defines the activity
ordering [88, 124].
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Business process models are described using business process notations, or business
process description languages. The most common representatives are UML Activity Di-
agrams (UML 2.0) [178], Event-Driven Process Chains (EPC) [108, 111], the Business Pro-
cess Modelling Notation (BPMN) [177], and Petri Nets [62]. All of these provide graphi-
cal notations, based on graphs. In this thesis, we propose a process analysis concept that
can be applied to most graph-based process model representations such as EPC, UML
Activity Diagrams, and BPMN.
A common research problem in BPM is the efficient retrieval of business process mo-
dels, i.e., the efficient identification of relevant reference processes given amodelled flow
of activities. This problem is tackled by the thesis at hand and has a variety of applica-
tions, such as process authoring support, process model merging, avoidance of process
variants, or process repository maintenance (cf., e.g., [46, 48, 264]).
In the course of this thesis, we use business processes in the context of governance in
particular.
2.3.2 Business Processes and Governance Processes
In BPM, generally, several business processes levels can be distinguished. From SOA Go-
vernance perspective, two types of processes are recognised. In this section, we discuss
the assignment of these process types.
Weske [264] identifies five different process classification levels, ranging from imple-
mented business processes (workflow level) to business strategy (business management
level). Each level determines the next level in terms of a breakdown structure, and con-
tributes to the realisation of the next higher level (cf. Fig. 2.4).
– Business Strategy refers to the determination of strategic business concepts, that
form the basis for a long-term strategy ensuring sustainable market advantages
(example given is “domain-dependent product cost leadership”).
– Goals represents the next hierarchical level, the breakdown of strategy into a goal
hierarchy. In the governance (and company-level business management) context,
these two process layers refer to the strategic management as part of Corporate
Governance, as well as the setup of IT goals and strategic business-IT alignment at
the level of IT Governance and SOA Governance [86, 248].
– Organisational Business Processes describe high-level procedures covering their in-
puts, outputs, expected results, and their relationships to other organisational busi-
ness processes. For the description of processes, up to this level, simple text notation
is used, supported byflow charts. Weske [264] characterises this description type as
“informal or semiformal technique”. In the context of governance, IT Governance
frameworks such as CObIT ([86]), and SOA Governance Frameworks such as the
framework by TheOpenGroup [248]map to this level. They textually describe best
practices at a high level (“informal”), using structuring, “semiformal” aspects, for
example, processes, artefacts, inputs, and roles.
– Several processes on the Operational Business Processes level are required to detail
the usually coarse-grained organisational business processes. In operational busi-
ness processes, activities and their relationships are described, excluding their im-
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Figure 2.4: Levels of business processes (adapted from [264])
plementation details. Technically, these processes are specified by business process
models (using, e.g., EPC or BPMN).
– Finally, Implemented Business Processes describe the specification of the technical exe-
cution context and organisational environment, in which they are executed [264].
In the context of SOA Governance, there is an additional perspective on these process
levels (cf. Fig. 2.4). Orthogonally to the level by Weske, two general types of governance
processes can be distinguished: governing processes and governed processes [17, 27, 248]
(cf. Sect. 3.1.8).
governing processes. Governing processes are high-level processes that perform con-
trol and steering of the IT system, aiming at enacting governance structures. They
are the primary means of a governance approach. Examples are processes for
compliance, vitality, exceptions and appeals, dispensation and communications
[27, 248]. Clearly, for these processes, the process goal rather than the detailed
process procedure description is in focus.
governed processes. Governed processes are controlled, monitored, and assessed by
the governance approach [17, 248]. They are subject to measurement and assess-
ment concerning performance (by metrics) and adherence to policies. Concerning
the latter, metric collection points and policies and standards evaluation points are in-
serted in their activity flow, in order to determine compliance or non-compliance
[27].
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Note that, due to their nature, on the last two levels (Operational and Implemented Business
Process level), no governing processes are located. Governing processes are generic high
level processes, that are usually described in text form enriched by simple flow charts.
Both, governing processes and governed processes are included and described by SOA
Governance approaches, that are investigated later in this thesis (cf. Chap. 3), and the
conformance check of governed processes is addressed by a central contribution of this
thesis, a comparison and retrieval approach for processes (cf. Chap. 5).
Process Conformance
While Compliance (see above) defines the strict implementation of given laws or norms,
the term Conformance has a different notion. According to Johannsen and Goeken [97],
SOA Conformance refers to the check of the enterprise that plans to implement SOA con-
cerning its general adherence to requirements. Conformance is understood as a part of
Compliance with the second part being Performance. Concerning business processes, ex-
actly the same distinction can be made. While Performance of processes measures the
outcome, Process Conformance measures adherence to guidelines. In the course of this
thesis, we investigate Process Conformance.
The determination of so-called Process Compliance for given process models and re-
gulations is an active field of research. According to Rinderle-Ma et al. [211], Process
Compliance is understood as assuring that process execution adheres to norms that are
relevant to the company. Approaches for Process Compliance use logic-basedmodelling
of regulations for compliance validation, in contrast to considering reference processes
(e.g., [66]). As example, this includes the checkwhether task B occurs before taskA using
the modelled requirement “B must occur before A”.
The techniques used in this thesis for automated conformance checks do not use formal
logic-based modelled regulations. SOA Governance frameworks rather provide holistic
reference models than regulations with small scope. I.e., normally, regulations are pro-
vided as referencemodels. Hence, in the case of governance, processmodels are checked
for conformance by comparing them to reference process models. Further, in the gover-
nance context, the final assessment is always left to a human expert.
Summarising, we use a different approach from Process Compliance called Process
Conformance.

3
COMPONENT ANALYS I S OF SOA GOVERNANCE
APPROACHES
A ccording to a survey conducted among companies that use SOA as enterprisearchitecture, 79% of the respondents consider it a negative risk to put servicesinto production that are not effectively governed. Beyond that, 88% of the com-
panies find their current SOAGovernance approach insufficient – only 12% implemented
a sufficient approach according to their own assessment (cf. App. B.2). This draws the
picture of an extreme disaccord: although companies are aware of the high risk of a
governance lack, they have not implemented sufficient mechanisms to address this risk.
The need for appropriate governance approaches is high – and companies are obviously
aware of the increasing risk.
In recent years, a number of models and frameworks for SOA Governance from diffe-
rent perspectives have been proposed. While most of them address similar goals, they
proceed from diverging challenges and definitions and propose varying techniques and
differing combinations of them to reach these goals. Only few of them show a level of
comprehensiveness that could be sufficient for becoming an accepted standard approach.
In this chapter, we perform an analysis that identifies frequently used concepts in SOA
Governance, as well as aspects that are considered most important by a majority of au-
thors. We elicitate criteria, compare them, and outline their perspectives, objectives, and
proposed methods.
In this chapter, we investigate 22 approaches that claim to provide SOA Governance
(cf. Section 3.1). Based on these insights, we provide a definition for SOA Governance in
Section 3.2. Final conclusions are discussed in Section 3.3.
3.1 Analysed Components
Motivated by this lack of clarity, we investigate and compare 22 SOA Governance appro-
aches, developed at companies and research institutions.
The investigated approaches have been proposed by three groups of authors. Scien-
tifically published, academic approaches cover reviewed publications such as journal
articles, conference papers, as well as books and book chapters. Many governance ap-
proaches have been made available by software manufacturers, published as company
whitepapers that target governance for an SOA system aligned with proprietary soft-
ware products (e.g., SOA infrastructure). The third group is formed by authors from the
IT consulting industry that published their expertise in whitepapers based on achieved
experience. During our analysis, 10 similar criteria, in the following also called compo-
nents, have been identified. They are detailed in this chapter.
Generally, the approaches expose different levels of quality: often, the recommenda-
tion of components is not explained by the experts. The approaches, whose recommen-
dation of a respective criterion is backed by arguments and critically discussed, are consi-
dered a founded recommendation: in this case, the suggested components and its purpose
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have been consistently explained, concrete suggestions are made or examples are given
– in contrast to the mere mention of a criteria. In fact, some approaches are characterised
by a more legère view of the topic. These approaches, when introducing a component,
regarding a particular aspect, expose a lack of clear instantiation, explanation, level of
detail, or specification. Generally, in these cases, the approach lacks precision concern-
ing that particular component. It is recommended as being valuable and useful without
explanation. These cases are considered as proposals of the given component, meaning
“partially specified”, or “mentioned”.
The overall results are summarised in Figure 3.1. Per criterion, the aggregated number
of mentions is indicated. Additionally, the diagram shows the absolute amount of crite-
ria mentions per author group and quality aspect, where 22 is the maximum. Founded
recommendations are distinguished from proposals, as well as the different author groups
from one another. Detailed results are outlined in Table 3.1. Rows list approaches and
the columns show the criteria. The approaches are grouped according to the perspec-
tives: academic publications like books and journal articles, publications from software
vendors, and those from the IT consulting industry. For each criterion and approach, it is
indicated whether and in what quality the criterion is considered. Founded recommenda-
tions are marked with a full dot (•) and proposals are marked with a circle (◦) in the table.
A hyphen (–) indicates that the concept is not integrated in the corresponding approach.
Further details of the results are provided in Appendix B.6.
In the following, we introduce and discuss the 10 major components that were identi-
fied (in Sect. 3.1.1 to Sect. 3.1.10) and summarise further aspects (in Sect. 3.1.11).
3.1.1 Governance Policies
Amajor aspect of SOAGovernance are considered governance policies, organised in policy
catalogues. 21 out of 22 approaches mention this aspect, 13 of them provide detailed
recommendations. It is the most frequently integrated component of SOA Governance
in the investigated approaches (cf. Tab. 3.1).
By almost all approaches, governance policies are informally defined as ‘means to
define what is right’. Generally, governance policies represent guidelines, conventions,
rules, and best practices that support the controllable and efficient operation of the SOA
system. They are often applied in the administration of a service life cycle (cf. Sect. 3.1.5),
or within an SOA procedure model (cf. Sect. 3.1.6).
Generally, governance policies are considered distinct from service performance-related
policies as described by standards such asWS-Policy orWS-Re2Policy [56, 204, 257]. Main
aspects of governance policies are their application to roles, service design and operation,
and service documentation. Some approaches, however, leave the specified policies unclas-
sified. Concerning policy handling, procedures for policy exception handling, as well as
recognition of too restrictive policies are suggested. We summarise these aspects in the
following.
Policies are usually used to regulate service interactions and operation (service runtime
policies), design (service design time policies), or their description (service description policies).
According to Bernhardt and Seese [15], service-related policies are always derived from
governance policies.
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Figure 3.1: Results of the component analysis – number of mentions per component, qua-
lity level, and author group
service design time policies typically regulate the manner of service design and de-
velopment, providing technical standards and architectural requirements, e.g., the
regulation of design patterns that are used during service development [1, 10, 20,
27, 74, 138, 217, 233, 248, 265, 267]. Often, design time policies intentionally limit
the choice of technical standards and interface formats. Interoperability assures
the flawless cooperation of services. For example, interfaces are often considered
to provide secure and encrypted communication [1, 195]. For service operation,
authors recommend to use accepted standards (e.g., SOAP, WSDL, REST) during
design and implementation, rather than proprietary solutions of few software ma-
nufacturers. The goal is to ensure a flexible platform and interoperability of the
services (e.g., deployment of services on technically different platforms). Design
time policies are introduced by the majority of approaches [1, 27, 74, 75, 116, 138,
195, 198, 210, 215, 248].
service runtime policies target service operation. They comprise security regula-
tions (e.g., encryption), access control (e.g., usage of authentication methods, avail-
ability, and performance of services), precise event logging, and correct billing.
Two runtime policy types are distinguished: role authorisations and service ope-
ration (or monitoring) policies. An important aspect when enforcing policies at
service runtime is their formalisation in a machine-understandable format such as
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Table 3.1: Detailed results of the component analysis
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– not integrated
Page 26 29 31 32 35 37 39 41 43 45
Section 3.1.1 3.1.2 3.1.3 3.1.4 3.1.5 3.1.6 3.1.7 3.1.8 3.1.9 3.1.10
Books and Journal Articles
Schepers et al. [217] • ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ • • – – •
Bernhardt and Seese [15] • • ◦ – • • – • • –
Derler and Weinreich [43] ◦ – • ◦ • – – – – –
Kohnke et al. [116] • • – ◦ ◦ – • ◦ ◦ –
Bieberstein et al. [17, 18] ◦ • • • – • • • – –
Marks and Bell [138] • • • ◦ ◦ • • • • –
Brown et al. [27] • • • • • • • • • –
Schelp and Stutz [215] ◦ • – ◦ – ◦ ◦ – ◦ –
Rieger and Bruns [210] • • • • ◦ – ◦ – – –
Josuttis [101] ◦ • ◦ ◦ • ◦ ◦ ◦ – –
Software Vendors
HP, Systinet [25, 74, 75, 246] • • • – • ◦ ◦ – – –
webMethods, Inc. [139, 261] ◦ – • ◦ ◦ ◦ – ◦ – –
Software AG [233, 234] • ◦ • ◦ • • ◦ – ◦ •
BEA Systems, Inc. [10] ◦ – • – • ◦ – – – –
Oracle [1] • • • ◦ ◦ • • – – •
IBM [26, 81, 140, 151, 154, 271] – • • ◦ • • ◦ – ◦ –
The Open Group [248] ◦ • – • • • • • ◦ –
IT Consulting Industry
Everware-CBDI Allen [3] • • • ◦ – – • • – •
BearingPoint [198] • ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ • ◦ – – –
ZapThink [20] • ◦ • • – – • ◦ – –
Windley [265, 266, 267] • • ◦ ◦ • • – – – –
Berlecon [195] ◦ • • – – – – – – –
WS-Policy, WSPL, or WSDL 2.0. In this context, Marks and Bell [138] recommend
not to link runtime policies tightly to services, as policies can also be dependent on
the service consumer. In this case, the policies to be applied should be agreed upon
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by service contract negotiations [138]. Runtime policies are considered a common
policy type [1, 3, 15, 17, 43, 74, 75, 101, 138, 198, 210, 215, 217, 233, 248, 261].
service documentation policies provide the aspects and the scope of service doc-
umentation, and assure that all relevant information is included in a service’s de-
scription (such as, e.g., the documentation from technical, functional, and business
viewpoints). Bernhardt and Seese [15] recommend to set up a service taxonomy to
simplify discovery. Allen [3] recommends to adjust the scope of documentation to
thematurity level of the SOA initiative and the degree of service reuse that is aimed
at. The explicit regulation of the description of services targets at proper service
retrieval and use, as well as the realisation of service reuse in different contexts
[1, 3, 15, 265].
role-related policies refer to employee roles and their definitions, and target per-
sonal behaviour as well as behaviour of organisational entities. Authors emphasise
that the success of these policies depends on their precise and clear formulation,
proper communication of the added value, and employees being made attentive to
them [15, 74, 75, 138, 266]. Further, adjusting the behaviour to regulations should
not be an additional burden. Windley [266] points out, however, that there is the
danger to limit creative and productive developers in their work by policies that
are too strongly and inappropriately regulating. Frequent violation against few
policies should also be considered an indication of this type of inappropriateness
[265].
Defining policies anew for each service means additional effort in the service devel-
opment process. Some authors recommend to manage, administrate, and reuse policies
like services in a specific policy life cycle that includes policy revision and policy reuse
[25, 75, 198, 265, 267].
In special cases, granting non-conformance to policies is considered reasonable. Marks
and Bell [138] advise to install a formal process for policy exception granting. They point
out that it should include escalation procedures including higher instances (e.g., a ma-
nagement board) for the case of conflicts. For example, for services that are deployed
with admittedly little opportunities of being reused or that can reach the required per-
formance only when using other than the required standards, an exception grant can
be applied for [20, 138, 265]. Excessive exploitation of this process, however, can be an
indication for too rigid or inappropriate design policies [267].
As a consensus of all authors, policies are considered mighty instruments that com-
bine various application aspects. They represent the most important and quite complex
aspect of SOA Governance. Application aspects are roles-related, service design and
operation-related, and, explicitly, service documentation-related policies. The latter are
to ensure useful retrieval processes that are performed by, e.g., service requesters. Im-
portant aspects of policy handling are policy exception regulation and recognition of
inappropriate (too restrictive) regulations.
3.1.2 Organisational Structure
Due to the changed conditions of SOA systems compared to other IT systems, the major-
ity of authors considers to adjust organisational structures. Changes in the structure of
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the organisation are mentioned by 19 out of 22 approaches, whereas almost 70% provide
founded recommendations (more than for governance policies, cf. Fig. 3.1). The compo-
nents organisational structure and governance policies can hence be considered equally im-
portant (cf. also Tab. 3.1). The approaches outline and introduce new boards, councils,
and institutions for special accountabilities around SOA.
Typical competencies of boards are of executive or consulting nature, are concernedwith
the specification of requirements for implemented services as well as applications, or the
development direction of the SOA project. Almost all of the approaches propose the estab-
lishment of three main organisational entities: the SOA Governance Board, the SOA Board,
and the SOA Centre of Excellence.
– The SOA Governance Board mainly deals with the design and configuration of gover-
nance itself. The board is composed of representatives and specialists from all IT
and business domains that are relevant to the SOA system. In order to ensure
enough authority and influence, it is considered crucial that business managers
and decision makers are board members. Rane and Lomow [198] propose the in-
volvement of a dedicated “sponsor” from the CEO board, managing the SOA initia-
tive. The board’s main tasks are the control and supervision of the current status
of the SOA system, the development of governance methods such as improving
processes, the establishment of new policies, and monitoring of their enactment
and performance. Accountabilities cover project prioritisation, funding, the itera-
tive transition to SOA, and the management of the SOA system. Depending on
the organisation form (distributed vs. centralised), it either possesses the exclusive
decision rights concerning processes and policies itself, or can delegate them to
subordinate councils [e.g., 3, 15, 25, 27, 74, 75, 138, 198, 233, 248, 266]. This board
is also called SOA Governance Council [27, 198], or SOA Leadership Team [138].
– The strategic leadership for the SOA system is borne by the SOA Board. The identi-
fication of business goals, their prioritisation, and the control and decision upon
SOA goals and an SOA strategy are its central competencies. Usually, it cooperates
with experts from business departments and business process designers in order to
analyse business processes, formalise them, and prioritise them for the realisation
by services. It manages the service portfolio. In case no SOA Board is established,
the SOA Governance Board is considered to be in charge of these strategic SOA
tasks [1, 3, 15, 17, 20, 27, 74, 116, 138, 195, 198, 210, 215, 217, 233, 248, 267].
– The establishment of a SOA Centre of Excellence (SOA CoE) is recommended by al-
most all approaches. Themain purpose of the CoE is bundling competencies concern-
ing SOA implementation and operation. Expertise is created by the implementa-
tion andmanagement of SOA pilot projects, which is redistributed by specification
of best practices and by involvement in further projects. In some cases, it is conside-
red to be in charge of policy development, the specification of technical standards
as well as reference architectures, i.e., to additionally bear directive competence
[1, 3, 15, 17, 20, 27, 75, 101, 116, 138, 151, 195, 215]. In some cases, the SOA CoE is
considered to be a consulting board. In case the SOA CoE is assigned these compe-
tencies, the SOAGovernance Boards’ competencies are limited to determination of
principles that the SOA CoE can derive detailed policies and technical standards
from [26, 198, 210, 217, 233, 234, 248, 267].
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Often additional boards are specified (e.g., the service development team, the appli-
cations development team, IT operations). An according table is provided in Appendix
B.1.1.
All approaches that give founded recommendations concerning organisational changes
(15 out of 22), recommend setting up an SOA CoE. Apparently, this institution has con-
vinced in theory (academic approaches, seven mentions) as well as in practice (eight
mentions from IT consulting and software vendors). It can be considered a crucial orga-
nisational institution for the operation of an SOA system.
The SOA Governance Board and SOA Board are often defined in a mutually excluding way,
i.e., approaches defining the first one omit the latter (e.g., [3, 195, 198]). This indicates that
the respective competencies, SOA Governance and strategic leadership, are often consi-
dered to be replaceable, or even congruent. However, strategic leadership is commonly
regarded one component of a governance approach. The classification above shows the
lack of holistic understanding of this discipline, even on the part of the providers of SOA
Governance.
Concluding, the presented organisational entities are the threemost frequently integrated
ones. Competencies, however, are not very clearly attributable. Especially concerning the
question how decision and consulting competencies are to be distributed among the en-
tities, the approaches give different recommendations. The majority, however, agrees
on the SOA CoE bundling many of the discussed competencies – in some cases even all
of them.
In contrast to organisational entities that could also be named group roles, the precise
definition of (single) roles and responsibilities has been a major aspect of SOA Gover-
nance approaches (cf. Sect. 3.1.4).
3.1.3 Artefact Management
19 out of 22 approaches name software support or artefact management a central build-
ing block of SOA Governance. Most of them come from the software industry (cf. Tab.
3.1 and Fig. 3.1).
During the development process of an SOA system, many artefacts are created, for
example, services, service meta data, service descriptions, interface descriptions, and message
format specifications. Services in operation are bounded by policies and service contracts.
Further meta data are SOA Governance artefacts such as roadmaps, process descriptions,
and reference architectures [248]. All these artefacts have to be managed and made avail-
able to the participants of an SOA system. For their administration, mainly two terms
have beenmentionedwithin the approaches, service registries and service repositories. Both
represent software systems that manage SOA artefacts and make them available to the
involved parties. Generally, service registries provide the technical view, while the ser-
vice management perspective is represented by service repositories [101]. In SOAGover-
nance approaches, however, these terms are not clearly distinguished from one another.
Half of the approaches thatmention a service registry, define it as system for publishing,
storage, and retrieval of services [1, 15, 195, 198, 210, 217, 233]. A service repositorymainly
is considered a tool to manage meta data, e.g., technical service descriptions, service con-
tracts, development documentation, overview of service versions, and guidelines associ-
ated with the service [101]. Most of the approaches see the registry as complementary
to the repository, whereas the registry provides the service while the repository stores
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the corresponding meta data (as “meta data repository”). However, four approaches
assign technical aspects like service retrieval and publication to the service repository
[20, 43, 215, 267]. They also define the storage of general service information such as
meta data to be a concern of the service repository. Obviously, the notions of service
repository and service registry have not yet established among all SOA Governance au-
thors.
Some authors state that splitting up registry and repository into two different software
systems and hence splitting up the storage of service-relevant information, is not useful
[75, 138, 233]. Most software solutions integrate all these functions in uniform systems.
Further systems concerning SOA Governance are Web service management systems [1,
265, 267]. They serve service operation monitoring by automatically supervising policy
conformance, monitoring and controlling service status and interactions. Usually, these
systems are realised as plug-ins for enterprise service buses. Bernhardt and Seese [15]
name them “Policy and Contract Management” systems, Marks and Bell [138] “Policy
Engines”. Additionally, Afshar [1] recommends the operation of “Business Process Ma-
nagement Suites” that integrate business processes into service management, providing
modelling process functionalities.
Some authors recommend additional techniques for artefact and meta data handling.
Schelp and Stutz [215] and Derler and Weinreich [43] propose the modelling of artefacts
including, e.g., policies, descriptions, and processes, and their relationships asmetamodel.
Allen [3] suggests to establish an owner for each of these artefacts, i.e., to introduce an
additional responsibility and role artefact owner. Similary, Afshar [1] and Bloomberg [20]
recommend the introduction of data owners or data stewarts that are in charge of quality
management and unification of utilised company data.
Concluding, the approaches suggest the operation of a service registry or service repos-
itory, and of a Web service management system. As main function of a service registry,
most authors refer to publishing and discovering services, while the service repository is
considered to serve as meta data storage. However, none of the approaches recommends
to operate both of these. Nevertheless, it is obvious that the understandings of service
registry and repository in terms of functionalities diverge among SOA Governance au-
thors, i.e., from the governance perspective. Some authors recommend to organise and
structure artefacts types and their relationships in a meta model to clarify interdepen-
dencies as well as the establishment of additional data and artefact related roles and
responsibilities.
3.1.4 Roles and Responsibilities
Almost 80% of the approaches mention the adjustment of roles and responsibilities for
the operation of an SOA system. In total, 17 approaches mention it, where nine come
from academic environments, and eight from the practicioners’ domains (cf. also Fig. 3.1
and Tab. 3.1).
By all these authors, implementing and operating an enterprise architecture as SOA is
considered to have impact on the organisational structure of the entire company. Besides
the introduction of new organisational entities (cf. Organisational Structure, p. 29), this
covers the definition of new roles and accountabilities. In order to assign clear and non-
overlapping definitions of competencies, a solid concept for roles and accountabilities is
commonly considered to be advantageous for all involved persons and the operation of
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the SOA system.
In the following, the five most frequently mentioned roles are outlined, as well as a num-
ber of suggested personnel administration methods.
– The SOA Governance Lead is accountable for the holistic planning and monitoring
of governance methods. Important tasks are the strategic direction and alignment
of the governance efforts as well as the combination and interaction of governance
methods [3, 17, 27, 248]. In most approaches, this competency is defined as a group
role and is assigned to a board consisting of different stakeholders, e.g., the SOA
Governance Board.
– The duty of the SOA Architect is to plan the holistic service architecture. Generally,
this role is considered a mediator between business and technology. It is in charge
of resolving all technical issues concerning the infrastructure [17, 27], as well as of
themanagement of service composition, the service portfolio, and compliancewith
standards [248]. Rieger and Bruns [210] divide this role into two parts: the business
SOA architect and the technical SOA architect. While the first is in charge of require-
ments analyses, is experienced in business process modelling, and communicates
the SOA vision throughout the enterprise, the technical part makes architecture-
related decisions, performs component modelling, and is responsible for service
interfaces and documentation [210]. The enacting person is mostly part of the SOA
Governance Board [3, 17, 27, 138, 210, 233, 248, 261].
– The role of the Business Process Designer investigates and outlines the company’s
business processes and formalises them in a common process description langu-
age. The role is in charge of the creation of reusable automated business processes,
process testing, and investigates all service orchestration possibilities. It is a gene-
ral expert in technical aspects of modelling [17, 26]. The business process designer
realises the processes identified by the SOA Architect as a composition of atomic
services [210]. These processes are then subject to the execution by single or com-
posite services. The role is also called Process Flow Designer, Process Developer, or
Process Modeller [17, 18, 20, 27, 210, 233, 248].
– The Service Designer works together with the SOA Architect, is in charge of mes-
sage exchange modelling, and creates service designs. The role finalises services
to make them meet QoS demands, and to ensure the usefulness of their interface
designs. Further, the service designer supports the SOA Architect in the determi-
nation of the right service granularity [1, 17, 20, 27, 210, 233, 248].
– Generally, the Service Owner is the contact partner for a particular service, concern-
ing specific informations, change or extension queries, or issues of any kind con-
cerning the service. It is responsible for a service during the complete service life
cycle. The role can be enacted by a person, a department, or organisation. The ser-
vice owner is expected to have comprehensive knowledge concerning the specific
service and general experience in handling services. Almost all authors emphasise
the importance of explicitly defined service competencies
The task of a governance approach is to create and provide a catalogue that identi-
fies a service owner for each service. As checkpoints, before service operation (e.g.,
as part of service testing), service checks are to cover whether each service has an
owner. [1, 3, 27, 43, 75, 138, 198, 215, 217, 233, 248, 271]
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Figure 3.2: Example for a RACI chart [86]
Some more roles have been pointed out, e.g., the Tester and the Administrator. For
further information refer to Appendix B.1.2. Further, in the context of SOA Governance,
the involvement of management representatives is considered to be of utmost importance
(cf. Sect. 3.1.7,Management Commitment).
A currently widely accepted and established method for competency assignment is
the so-called RACI chart. An example from CObIT [86] is provided in Figure 3.2. Many
of the examined approaches, as well as standard IT Governance frameworks like CO-
bIT and ITIL integrate them [27, 86, 176, 198, 215, 217]. RACI charts are competency
tables for a given process. Rows show the process’ activities and columns indicate roles
(cf. Fig. 3.2). For each pair of activity and role, a character R, A,C, or I indicates the type
of the role’s involvement in the activity. R indicates responsible, i.e., the executing, opera-
tive task, while A defines accountability. The A-role is accountable for success or failure
of the given activity, e.g., in financial terms. The specification of an accountable person is
mandatory for each task; this person delegates the work to the R-role, and must approve
the results. C means consulted, i.e., the designated role is to be asked for advice, and I
indicates informed, i.e., a role that must be informed about the course, the result, or simi-
lar actions taken in the context of the activity [17, 103, 138]. Authors at Everware-CBDI
propose a similar approach named RAEW Analysis (responsibility, authority, expertise, and
work) [198].
In order to ensure that persons meet the requirements of a given role, Brown et al.
[27] recommend the Capability Assessment Method. It provides tables listing the required
technical and organisational skills per role that are defined by the SOA Governance ap-
proach. Using these lists, suitable candidates are identified. Identified gaps in the em-
ployees’ skills can be closed by specific training or the employment of new persons. A
further central aspect is the SOA-based employee training [1, 27]. Bieberstein et al. [17]
propose to establish an SOA Education Plan in parallel in order to identify the gaps men-
tioned above and arrange specific required trainings. Some authors propose the creation
of motivation by incentive systems to increase acceptance among the employees and mo-
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tivate them to adjust behaviour. They state, that the new IT architecture demands special
employee behaviour and consider impact on behaviour a central issue of SOA Governance.
They see the necessity to influence the employees’ behaviour regarding the new system,
for example, by specific trainings or incentive mechanisms. These methods directly af-
fect employees dealing with development, operation, and maintenance of services in the
IT departments, as well as responsible persons in the business departments in charge
of the alignment of business processes and services [18, 101, 116, 263, 266]. Marks and
Bell [138] additionally apply a metrics model to influence the employees’ behaviour. In-
tegrated in their approach, the metrics model creates the SOA behavioural interaction
model, “which defines the expectations for the collective behaviour of the SOA overall”
[138].
Concluding, by themajority of approaches, five employee roles are pointed out that are
specific to the operation of an SOA system. Further, in the context of SOA Governance,
an important aspect is the targeted impact on behaviour. Obviously, the IT Governance
goal to “achieve desirable behaviour in the use of IT” – as stated in the first definition
of IT Governance by Weill and Ross [263] – is an important goal for SOA Governance as
well. This clearly shows the existing relations between these two governance disciplines.
The roles and the personnel management methods in the context of SOA Governance
suggested here can be regarded as central components of the discipline SOAGovernance.
3.1.5 Service Life Cycle
According to the analysis performed above, service life cycle management (SLCM) is a
central aspect of SOA Governance. More than 75% of the approaches mention a service
life cycle to be an integral part of SOA Governance (cf. Tab. 3.1). The majority of ap-
proaches emphasising the service life cycle are from the author group of software vendors
(cf. Fig. 3.1).
Life cycle models, in general, are widely used additives for design, development, ope-
ration, and maintenance of software (e.g., [236]). As a purpose of SOA Governance,
the design, implementation, operation, and version management of services can be im-
proved by comprehensive and reasonable regulations in service life cycles [25, 139, 267].
Their planning and implementation is part of SOAGovernance. The notions of definition
and distribution of activities in life cycle phases vary in wide ranges [1, 10, 15, 27, 43, 75,
101, 116, 138, 139, 198, 210, 217, 233, 248, 267].
Services are common software artefacts – however, their functionality scope is small
and they appear in multiplicity. Services are delivered to the customer and installed,
i.e., deployed, in a higher number of environments and contexts compared to common
(monolithic) software. SLCM targets the steering, direction, and control of every service
in life cycle phases. The goal is to ensure manageability and conformity, in spite of large
service numbers. To tackle these challenges, service life cycle approaches are often di-
vided into three super-phases: design time, runtime, and change time (e.g., [25, 68, 139,
246], cf. Fig. 3.3).
service design time. The phases up to deployment are commonly referred to as ser-
vice design time. The following aspects are considered important by the majority
of approaches. The categorisation of services using subcategories determined by
taxonomies [15, 138, 198, 233] or service domains [20, 217] is considered a major
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Figure 3.3: Overview of important aspects of SLCs
aspect. Enacting service ownership is regarded a fundamental aspect of the life cycle
and included by almost all approaches [1, 3, 27, 43, 75, 138, 198, 215, 217, 233, 248].
Design time policies determine the manner services are designed, e.g., the techni-
cal standards, architectural requirements, or design patterns, ensuring interoper-
ability by interface regulations. They are specified by 13 approaches [1, 20, 27,
74, 138, 195, 198, 210, 215, 217, 233, 248, 267] (cf. Sect. 3.1.1). In this respect, refe-
rence architectures as an exemplary implementation are considered especially use-
ful [1, 198, 248, 265]. So-called enterprise data models define a uniform perspective
on the organisation’s data (e.g., types, structure, locations). These are considered
mandatory for consistent service data integration [17, 27, 75, 138]. Concerning ser-
vices, a test review process is recommended, where design, source code, and meta
data are checked against the corresponding guidelines [15, 74, 75, 138].
service runtime. The usage phase is referred to as service runtime. Operational guide-
lines are considered a central element during the runtime (cf. Sect. 3.1.1). Further,
by concise management of service contracts and service level agreements (SLA), the
service reuse factor can be increased [1, 3, 15, 27, 43, 74, 75, 116, 138, 195, 198, 217,
233, 248, 265]. The detection of undesired service invocations [248], the determina-
tion of the service reuse rate [27], and service profitability calculation [195, 233] are
important tasks of service monitoring during runtime [1, 15, 17, 20, 27, 74, 75, 116,
138, 195, 233, 248].
service change time. Some authors additionally define change time that is generally
not considered to be a chronological phase, but occurs individually for each ser-
vice (e.g., [25, 68, 139, 246]). In this phase, service changes are performed in a way
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that is compatible with all involved roles such as other services, persons, and appli-
cations. Mainly three procedures form this phase: notification of involved parties, the
service transposition procedure, and an impact assessment. Amongst others, as part of
governance policies, these steps are applied in order to ensure cost-neutral, trans-
parent, and flexible service changes. However, foundations for a smooth service
change can be laid in previous phases. For example, interface design guidelines
can minimise visibility of the performed changes, aiming to keep the service de-
scription consistent [1, 15, 43, 74, 75, 138, 195, 198, 217, 248].
Using life cycles, many artefacts beyond services can be controlled. Exceeding guide-
lines, applications composed from services, as well as business processes can be con-
trolled by life cycles (as proposed by [1]). Also, readjustments of SOA goals to changed
business requirements, or frequent transposition of the SOA Governance model are per-
formed using corresponding life cycles (e.g., [27, 81], cf. Sect. 3.1.6). Using life cycles is a
powerful instrument of control, i.e., a powerful instrument of governance.
3.1.6 SOA Procedure Model
Besides the management and effective administration of governance methods, the stra-
tegy and procedure of adopting and introducing an SOA system, i.e., an SOA Procedure
Model, is considered a crucial part of an SOAGovernance approach. What is summarised
and referred to as SOA Procedure Model in this analysis are many different variations of
procedures for regulated SOA introduction and operation that are called, e.g., “SOA Life
Cycle”, “SOA Governance Roadmap”, or “SOA Adoption Model” by the respective ap-
proaches. Of the 22 approaches, 16 point out the importance of a procedure model, most
of them from the software industry and academia (cf. Tab. 3.1 and Fig. 3.1).
Generally, SOA ProcedureModels act as a global guideline for the future development
of the SOA system. They designate and communicate planned future developments of an
SOA system and describe the phases fromplan to realisation. Amajor goal is tominimise
risks during the introduction of the SOA system [203].
In the following, we outline their differences and commonalities and provide a conso-
lidated overview (cf. Fig. 3.4). The precise descriptions of the approaches are provided
in Section B.1.3. Typically, the proposed proceduremodels are divided into four iterative
phases.
(1) As a general rule, the first phase covers the determination of abstract goals for the
SOA system, the SOA vision, as well as constraints [1, 27, 81, 248]. These are di-
rectly derived from strategic enterprise goals. The initial assessment of the IT and
business environment is performed, and a consensus of preliminary governance
strategy and the scope of the SOA program are formulated [198, 217, 267].
(2) In a second phase, the SOA goals are refined to form a specific strategy, and organisa-
tional entities are set up (e.g., the SOACoE), rolemodels are introduced and service
ownership is defined [27, 138, 198, 217]. The system’s status quo is determined, and
a comparison with reference architectures is performed [27, 248]. A chronological
realisation plan of these methods, i.e., an SOA Governance roadmap or transition
plan is determined [17, 27, 138, 248]. First guidelines are defined and an initial ma-
nagement process [1, 17, 27, 198], service life cycle policies, governance processes,
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Figure 3.4: Consolidated phases of the proposed SOA Procedure Models
service owners, and funding models are set up [138]. Tools are selected and go-
vernance processes are developed [1, 198]. Further, the potential reuse of existing
systems is investigated [233]. Schepers et al. [217] and Afshar [1] recommend for
this step the consideration of the maturity level of the current SOA, in order not to
strain, e.g, a pilot project unneccessarily with bureaucracy.
(3) As a third phase, building on these SOA goals and strategic requirements, specific
governance methods are derived. These focus on the arrangement of processes in
the service life cycle and the strategic alignment of the SOA system, design and
operational policies, and the selection of suitable technical support. The service
portfolio management, and the service life cycle are set up [217]. Policy enforce-
ment, messaging platforms, service registries and metadata repositories, techni-
cal standards, service operation policies, and security solutions are implemented
[138, 265], also called “Interoperability Framework” [267]. The planned system is
deployed, i.e., the roadmap implemented [27, 248], the defined roles, competencies
and decision rights are transferred to involved persons [17, 27, 233], and general
governance mechanisms are installed [1]. The accountable board starts monitoring
and controlling the service life cycle as well as policies [198].
(4) In the forth and last consolidated phase, based onmetrics (e.g., service reuse, errors
in service operation) and feedback of involved persons, the governance methods
and their interplay are refined. Quality assurance and regular audits are performed
[1, 27]. Its overall effectiveness is measured, generating recommendations for im-
provement [198]. Based on the results, policies are refined, and processes improved
[1]. Important aspects, according to Windley [265], are the monitoring of policy ef-
fectiveness and acceptance. Schepers et al. [217] recommend “service enforcement”
and service levelmanagement in this step. Services are integrated into applications,
and new services are formed by assembly, not development [233]. According sug-
gestions by Brown et al. [27], Schepers et al. [217], and The Open Group [248] are
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defined as reiterating SOA life cycles. This way, the feedback by metrics and by in-
volved roles triggers a new life cycle (process model) iteration. In the next iteration,
according to Afshar [1], the next level of maturity is reached.
Three further approaches do not specify phases: according to Schelp and Stutz [215], the
SOA roadmap is considered to be the implementation plan for the SOA strategy. It serves
as transparent proof for the benefit of the implementation. An iterative SOA life cycle
serves the introduction of new SOAprocesses and the adjustment of existing architecture
processes. At webMethods, authors define an SOA Governance life cycle that is similar
to the service life cycle. It consists of design time, runtime, and change time governance
[261]. At BEA Systems, SOA Governance is defined as service life cycle governance [10].
3.1.7 Strategic Aspects
The conception of a strategic plan as well as business-IT alignment are considered a fur-
ther central element of SOA Governance by the experts. 16 out of 22 approaches refer to
strategic alignment, the majority with concrete suggestions. All author groups equally
put a strong emphasis on this point (cf. Tab. 3.1). Four aspects of strategic alignment
considered most important are outlined in the following: formalisation of SOA goals,
identification and prioritisation of services, adequate financing of service development,
and SOA commitment of the management.
Formalisation of SOA Goals
In order to have a clear view of business goals and to include them into the strategic
planning process, it is important to elicitate and document these goals. The documen-
tation serves as input for the determination of SOA goals, aligned with the business
goals. This type of documentation is called Enterprise Principles [20] or Strategic Busi-
ness Plan [27] (cf. also [3, 20, 27, 195, 210, 215]). Many approaches demand the concrete
formulation and documentation of strategic SOA goals as an abstract SOA vision (e.g.,
[17, 138, 248]). Some authors recommend to monitor the goals using predefined metrics
or KPIs [15, 138]. Overall, it is important that SOA goals are aligned to company and
business goals. SOA goals can be juxtaposed with their motivating business goals in a
Business-IT Alignment Table. Additionally, for each SOA goal, the performance of a risk
analysis is recommended [3]. In case business goals change, SOA goals must be adjusted.
This is covered by iterative procedure models for SOA Governance, which some appro-
aches suggest (for details cf. Sect. 3.1.6). In most of these, in each cycle reiteration, SOA
goals are aligned anew with business goals. Formalisation of SOA goals is emphasised
by the majority of approaches [1, 3, 17, 20, 27, 74, 75, 138, 215, 217, 233, 248].
Identification and Prioritisation of Services
Once SOA goals are determined, services are to be identified and prioritised. Two diffe-
rent approaches are suggested for this step, a bottom-up and a top-down procedure.
Using the bottom-up procedure, software architects or the involved persons from busi-
ness departments design the service interaction, before they are submitted to a board
in charge of the strategic SOA overview (e.g., the SOA Board). In order to avoid the cases
where a similar service already exists, the implementation of a function as service is not
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profitable, no reuse can be anticipated, or technical policies are not met, the boardmakes
the final service selection. In case of the top-down variant, business analysts or business
process designers analyse business processes, divide them into subprocesses and specify
them in a language like BPEL. Some of the identified activities then become blueprints
for services. The interaction is defined by the chain of activities in the business process
[1, 17, 27, 43, 151, 215, 217]. According to Schepers et al. [217], the latter variant is more
complex than the first, but can be more profitable in some cases. The latter variant, how-
ever, is proposed more often [1, 17, 215]. Some propose both methods and demand a
pragmatic decision depending on which one better fits the SOA strategy and current
maturity [17, 43, 217].
A further important issue when identifying services is service granularity. Depending
on the respective context, services must be designed large enough in functionality, in or-
der to encapsulate a reasonable process part and avoid unnecessary communication on
the one hand. On the other hand, service functionality should be designed small enough
to be reusable in different contexts. As part of governance regulations, appropriate gran-
ularities are to be defined [27, 103, 164]. Experiences made by experts such as service
designers are a crucial criterion here.
For the administration of existing and planned services, usually, service portfolios are
set up. They provide a complete overview of all services, and support the planning and
prioritisation for the service implementation. Service identification and management of
service candidates is often performed as part of service portfoliomanagement [1, 27, 198].
Service identification and prioritisation is commonly considered a crucial aspect of
SOA Governance [1, 3, 15, 17, 27, 43, 116, 138, 195, 198, 210, 215, 217, 248].
Adequately Financing Service Development
Usually, services are deployed across divisional or department borders and have the po-
tential to turn profitable after multiple usage. Hence, for financing an SOA system, the
benefit of financing models that charge departments on project base is limited. Adjusted
accounting models distribute the additional cost among all business departments alike,
or the cost are borne by a central SOA budget. It is recommended to account services in-
ternally department-wise, according to the benefit provided, e.g., by their usage. Issues
to be decided upon from case to case cover the distribution of the initial development
cost (cost until a service is profitable), and the determination of the council or role that
bears the risk for unprofitable services.
The majority of authors agrees on the fact that traditional accounting models on project
level are not profitable and useful in the context of SOA. It is considered a central part
of SOA Governance to determine adequate financing models [1, 3, 15, 17, 27, 74, 75, 116,
138, 198, 210, 215, 217, 233].
Management Commitment
Usually, management representatives are not directly involved in IT system management.
In the context of SOA Governance, however, their involvement is considered to be of
utmost importance. Financing of SOA Governance usually exceeds project limits, orga-
nisational entities are to be changed or new ones created, new roles and responsibilities
are to be established (e.g., in the area of business process identification and examination),
and governance methods often are not accepted per se by employees. For these reasons,
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the authority of a management representative and the acceptance of the system by the
management are considered generally required for successful SOA Governance (cf. also
SOA Governance Board, p. 30).
Bloomberg [20] defines the crucial factor of management commitment for the effective-
ness of IT Governance as follows:
“[...] the effectiveness of IT Governance in the enterprise depends on the
successful cascading of strategy and goals down into the organization, and
the traceability of project-specific activities in support of those organizational
goals back up to the executive level.”
In fact, an important aspect is the willingness of the company to holistically adopt to
and accept the SOA paradigm. SOA systems draw the majority of their added value
from the decrease of levels of abstraction between business processes and their support
by IT systems. This means, the members of business departments that are involved in
business processes must agree to be “made a part” of IT processes. It is important that
they identify and document their business processes (maybe for the first time). Further,
an SOA system makes higher demands on, for example, accounting than the operation
and development of monolithic applications, or the involvement of both business and IT
departments in service development. Thus, it is important that the new conditions are
met successfully [1, 18, 20, 27, 138, 198, 215, 248].
The acceptance of these changes are considered crucial success conditions for SOA
systems, as these depend on the support and commitment of the company’smanagement
level.
3.1.8 Governance Processes (and Policy Enforcement)
10 out of 22 approaches formulate governance processes and policy enforcement to be
crucial aspects of SOA Governance, four of them are founded recommendations from
academia. Governance processes are the actual implementation of governance. They de-
fine the business and IT-internal processes that are required to operate an IT system from
the perspective of governance. They provide the activities and accountabilities for the
operation of an SOA system on ameta level. By the term policy enforcement used by the ap-
proaches, mechanisms for automated policy conformance checks are summarised. They
target the monitoring of adherence to policies and their operational enactment and are
integrated in processes. In the following, we provide a short overview per approach.
The Open Group SOA Governance Framework [248] distinguishes governing processes
from governed processes. The first ones are part of the governance approach (the “SOAGo-
vernance ReferenceModel”), defining three continually performedprocesses: compliance,
dispensation, and communication. Governed processes are those that are being controlled,
monitored, and measured, i.e., that are subject to governance (e.g., testing, design, de-
ployment of services).
A similar classification is chosen by authors at IBM [17, 27]. Governance processes
define strategic business and IT planning and steering (e.g., strategy development, port-
folio management, innovation management). Complementary to four governed processes
(service strategy, service design, service transition, and service operation), they define four
governance processes: the compliance process, the vitality process, the exception and appeals
process, and the communications process [27]. Similarly, Bieberstein et al. [17] define the
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governance processes business component identification and prioritisation process, business
exception fallback process, and four further architecture-related process types.
Marks and Bell [138] and authors at WebMethods [261] distinguish design time and
runtime governance processes. As a third group, the latter propose change time governance
processes, while Marks and Bell add publishing and discovery governance processes. All of
these, similar to IT Governance processes, are used to instantiate control of the system,
i.e., regulate the operational processes. Accordingly, in terms of The Open Group [248],
these describe governing processes.
Bernhardt and Seese [15] define two types of governance processes: policy-related and
approval, review, and reporting processes. While the first ones address and regulate the
definition, progagation, violation, and adoption of policies, the second type of processes
deals with approval (policy enforcement), review (service design), and reporting (feed-
back from organisational units, interventions).
As a third area of action besides organisational structures and employees, Kohnke et al.
[116] define processes. These cover strategic alignment, business process management,
service management, and service controlling. Two of these are governance processes:
strategic alignment (consisting of business and IT goal alignment, requirements manage-
ment, project portfolio management), and service controlling (service level management,
service accounting, SOA compliance).
As one of four views1 on SOA Governance defined by Allen [3], the process view, dis-
tinguishes two process levels: management and “day-to-day” processes. The management
level is aligned to the organisation requirements and defines policy, organisation, pro-
cess, and infrastructure requirements. The detailed policy definition and enforcement,
in contrast, is the duty of the “day-to-day” SOA Governance activity and spread across
different disciplines according to the policy type (e.g., architectural policies are defined
by the “SOA Architecture and Design” discipline).
Authors at ZapThink [20] define the architecture and IT Governance functions in the con-
text of SOA. There are five processes defined as duty of these functions: the architecture
review and approval process, architecture exception and escalation process, the architec-
ture maintenance process, the architecture communication process, and the architecture
compliance review process. They lay a strong focus on the architecture of the system.
Further important processes are policy management, enforcement mechanisms, com-
munications, changemanagement, architecture review processes, SOAmaintenance and
many more (cf. [3, 17, 138, 215, 261]).
Many approaches mention the category processes as a central point of their approach.
However, the classification types vary from governing vs. governed processes [17, 27,
248], runtime vs. design time governance [138, 261], policy-related vs. review-related
[15], processes vs. organisational structures vs. employees [116], processes vs. organisa-
tion vs. infrastructure vs. maturity [3], and architecture review processes [20]. The clas-
sification that is mentioned most frequently is governing vs. governed processes. Governing
processes cope with performing and realising governance methods and structures. They
serve as means for the governance approach. Governed processes are subject to gover-
nance. They represent activities such as service development, process management, and
service operation. Further, all authors agree that concise definition and structuring of
governance processes is crucial to the successful operation of an SOA system.
1 The views are: organisational, maturity, infrastructure, and process views (cf. [3]).
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An often mentioned controlling technique is the definition of check points, or policy en-
forcement points [3, 27, 198, 233, 248]. At important points of governance processes, these
points of control are defined, where, e.g., the status of an artefact is checked against
defined requirements. Check points are universally applicable (they can, e.g., include
architectural reviews, code reviews, services, service meta data checks, or checks of be-
havioural policies). In particular, they are considered useful in case policies cannot be
checked automatically and work results must be analysed by humans. This often also
covers the involvement of organisational entities, such as the SOA CoE (cf. Sect. 3.1.2).
Beyond the definition of appropriate operation guidelines, it is important to provide
means and methods for policy enforcement. For this purpose, mostly policies are pro-
vided usingmachine processable and automatically enforceable formats (e.g., WS-Policy,
WSPL,WSDL2.0, orWS2RePolicy [138, 204]). Additionally, corresponding software tools
are to be provided (e.g., proprietary “PolicyManagement”, or “Web ServiceManagment”
systems) [3, 27, 198, 233, 248].
Authors atWebMethods [261] propose policy enforcement points for automation: com-
pliance checks are performed at the service registry or a proxy when invoking services.
Marks and Bell [138] additionally propose the ESB for this task.
Concerning policy enforcement (as part of governing processes), all approaches pro-
pose control points that are part of or reside in (cyclic) governance processes. Techniques
or concrete examples for automated policy enforcement (other than manual revision of
artefacts) are provided by none of the approaches.
3.1.9 Metrics
More than a third of the proposed approaches mention a metrics system as an important
building block for SOA Governance. Metrics, in general, are defined along with goals
and make processes and parameters of the SOA system more transparent. The mea-
surement of goals, combined with a corresponding management structure, supports the
judgement on the effectiveness of the adoption of SOA. For the implementation of SOA
Governance in a company, usually a set of goals are defined that is striven to be achieved
(cf. Sect. 3.1.6). Metrics, in general, report on the performance of the SOA system as a
whole, by measuring the goals set by the governance initiative [15, 27]. The following
gives an overview of the purposes of metrics in SOA Governance defined by the respec-
tive authors.
According to Marks and Bell [138], “SOA metrics put a steering wheel on your SOA”.
Metrics provide performance monitoring including, e.g., service behaviour, enabling tech-
nology, consumers and providers, and human participants. Due to numerous bad expe-
riences that were made without metrics, they recommend considering metrics from the
beginning of the SOA planning processes. They distinguish business, process, and SLA
and performance metrics (e.g., ROI – Return On Investment), and SOA Governancemetrics
(e.g., conformance reporting, policy breaches, and developer exception reporting), service
reuse metrics, and metrics for service design enforcement. While the last address the moni-
toring of enterprise-wide design best practices in order to avoid one-time design principles,
reusemetrics service the enforcement of reusing existing and proven services, in contrast
to novel development or the reuse of rogue services. Together with policies, the metrics
model forms the behavioural model, that targets employee behaviour [138] (cf. Section 3.1.4,
Roles and Responsibilities).
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According to Brown et al. [27], one of the key responsibilities of SOA Governance is
the incorporation of measurements of general SOA goals, such as the alignment of IT
initiatives to business goals, in order to foster reusability on the one hand, and to de-
crease the total cost of ownership (TCO) on the other hand. The authors outline twoways
of defining metrics when implementing an SOA Governance approach. The bottom-up
method starts with an operating model (e.g., “operational excellence”, “product leader-
ship”), and proceeds via the definitions of business goals, SOA governance goals, SOA
governancemetrics andmeasurement. The top-down approach definesmetrics proceed-
ing from the SOAGovernance goals. The authors propose a list of 12 goals andmetrics as
a starting point for the adoption of an SOA system. These include, among others, service
reuse, service TCO, and business IT-alignment through SOA. Brown et al. [26] andHolley
et al. [81] consider measurement a key to effective governance. Unmonitored processes
will soon be unable to meet business objectives. Monitoring in governance supports the
prediction of increasing needs, as well as determining the TCO of services.
Bernhardt and Seese [15] define metrics for services, service operations, and projects. Ser-
vice metrics report on the number of existing services, services being developed, pro-
posed, published, consumed, changed, deprecated, and retired. Theymeasure consumer
numbers per service and service version. The latter is especially important in the con-
text of service changes. Service operation metrics support the general visibility and the
identification of improvement potential in service operation. They report on numbers of
service interaction (correct vs. faulty) as well as reasons (e.g., protocol errors, size and
correctness of input data). Further, the authors describe performance KPIs for identifi-
cation of infrastructure bottlenecks and service design revisions, as well as service level
and security violations (being service operation metrics). Finally, project-related metrics
provide insights concerning project success, failures, and the corresponding reasons.
Common service metrics such as “degree of service reusage”, “service availability”,
and “service downtime” are integrated by Kohnke et al. [116]. According to the authors,
as objective of SOA Governance, “SOA Compliance” addresses the requirements for in-
ternal finance controlling and reporting systems. Starting with the adoption of SOA, for
example, identity and access management is to be extended from human-computer in-
terface supervision to computer-computer interface supervision [116].
Authors of the SOA Governance Framework by The Open Group [248] emphasise the
importance of monitoring the SOA system, as adjustment of SOA Governance methods
becomes increasingly difficult without information on IT system performance. They
provide further exemplary metrics, such as “percentage of development trouble tickets
caused by inadequate design”. However, they do not assign these metrics to specific IT
or governance goals.
Using the term “Control SOA”, Schelp and Stutz [215] shortly subsume the continu-
ous assurance of agreed upon performance and functionality specifications (e.g., SLAs).
“SOA Quality Management” deals with the optimisation and continuous improvement
of these service levels. “SOA Risk and Security Management” addresses potential flaws
and violations of these specifications. The authors point out that, when further develop-
ing the overall architecture, it is important to check to what extend the IT goals (e.g., high
service reuse) are allowed for.
According to authors at Software AG [233], the according organisational entity (e.g.,
the “Governance Team”) establishes SOAmetrics to measure SOA effectiveness (e.g., ser-
vice reuse). They suggest sufficient tool support for SOA metrics, and recommend to re-
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ward corresponding organisations or employees for good rankings in metrics, especially
in service development.
Summarising, improving the assessment of achievement of SOAgoals by the definition
of a metrics system is considered an important aspect of SOA Governance by all authors
mentioning this issue. Most of the authors especially emphasise the management of ser-
vice operation, service statistics, project performance, and the relationship to employee
behaviour to be important in the context of metrics for SOA Governance. Further, the
measurement of service reuse seems to be an important aspect.
3.1.10 SOA Maturity Measurement
According toWindley, implementations of governance that are not adjusted to the scope
and maturity of an SOA system cannot display their full effect: either they exercise too
few control, or they limit the involved persons by an overdose of regulation in their free-
dom of action and possess a demotivating effect [265, 267]. Governance methods and
procedures are to be planned proactively, in order to keep up with the development of
the SOA system and enable controlled growth. Documentation of the planned develop-
ment as a roadmap is an often proposed method to keep track of the state and develop-
ment direction of the SOA system (cf. Sect. 3.1.6). In order to assess the current maturity
of an SOA system, SOA maturity models have proven useful [1, 3, 97, 217, 233].
A number ofmaturitymodels for Service-orientedArchitectures (SMM)have been pro-
posed in the last years [229, 237, 240]. Generally, SMMs assess an SOA system in terms
of its maturity [97]. They define several levels, each specifying goals and metrics that de-
termine and verify the current progress and the system’s status. In combination, these
requirements are calledmaturity levels of an SOA implementation. An SMM yields a pro-
found indication whether an organisation is ready to introduce SOA, whether its SOA
implementation needs improvement to meet minimum criteria, and what additional re-
quirements are to be met to achieve a certain maturity level. In an SOA Governance
model, the maturity assessment continuously delivers feedback to the corresponding or-
ganisational entities, where decision on the next steps in control of the SOA systems are
made (e.g., abolishment and enactment of policies).
Most maturity models for SOA are based on the Capability Maturity Model Integra-
tion (CMMI) by the Software Engineering Institute[247]. Johannsen and Goeken [97]
adopt the basic structure of a CMMI with its five common levels of maturity and expand
the model by analysing the maturity along three characteristics: technology, processes,
and organisation. For each maturity level and each characteristic a profile is available
with criteria to be fulfilled on that specific level. The underlying assumption – that tech-
nology has to reach a higher level of maturity earlier than processes and organisation
– reflects the fact that a given technology requires certain management processes, roles
and responsibilities and often causes organisational changes [97].
Concerning the structural analysis, four examined approaches integrate SMMs into
their SOA Governance approach [1, 3, 217, 233]. Schepers et al. [217] include an SMM to
align the governance efforts with the current level of maturity in order to avoid unnec-
cessary bureaucracy and the imposition of excessive governance procedures. They adapt
the Service Integration Maturity Model (SIMM) [6, 7] (which is in turn an implementa-
tion of the CMMI [247]) to their SOAGovernance life cycle. Authors at Software AG [233]
integrate a simple maturity model into their approach that is based on the CMMI and
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recommend a “step by step” introduction of SOA. Afshar [1] instrumentalises a maturity
model for the adoption, as well as, for the continuous further development of the SOA.
As a “SOA Life Cycle”, he defines six steps that are performed per maturity level and,
once accomplished, guide to the next level of maturity. This approach explicitly com-
bines a procedure model for the SOA system with a maturity model for use in practice
[1]. Allen [3] proposes an SOAGovernanceMaturity Roadmap for governance capability
definition, and risk identification. Along typical maturity levels, he aligns development
steps of the SOA system along with governance capabilities that may “reasonably be at-
tained stage by stage”. By applying a per-risk structure, this method directly aims at
avoiding identified risks in a roadmap manner.
Further approaches make suggestions in the direction of maturity assessment, how-
ever, without naming it [15, 17, 27, 74, 75, 138, 248]. The assessment of processes against
given quality criteria gives insights concerning the overall quality and maturity of reali-
sation. Additionally, it is recommended to perform risk assessments of the SOA project
and its subprojects. Once areas of high risk are identified, they can be adequately tack-
led and monitored by governance methods in order to minimise them [17, 27, 198, 215].
Further, metrics are recommended for monitoring the added value of the SOA in order
to identify problems and counter them timely [15, 75, 138] (cf. Sect. 3.1.9). Marks and
Bell [138] recognise governance as the chance, to constantly keep a holistic overview of
the SOA system.
Overall, SOA maturity is explicitly considered in four out of 22 approaches, where
three mentions come from the practitioner’s domain, and one from academic work. As
SMMsare alreadywidespread andwell-known instruments of SOAGovernance, it seems
astonishing that the integration of maturity models into SOA Governance is proposed
by a minority of authors. Obviously, only few authors recognise the benefits of maturity
measurement in the context of SOA Governance. However, several additional authors
proclaim SMM-related methods. So it might be a lack of awareness that causes the little
assignment of maturity models to governance.
3.1.11 Further Aspects
In this section, interesting aspects are discussed that are mentioned marginally by the
approaches.
delimitation against management. A legitimate question in the context of SOAGo-
vernance is, whether the control of SOA projects, of the people involved, and the
developed services should be a management duty, and thus the introduction of
SOA Governance as a new discipline is obsolete.
Schelp and Stutz [215] warn that short-term objectives of projects are often in con-
flict with the long-term goals and the value maintenance of an SOA initiative. So
when in doubt, project managers make pragmatic choices in order to, for example,
meet deadlines or budgets. In this case, superordinate goals such as reliable ser-
vice quality and service reusability, are neglected for the short term. This means
that management itself must also be subject to some scrutiny.
Weill and Ross [263] state:
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“IT Governance is not about making specific IT decisions – manage-
ment does that – but rather determines who systematically makes and
contributes to those decisions.”
SOA Governance is considered a framework to support decisions that ensure the
long-termvalue, or a “super-management“ [241]. If in doubt, decisionsmade based
on SOA Governance for the short term might not be the best ones.
service infrastructures. An SOA implementation typically has several layers, from
the corporate data sources up to the interfaces that interact with the user. Accor-
ding to Afshar [1], this offers an alternative to the prioritisation of business pro-
cesses, and allows to quickly achieve a high level of reuse. Services are imple-
mented on a low technical level, such as data services encapsulating databases.
These services provide abstract functions and are reusable in the context of many
applications. Further, the company develops a system of hierarchically arranged in-
frastructure services in this manner, so that for new applications only few services
must be implemented at higher levels of abstraction. This way, applications can be
composed quickly and efficiently and the overall reuse rate quickly increases.
cultural aspects and communication. Manymeasures andpolicies of SOAGover-
nance aim at the conduct of persons and their participation in value-added pro-
cesses. Since involved employees will not support governance measures against
their own setting in the long term, Schepers et al. [217] point out that a change in
individuals’ attitudes is necessary. Therefore, in the long run, SOA Governance
will also affect corporate culture. Here, a parallel optimisation of corporate and
SOA Governance, as proposed by the Software AG [233], can be beneficial. Brown
et al. [27], Kohnke et al. [116], and Windley [267] recommend bonus systems, that
financially reward SOA Governance compliant behaviour.
The comprehensive communication of SOA Governance measures in this context
can also support a rethinking of the involved parties. Special communication mea-
sures are core aspects of some approaches [1, 74, 75, 266]. Communication, here,
must work in two directions. On the one hand, measures and their purpose are
communicated to the parties concerned. On the other hand, their opinion must be
directly incorporated in the planning process of SOA Governance.
When referring to SOC as “Service-oriented Culture”, as done by Marks and Bell
[138], extensive communication and motivation of employees is therefore one de-
cisive factor. Cultural aspects and communication can be considered definite key
aspects of SOA Governance.
Following the discussion of the 10 components of SOA Governance (cf. Sect. 3.1.1 to
3.1.9), in the following, we discuss definitions that have been proposed by thementioned
approaches, and suggest a comprehensive definition.
3.2 A Definition for SOA Governance
SOA Governance is not a consistently defined discipline. The approaches give several
definitions of SOA Governance that diverge in coverage of aspects and focus. Among
recent definitions, we identified major dimensions that are frequently used. Based on
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these, we formulate a comprising definition. For a detailed overview refer to Appendix
B.3.
The adjustment of establishment of new organisational structures is considered a central
element of SOA Governance. Organisational structures and roles complement processes
by the specification of formal accountabilities and competencies. Some definitions focus
on the organisational embodiment of SOA Governance [3, 15, 17, 57, 138, 210].
A further aspect is the reference to the general achievements of goals such as IT goals and
business goals (e.g., [3, 15, 138]). The definitions by Schelp and Stutz [215], Rane and
Lomow [198], and Bieberstein et al. [17] emphasise the alignment of SOA Governance
with company objectives. Further definitions include the improvement of conditions
“allowing an SOA to grow” [109] and “ensure SOA success" [1]. Most frequently, the ap-
proaches focus on the integration and definition of special processes. More than 70% of
the definitions consider specific processes a central important component of SOA Gover-
nance (e.g., [1, 116, 138, 267]). This refers to organisational processes [3, 15] as well as
to production processes [233]. Policies are a further important asset of SOA Governance
definition. They specify, e.g., mandatory company-wide guidelines for service develop-
ment and operation [25, 210]. Some approaches define SOA Governance as an extension
or enhancement of IT Governance. Among these authors, however, it is unclear, in what
way SOA Governance is integrated in the context of IT Governance. Historically, SOA
Governance can been seen as related to IT Governance, or even considered the applica-
tion of IT Governance on SOA systems. Bloomberg [20] defines “[...] it is how IT Go-
vernance should operate within an organization that has adopted SOA as their primary
approach to EA.” Authors at The Open Group [248] state: “SOA Governance should be
viewed as the application of Corporate Governance, IT Governance and EA Governance
to Service OrientedArchitecture.” As also propagated by IT Governance, an SOA system
needs to be strategically well-aligned to business goals in order to generate added value
(e.g., by service reuse). Directly involving business departments, SOA clearly exceeds
the boundaries of IT departments. Concluding, the origin of SOA Governance might be
IT Governance – however, SOA Governance clearly exceeds the applications domains of
IT Governance.
Based on the previous considerations, we provide a formulation for the integration of
all aspects that obviously are covered by SOAGovernance. We define the term as follows
(cf. also Niemann et al. [161, 167]).
Definition 1 (SOA Governance). “SOA Governance is a management discipline that provides
processes, policies, metrics, supporting systems and tools, and defines organisational structures
and decision rights in order to successfully control and reliably operate an SOA system. An SOA
Governance approach – as extension of IT Governance – is tailored to the special challenges and
abilities of an SOA system in order to support the achievement of IT, business, and corporate
objectives, as well as the compliance to regulations and standards.”
According to our definition, a governance approach focuses on the smooth adoption
and successful operation of an SOA in a company. It provides guidelines and mecha-
nisms to ensure the integrity of an SOA and its adaptability to business and administra-
tion processes. Governance tools (such as artefact management systems, cf. Sect. 3.1.3)
support the monitoring and control of services concerning their alignment to business
processes, security issues, conformance with policies. All of these procedures are sup-
ported by a policy catalogue storing best practices that are continuously supplemented.
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Besides supporting the achievement of IT goals and the realisation of business-IT align-
ment, an important objective of SOAGovernance is to achieve adherence to legal and nor-
mative regulations and corporate standards by the SOA system (e.g., security standards,
(inter-)national legal regulations, ISO norms, and corporate guidelines). A central impor-
tant goal is the realisation of the additional added value an SOA can provide compared
withmonolithic enterprise architectures, for example in formof financial advantages and
increased agility of the company’s business and IT processes.
Our definition is founded on the insights of the comprehensive analysis of SOA Go-
vernance approaches, the results of which are outlined in Section 3.3. It considers all
aspects of prior definitions of this discipline due to a concise investigation of definitions
(cf. Sect. B.3). Compared to existing definitions, the clear advantage of our comprising
definition is this validity.
3.3 Analysis Results – Summary and Conclusions
In this chapter, we compared the structure and core aspects of several approaches that
first structured SOA Governance. We investigated 22 approaches that were published
in 35 different publications by three author groups: journal articles and books, contribu-
tions by software vendors, and published experiences from IT consulting. As a result,
10 major components have been identified, that most of the authors make use of to com-
pose their approaches. The detailed results have been described in Sections 3.1.1 through
3.1.11. The first version of this analysis has been published in Niemann et al. [161, 162],
subsequent versions in Niemann et al. [164, 166, 167] and Janiesch and Niemann [91].
Throughout the approaches, different structures and types of presentation have been
used. Clearly, the majority of approaches is dominated by a legère, informal presentation
language. Statements such as “SOAMetrics put a steering wheel on your SOA” [138] do
not explain much and can only be understood in clearly outlined broad contexts. These
types of explications are used by practitioners as well as authors of books and journal ar-
ticles. Further, as part of those explanations, often non-self-explaining terms (e.g., “SOA
Repository”) are utilised without further explanation. Most authors seem to avoid clear
language. For these reason, two levels of quality had to be used for the analysis: founded
recommendations and proposals (cf. Sect. 3.1).
The approaches donot usually adhere to the consistent criteria structures used through-
out the presented analysis. Most approaches use as amain criterion either organisational
means, SOA goals, or governance guidelines. In most cases, one important aspect is se-
lected, and other (equally important) ones are presented in a cross-sectional way. Among
most approaches, the obviously inherently multidimensional nature of this area is sim-
plified and reduced to few structuring criteria in most cases. However, no reasons are
provided for the selected and presented structure; the choices of the main criteria seem
arbitrary.
The analysis results are summarised in Figure 3.5. It outlines the relative number of
mentions of the components for all three author groups (considering both quality levels,
proposals and founded recommendations). For example, a value of 50% for component
A shows that 50% of the approaches in this author group have pointed out component
A to be important (i.e., has been at least classified as proposal). For further result details,
refer to Appendix B.6.
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As a general result, the four most important components of approaches to SOA Gover-
nance are considered the support byGovernance Policies, the setting up of newOrganisati-
onal Structures, introduction of new Roles and Responsibilities, as well as software support
for Artefact Management. None of the approaches neglects three out of these four compo-
nents, and only one approach does integrate less than three of these four components.
68% of all approaches integrate at least two of these four as founded recommendations. In
fact, a majority of approaches (12 out of 22) integrates all four of them.
governance policies. According to our structural analysis, catalogues of Governance
Policies containing guidelines, conventions, aswell as best practices are themost fre-
quently integrated components of SOA Governance. To the policy, there seems to
be no adequate alternative mechanism with comparable abilities. As a consensus
of all authors, policies are consideredmighty instruments that combine various ap-
plication aspects. Applications are roles-related, service design and operation-related,
and, explicitly, service documentation-related policies. Important aspects of policy
handling are policy life cycle management, policy exception regulation, and recog-
nition of inappropriate regulations, such as too restrictive policies.
organisational structure. Changes inOrganisational Structure and the introduction
of new SOA-specific Roles and Responsibilities are considered crucial by almost 70%
of the examined approaches. As one of three discussed councils, all of the authors
agree on establishing an SOA CoE that bundles many of the discussed competen-
cies (e.g., concerning SOA implementation and operation) – in some cases even all
of them. Apparently, this institution has convinced in theory (academic approa-
ches, sevenmentions) as well as in practice (eight mentions from IT consulting and
software vendors). It can be considered a generally required organisational institu-
tion for the operation of an SOA system.
The two further councils, the SOA Governance Board and the SOA Board are often
defined in a mutually excluding way, i.e., approaches defining the first one omit
the latter (e.g., [3, 195, 198]). The focus of the respective competencies, however,
stays the same. This shows, that those competencies, SOA Governance and strate-
gic leadership, are often considered to be replaceable. By the majority of approa-
ches, however, strategic leadership is commonly regarded an integral part of SOA
Governance. This shows a lack of holistic understanding of this discipline, even on
the part of the “providers” of SOA Governance.
roles and responsibilities. By the majority of approaches, five employee roles are
pointed out that are specific to the operation of an SOA system. Further, in the con-
text of SOA Governance, an important aspect is the targeted impact on behaviour. It
is considered a necessity to influence the employees’ behaviour in favour of the new
system, for example by trainings or provision of incentives. Obviously, the classical
IT Governance goal to “achieve desirable behaviour in the use of IT” [263] is an im-
portant goal for SOA Governance as well. A further important aspect is the more
intensive active involvement of employees in business departments into specific
planning activities of business services and processes. According to the majority
of authors, an SOA system can only be successful by comprehensive communica-
tion and cooperation between the departments, as well as, by the abolishment of
static organisational boundaries between business and IT departments.
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Figure 3.5: Integration of components per author group and quality level
artefact management. Concerning the administration of meta data and artefacts (e.g.,
service descriptions, governance policies), the approaches suggest the operation of
a service registry or service repository, as well as a Web service management sys-
tem. Astonishingly, the understandings of service registry and repository in terms
of functionalities diverge. As main function of a service registry, a majority of au-
thors, however, refers to publishing and discovery of services, while the service
repository is mainly considered to serve as meta data storage. Further, it is recom-
mended to structure all kinds of artefacts in a meta model to clarify definitions and
relationships. The establishment of additional data- and artefact-related roles and
responsibilities is advised aswell. As to the question, whatmeta data is to be stored
for respective services, however, the authors make diverging recommendations.
Generally, for the components SOA Procedure Model, Service Life Cycle, andMetrics, the
diagram shows the largest deviations between the number ofmentions per author group.
Interestingly, the first two are the strengths of the software vendors’ proposals. Further,
considerations concerning Metrics and SOA Maturity Measurement were integrated by
less than 50% of all 22 approaches. Concerning SOA Maturity Measurement, however,
most authors do not name it, but implicitly suggest techniques of maturity measurement
(cf. Sect. 3.1.10). Overall, the diagramunderlines the different strengths, focal points, and
opinions of the respective author groups.
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Books and journal articles provide the largest amount of approaches considered in the
analysis (ca. 45%). 80% of the components (eight out of 10) have been integrated by 60%
or more of the approaches proposed in this author group. As least mentioned compo-
nents,Metrics are included by still 50% of the approaches, andmaturity consideration by
10%. However, the latter has been considered by a clearminority of authors overall. Sum-
marising, authors of journal articles and books show a good coverage of the components
in average (cf. Fig. 3.5).
Software vendors provide ca. 32% of the approaches considered in the analysis. In
particular, the components SOA Procedure Model and Service Life Cycle are emphasised by
this author group. Each further component is included by at least 35% of all software
vendors’ approaches. Apart from three components (Governance Processes, Metrics, and
SOA Maturity Measurement), all are integrated by ca. 75% of the approaches. The least
considered component SOAMaturityMeasurement ist still integrated by at least 35%of the
software vendors’ approaches. Approaches from this domain provide, in comparison,
the most balanced coverage of components. This might be due to the fact that they bear
the best relation to both theory and practice of SOA Governance.
Circa 23% of the considered approaches originate from the IT consulting author group.
These contributions show a clear unilateral focus onArtefactManagement, Governance Poli-
cies, Organisational Structure, and Roles and Responsibilities. Besides Strategic Aspects, all
further components are mentioned by clearly less than 50% of the IT consulting approa-
ches. Especially the aspectsMetrics and SOAMaturityMeasurement are poorlymentioned.
Authors from this group show the smallest coverage of components. This might be due
to the fact that they provide the smallest number of approaches here. These, however,
show a clear agreement on important components.
3.4 Conclusion
As major result of the analysis, we identified the four most important components of
SOA Governance: Governance Policies, Organisational Structures, Roles and Responsibilities,
and Artefact Management. Generally, concerning organisational issues, a SOA Centre of
Excellence as the central coordinating organisational institution is considered necessary
in unison by the experts. Further, it is considered to be of central importance to influence
employee behaviour in favour of the system. In this respect, the classical IT Governance
goal “achieve desirable behaviour in the use of IT” [263] proves valid for SOAGovernance
in particular.
The analysis covered approaches by three author groups. These different perspectives
on SOAGovernance all emphasise different aspects. Scientifically published approaches
integrate eight out of ten components on average, representing rather holistic approa-
ches. Software vendors clearly emphasise technology-oriented components (e.g., SOA
Procedure Model and Service Life Cycle), and expose the most balanced coverage of com-
ponents. This indicates a good relation to the practice of SOA Governance. Approaches
from IT consulting industry show an unilateral focus on a small number of components:
Artefact Management, Governance Policies, and the two organisational issues Roles and Re-
sponsibilities as well as Organisational Structure.
The building block SOAMaturityMeasurement is among the least frequently integrated
components. However, we observed that most approaches integrate aspects of maturity
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measurementwithoutmentioning it explicitly. This reveals a lack of awareness regarding
maturity measurement of SOA systems among the expert authors.
Concluding, the authors agree in unison on the necessity of SOA Governance (the
“SOA Governance imperative”). Based on common characteristics of SOA systems and
the emerging challenges, the installation and operation of governance approaches for
SOA are considered essential. In this context, the authors emphasise in particular the
management and unification of SOA-inherent heterogeneity and complexity on the one
hand, and on the other hand the regulation and exploitation of new capabilities such as
cross-organisational service deployment.
The analysis showed that most approaches are characterised by a “tunnel perspective”
(as attested by Allen [3]), limiting the focus on selected issues. Only few of them expose
holistic perspectives. In contrast, the majority of authors agree that a holistic governance
approach is crucial for SOA Governance. Clearly, this shows a lack of awareness of the
scope of SOA Governance. In the introduction of this Chapter, we referred to a survey
that revealed a big disaccord in perception of SOA Governance by companies that ope-
rate an SOA system (“requestors” of SOA Governance). Now, our structural analysis
shows a big gap between understanding and action in this domain – from the opposite
perspective: experts that propose SOA Governance approaches (“providers” of SOA Go-
vernance). In combination, as a general result of our analysis, a general lack – or at least
a definite disaccord – of understandings of the term SOA Governance becomes apparent,
and reveals an area of general improvement needs, in particular concerning its under-
standing and the discussion of its definition, as well as its realisation approaches and
components.
Additionally, we exploited the revealed insights and, addressing the above mentioned
needs, developed a novel comprehensive definition for SOA Governance in this chapter.

4
A SERV ICE L I FE CYCLE AND AN OPERAT IONAL
MODEL FOR SOA GOVERNANCE
D efining a life cycle for services is a powerful method to control the design, im-plementation, operation, and version management, i.e., the “life” of services.As the analysis of SOA Governance approaches in Chapter 3 revealed, in uni-
son, all authors consider service life cycles powerful, central instruments of SOA Gover-
nance. By formalising it, the process of development and operation of services can be
efficiently controlled and governance measures such as checkpoints can be placed and
applied in an effective way. Looking at the details, however, reveals dissonances concern-
ing definition and integration of the defined phases (e.g., superphases like design time,
runtime, change time and subphases like design, deploy), as well as the cyclic behaviour
of a life cycle. In this chapter, we develop a consolidated service life cycle that allows for
the particularities of eleven different proposals for service life cycles.
Further, procedure models combine many of the typical instruments of SOAGovernance
and define an institutionalisedway (also called “SOAGovernance Roadmap”) to support
the controlled introduction, operation, and development of an SOA system in a company.
According to our analysis, they rank on rank 4 concerning the authors’ founded recommen-
dations (cf. Fig. 3.1). However, none of the investigated procedure models is aligned to
the main components of SOA Governance (cf. Sect. 3.1.6). In this chapter, we present an
operational model for SOAGovernance that has been developed based on the results of the
analysis performed in Chapter 3, integrating the main aspects of SOA Governance.
In the remainder of this chapter, we present (i) a consolidated service life cycle for
application in SOA Governance approaches, based on an analysis of service life cycles
(cf. Sect. 4.1), and (ii) a generic operational model for SOA Governance (cf. Sect. 4.2). We
draw final conclusions in Section 4.3.
4.1 A Service Life Cycle for SOA Governance – Survey and Approach
A variety of different approaches regarding Service Life Cycles (SLC) have been deve-
loped and used by academia and software companies. Very often, the distinction be-
tween design time, runtime, and change time is made – each of them covering a number
of different life cycle phases. In this section, we outline and compare existing life cycle ap-
proaches and challenge the purpose of the distinctions made between these three ‘times’.
Based on this discussion, we present our SLC approach that omits the change time aspect
and, nevertheless, maps all SLCs discussed in related work.
Services are part of the SOA System. It represents the IT system to be controlled and
consists of SOAprocesses, such as service production, operation, maintenance, including
the corresponding business processes. The technical backbone is a central part, represent-
ing the actual architecture including registries, repositories, and the enterprise service
bus (ESB). A SLC, generally, is part of the organisation of the SOA System.
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In general, life cycle processes originate from the software engineering discipline. Soft-
ware engineering processes define any software’s life cycle from requirements analysis to
implementation, operation andmaintenance. Themain purpose is to ensure a structured
software development process in a well-defined and cost effective way [132, 236]. The
typical life cycle (e.g., in the “waterfall model” [236]) consists of these phases: require-
ment analysis and definition, software design, implementation and testing, integration,
and operation and maintenance [89, 132, 228, 236]. It covers (cf. Fig. 4.1):
• Phase 1 -Requirements analysis and definition outlines the software system’s purpose,
constraints and goals in cooperationwith the system users. These aspects compose
the system specification.
• Phase 2 - Software design distinguishes between hardware and software require-
ments and defines a general architecture. It covers the identification and descrip-
tion of software components and their relationships.
• Phase 3 - Implementation and testing comprises the realisation of the defined design.
It involves testing to ensure that the software meets the agreed upon specifications.
• Phase 4 - Integration includes system tests to ensure that interaction with other soft-
ware components works faultlessly. Furthermore within this phase, the software
is delivered to the customer.
• Phase 5 -Operation andmaintenance is usually the longest phase. It includes software
usage and monitoring, as well as error-correction processes. Should it become nec-
essary to implement new requirements, a change process is triggered in this phase.
These phases are designed to form a loop. As soon as changes in functionality or require-
ments are registered, the phase operation and maintenance is interrupted and the life cycle
continues with the first phase, requirements analysis, or any other phase of the life cycle
that can directly or better address the occurred problem [236] (cf. Fig. 4.1).
Service Life Cycle Management (SLCM) targets the steering, direction, and control of
all services of the system in all life cycle phases. The goal is to assure manageability
and conformity in spite of large service numbers. Important aspects, for example, are
changemanagement procedures, service deployment, service granularity, and consumer
integration. The views on the division of activities in phases of the life cycle differ widely
in approach (cf. Sect. 3.1.5).
Life cyclemodels arewidespreadmeans of structuring the development and operation
of services. Services as part of an SOA system are also software artefacts, however, their
functionality scope is rather small and they appear in multiplicity. Obviously, however,
different conditions are relevant when defining a life cycle for services. Services are de-
livered to the customer and deployed in different environments and contexts compared
to common (monolithic) software. SLCs differ from common software engineering life
cycles [25, 139, 267].
SLC approaches are often divided into three superphases: design time, runtime, and
change time [68, 139, 246]. The life cycle phases up to deployment are commonly referred
to as design time. The usage phase is referred as runtime, followed by the change time,
which addresses service change and revision (cf. [25, 68, 139, 246]).
In SLCs, a general method of control is the definition of checkpoints or policy enforcement
points [233, 248]. At dedicated points during the life cycle, the current work products
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Figure 4.1: Survey on Service Life Cycles (cf. Niemann et al. [163], Fig. B.5)
are checked concerning the fulfilment of predefined requirements. If positive, the life
cycle of this specific artefact can continue. Examples for checkpoints are reviews of an
architecture integration, service source code, service metadata, or the check concerning
the conformance to guidelines [248]. In governance approaches, usually, life cycles are
combined with checkpoints, defined as formalised processes. This also involves roles,
groups, or boards like the SOA CoE [3, 27, 198, 233, 248].
We conducted a survey of ten suggestions for SLCs envisioned by industry and acade-
mia. In the following,we introduce anddiscuss these approaches. We investigatewhether
and how the super-phases design time, runtime, and change time are addressed. Further,
we performed a matching of all presented life cycles to the classic software engineering
life cycle model. The results are outlined in Figure 4.1. The white and grey lanes mark
the phases that correspond to one of the software engineering life cycle phases. State-
intersection could not completely be avoided; however, it has been minimised. Dashed
lines indicate the super-phases design time, runtime, and change time.
Based on the findings of this survey and the approaches presented in Section 3.1, we
propose a consolidated SLC model in this section in order to unify related efforts. We
present a SLC consisting of two super-phases (cf. Fig. 4.2). Each service traverses the three
common phases design, run-, and change time. Each life cycle phase consists of activi-
ties, alternating with checkpoints (e.g., for reviews). Overall, the SLC approach consists
of eight phases: system analysis, service definition, service design, service development
and test, service deployment, service operation, service versioning and change manage-
ment, and service retirement. Excluding the last three, all phases are part of design time.
Service operation belongs to runtime, while versioning and retirement are part of change
time (cf. Fig. 4.1).
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In the following, the particularities of the phases design time, runtime, as well as ser-
vice change, and their relationships are outlined against the background of governance.
4.1.1 Design Time
Within the field of software engineering, design time covers the first four of five phases
in the classical software engineering life cycle: requirements analysis, software design, imple-
mentation/testing, and integration (cf. Fig. 4.1, [236]).
According to Gu and Lago [68], design time covers the service design, satisfying the
defined functional and non-functional requirements, refined service interfaces, and the
style of interaction between services and their clients (asynchronous or synchronous in-
vocation). Wall [258] emphasises service categorisation, modelling methodology, as well
as service building and composing concepts as essential parts of design time. According
to Software AG [235], design time comprises requirements analysis concerning the ser-
vices’ behaviour, performance, Quality of Service (QoS) , and security. HP proposes a
“Trigger” phase as a pre-design phase [25]. Most approaches treat deployment as a part
of design time. Authors at Oracle, however, include deployment in runtime [258, 259].
Windley [267], additionally, defines a “deploy time”.
All remaining approaches define three activities in design time: design, development,
deployment or test. These represent a subset of the software engineering activities in
design time that can be mapped [25, 139, 140, 245, 246, 271]. Summarising, design time
covers all activities of the software construction process that take place before and in-
cluding service deployment.
Our consolidated approach comprises five phases for design time (cf. Figs. 4.1 and 4.2).
system analysis and service definition. The entry phases are system analysis and
service definition. Fundamental decisions concerning the system or a particular ser-
vice and its scope are made, respectively. Services are identified, their granularity
is determined, and they are prioritised. These are the main differences compared
with the software engineering life cycle. When introducing a service life cycle, exis-
ting services are identified, for example, by service inventory projects [1, 201].
service design. Once the service definition is accomplished, the design phase starts, in
which basic software design procedures concerning, e.g., interface definitions and
design principles such as communication standards and code reuse are applied.
Important guidelines during this activity are reference architectures and design guide-
lines (cf. Sect. 3.1.1). At the checkpoint design review following the design phase, the
adherence to these regulations is verified.
service development and test. The subsequent phase service development and test ba-
sically covers the implementation and service testing. During service design and
development, especially architectural requirements and technical standards are im-
portant (reference architectures). Further, aspects such as the responsibility for im-
plemented services or the scope of documentation are to be clarified. For the latter,
explicit documentation guidelines are defined (cf. Sect. 3.1.1). In service tests, the con-
formance with functional and non-functional requirements is to be checked.
The last step during the development of a service are comprehensive service tests
concerning functional aspects (e.g., correctness), as well as non-functional aspects
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(e.g., stability, security, performance). According to Derler and Weinreich [43], a
test can be performed in three steps. After passing tests in an insular test zone, the
service is tested in the integration zone using productive data. Having passed these
tests, the service is deployed and put into operation. In this context, also the service
design and source code (against the design guidelines) and the created metadata
(e.g., the functional description), are subject to a review process [74, 75, 138]. Test
guidelines are recommended that prescribe what criteria a service and its metadata
are to be checked against [1, 15, 43, 233, 248].
Important regulations are development anddocumentation guidelines. At theCode
and Metadata Review checkpoints, according adherence is checked. Finally, at the
checkpoint tests, service testing is approved.
service deployment. Once the development of a service is accomplished and the tests
have been passed, it is usually commissioned. In service systems, we consider a
distinctive deployment phase that requires much more attention than in component
development or integration in software engineering. In addition to activities typi-
cally performed in the corresponding integration phase in the software engineering
cycle, this phase covers the installation on a server, which implies the delivery to
the service host, registration in service registries or repositories, conformity checks
to governance policies, final service tests, and the resulting final approvals (e.g.,
description and interface checks). This implies the transmission and installation
of policies, documentation, and meta data of the service. Furthermore, when lack-
ing corresponding guidelines and measures, there is the danger of a service being
used in a closed SOA systemwithout having been registered at a service registry or
repository. These “rogue services” can have various negative consequences, such
as incompleteness and inconsistencies of service registries, as well as duplicate im-
plementation and provisioning of services [114, 217]. It is important to address this
risk early, i.e., during design time.
Further, important aspects of design time are themanagement of service dependencies
and reference architectures. Supporting service change management, it is considered
useful to model service dependencies with each other as well as with further software lib-
raries. It is important to preserve and assure the ability to determine what services and
other software artefacts are affected, if services need to be changed. It is not sufficient to
consider only dependencies between business processes, as many approaches propose
[43, 138].In fact, as a top down approach, it can be determined what services to change
if processes change. Service-to-service relationship needs to be included. This risk is to
be addressed early, during service design.
Reference architectures are considered useful concerning design and architectural guide-
lines. They provide a variety of technical standards and their combinations that can be
used to implement services that can be deployed within the organisation. Usually, these
standards are integrated in an exemplary implementation. It is important that the re-
ference architecture is adequately and comprehensibly documented and developers are
to be trained in their implementation [1]. A special kind of reference architectures are
so-called Enterprise Data Models, defining a uniform perspective on the organisation’s
data (e.g., types, structure, locations). According to some authors [17, 27, 75, 138], the
adherence to a data model should also be mandatory for services in order to achieve
complete and consistent service integration with the data processed by the SOA system
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Figure 4.2: Consolidated Service Life Cycle
[1, 198, 248, 265]. The need of adherence to reference architectures is usually expressed
as governance policy.
Summarising, concerning its sub-activities, design time is the largest of the super-
phases. Concerning service deployment, two authors deviate in their definitions, lack-
ing a discussion of the reasons. Based on the analysis of SOA Governance, we added
important guidelines and checkpoints. Overall, apart from unspecific activity naming
(“Model”, “Architecture”, “Trigger”), the activities of the software engineering life cycle
are adequately adapted by the majority of the approaches.
4.1.2 Runtime
According to Sommerville [236], runtime covers phase 5 of the classic software engineer-
ing life cycle, operation and maintenance (cf. Fig. 4.1). This includes software usage, as well
as maintenance and change management, andmonitoring. In our consolidated life cycle,
runtimes covers Service Operation and Service Versioning and ChangeManagement. The first
one is detailed in this section, while the latter is discussed in the next one, Section 4.1.3.
Service operation is usually controlled and regulated by operational guidelines (runtime
policies) [210]. During operation, a service is controlled by these guidelines and service
contracts between service consumer and provider (or intermediary), i.e., consumer and
producer of data. The definition, control and check of adequate guidelines and service
contracts lies within the competence of SOA Governance (cf. Sect. 3.1.1).
A service contract is the complete specification of a service “between one service provi-
der and one service consumer” [101]. According to Erl [56], it establishes the terms
of engagement, and comprises technical constraints and requirements, and any seman-
tic information needed for its usage. More concretely, a service contract consists of a
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WSDL definition, an XML schema, a WS-Policy description, and a corresponding SLA
[56]. Concerning The Open Group [248], service contracts are to be checked before ser-
vice commissioning, e.g., concerning adequate security levels (e.g., encrypted commu-
nication). By defining and using service contracts, the trust in services as well as the
service reuse factor within an SOA can be increased. For this reason, it is a central duty
of governance approaches to carefully consider this aspect in the SLC for governance
[1, 3, 15, 27, 138, 198, 217, 233, 265].
As a part of Service Operation, servicemonitoring and their transactions during opera-
tion is a common procedure that is used to control service execution. Service characteris-
tics that are monitored include frequency of invocation, the types of service invocations,
response time, and availability, as well as any occurring problems [68]. The central pur-
pose is the monitoring of conditions granted by the SLA [55, 101]. From the perspective
of governance, this in particular covers the detection of undesirable, not authorised in-
vocations [248], the retrieval of information that can be used for service improvements
[138], the detection of errors and exceptions during service operation [17], as well as, the
recording of the degree of reuse, and the profitability calculation per service [27, 195, 233].
Monitoring is considered to be an important aspect of service runtime, although it is
mostly included in the service execution phase [139, 235, 259].
A governance programme is also in charge of the installation of technical support such
as service management or service monitoring solutions. Mandatory guidelines regulate
the logging and recording of runtime data. Further, processes for statistical exploitation
of these data are to be established by the governance approach, defining data analysis
and the way of generating improvement suggestions [1, 15, 17, 20, 27, 74, 75, 116, 138, 195,
233, 248]. A general check concerning these data is performed at the checkpoint usage
data review (cf. Fig. 4.1).
In order to emphasise the customer’s involvement during the usage phase, Gu and
Lago [68], Matsumura [139], Systinet [246], andWindley [267] additionally present a con-
sumer SLC, which consists of the four steps discover, bind, use, and disconnect. Discover
describes a service, capable of fulfilling the customer’s demand, being discoveredwithin
the service provider’s registry. Bind involves contract management by the provider and
customer, as well as the SLA handshake. The use phase describes the time until discon-
nection in which the service is actually used by the customer. If necessary, the customer
life cycle can be reiterated, starting at the discover state [267]. Matsumura [139] defines the
consumer SLC to regulate transactions between service provider and service consumer.
These interactions include broker transactions, data transformations, message queuing,
and security handshakes. Authors at Systinet [246] additionally define the phase moni-
tor. In this phase, details concerning the quality of service performance are collected and
reported to the provider. Woolf [271] distinguishes the states active, deprecated and sunset-
ted. The remaining approaches [25, 140, 245] define no more than one phase for runtime
named operate, production, or manage, respectively (cf. Fig. 4.1).
Concluding, the understanding of runtime basically covers service operation includ-
ing servicemonitoring. A consumer life cycle is also part of this phase, covering activities
and phases involving the service consumer starting in the service operation phase. Ope-
rational guidelines and service contracts are the main given conditions. A further part
of runtime is service versioning, change, and retirement – which is outlined in the next
section, as it is often made part of “change time”.
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4.1.3 Service Change or Change Time
In software engineering, a change time is not explicitly considered. However, considera-
tions for system improvements or error correction are included [236]. Concerning SLCs,
the importance of the service change procedure for the reliable operation of the SOA
system is beyond dispute. However, realisation approaches vary.
All authors that define an explicit “change time” insert it as additional phase following
the classical operation phase. For example, Gu and Lago [68] explicitly define a change
time phase (cf. Fig. 4.1). The “Trigger” activity they mention is business requirements
change which directly affects functionality adjustments. They argue that the ability to
change services is required to meet user expectations and stay competitive. Neverthe-
less, they add that a life cycle reiteration is potentially necessary at this point in time.
According to authors at Systinet [246], change time covers service version management
and service adaptation to newly encountered security requirements. Following change
time, a service restarts processing the life cycle. Matsumura [139] emphasises service
version upgrades, operational change of services, service decommissioning, and service
deprecation as central aspects of change time. In order to plan and design the outlined
operational change, a subsequent reiteration of the cycle is required. According to au-
thors at HP [25], change time is a continuous adaptation process following the runtime
phase. Change time involves service delivery, service delivery management, and service
version management. A reiteration of the proposed life cycle is not considered. Authors
at Software AG [233] consider change time a crucial component of the SLC. However,
they do not explicitly integrate it. Definitions of change time vary considerably. Given
that only a small number (four out of 11) of approaches consider change time, this shows
that there exist no similar understandings of this phase at all.
There are different ways to control procedures concerning service change for a gover-
nance approach. The definition of guidelines regulating the correct behaviour during
shutting-down and service versioning [198], and the definition of formal processes for
this SLC phase [217] are two complementing alternatives [1, 15, 43, 74, 75, 138, 195, 198,
217, 248].
According to the analysis performed above (cf. Sect. 3.1), SLCM is one of the most
prominent aspects of SOA Governance. An important part of SLCM are change manage-
ment procedures. In case a service is to be changed, this normally affects a large number
of further artefacts, composite services, or applications. According to the survey, change
time covers the management of service decommissioning, versioning, and retirement –
including handling of functional changes, covering, i.e., service adoption, business pro-
cess change, service portfolio change, service versioning, technical requirements change,
and security issues. In our opinion, it organises the proper transition to the service defi-
nition phase in case a change is requested.
As soon as a need for service change has been identified, either a new service version
is needed – or an additional service. In the latter case, a new SLC iteration is started tar-
geting the generation of a new service. In the first case, the service development process
is forked. The current service version continues being operated and is marked deprecated.
A second instance is gradually taken off operation and reiterates the SLC for improve-
ment. It passes the complete design time phase, similar to the development of a new
service. As soon as this instance has passed the service deployment phase, the old dep-
recated version is gradually replaced by the improved one. The original service traverses
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to the phase retirement. This process of preparing and performing the reiteration of the
life cycle maps the change time described in the approaches above.
The relevance of definition of a “change time” in SLCs can be discussed indeed. In
our opinion, as it includes a cycle reiteration in any case, and obviously in the opinion of
seven out of eleven approaches, this procedure cannot explicitly be described as change
phase or time. Change time is generally not considered to be a chronological phase as
the previous two. It is, hence, not completely correct to call it “change time”, although it
is located “at the border” of runtime. Concluding, change time, actually, is another name
for life cycle reiteration.
In our consolidated approach, service change is handled by the phases service version-
ing and service retirement during runtime phase (cf. Fig. 4.1). The service versioning pro-
cedure can be divided into three major activities: notification of the involved parties, a trans-
position phase, and impact assessment.
All parties making use of a service to be changed are notified. This information is ge-
nerally gathered during service commissioning and operation, i.e., there is no additional
information required here. The availability of all required information is an important
requirement for flexible service change. Generally, the notification is the duty of the ser-
vice owner. It is important that all addressed parties reply to the notification, conforming
potential implications or SLA changes. Following, the parties that perform the changes,
are granted a time period for general service transposition and interface updates, as well
as testing of the new service. The new service iterates along the life cycle phases. After-
wards, the old and the new version of this service are operated in parallel; the old one
is marked as deprecated. It is in particular important that service registries and reposi-
tories support version management, and support that service changes are performed in
compatible manner concerning all interacting roles (such as other services, persons, ap-
plications). For this, concise documentation during the prior phases is necessary (e.g.,
documentation of service dependencies at service design time), and documentation is
accordingly checked (in case, e.g, if existing new services are entered in the registry).
Subsequently, an impact assessment of the changes is performed. Potential impact as
well as risks are analysed for all services affected by the changes. Additionally, the impact
on the complete system is estimated. Finally, the controlled shutting-down of the old
services is performed (service retirement), and the new one’s operation can be approved.
4.1.4 Discussion and Conclusion
SLC is a central issue in SOA Governance (cf. Sect. 3.1.5). Life cycles and their manage-
ment are crucial for the success of SOA Governance approaches. SLCs are adjusted to
the specific needs, perspectives, and notions of a company’s IT. There are, for example,
almost as many different life cycles as proposals [1, 10, 25, 233, 271]. As these various
different definitions show, there is obviously no standard or generic life cycle that fits all
perspectives.
We investigated eleven different approaches of SLCs. Approaches vary on a large scale
in structure, definitions, and differences concerning important aspects such as change
time consideration or cyclic behaviour. All approaches contain particularities that reflect
experience in addressing the specific needs of an SOA system.
As reaction to these deficiencies, we propose a consolidated life cycle approach (cf.
Fig. 4.1). The consolidated approach that integrates all hitherto existing findings and
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allows for the particular requirements of an SOA system. The life cycle model is congru-
ent to the classic software engineering life cycle and maps to all investigated approaches.
It details most of the shorter cycles such as those by McBride [140], Windley [267], and
Systinet [246]. As defined above, it covers the approaches by Woolf [271], Software AG
[235], Brauer and Kline [25], and Strnadl [245], and extends them by the ability to reite-
rate the cycle. It summarises the longer cycles defined by Wall [258], Gu and Lago [68],
and Matsumura [139] by consolidating detailed sub-phases.
In particular, our consolidatedmodelmaps the life cycles that define an explicit change
phase or change time. It addresses the necessity for change in the service operation phase
and the reiteration of the life cycle. In this respect, all phases in the change time box
(cf. Fig. 4.1) become part of the phase service operation – the remainder of the change
activities are covered by reiterating the SLC.
Seven out of eleven approacheswe reviewed include neither a changephase nor change
time. Even the classic software engineering approachdoes not involve it, although change
of software components or systems has always been an important topic in software en-
gineering. The original software engineering life cycle covers software change and ver-
sioning, but does not define or require a change time phase in the corresponding life
cycle. Change of software artefacts is classically considered a subprocess of operation and
maintenance and triggers a reiteration of the cycle. Every iteration of the life cycle after
the first one represents a software change process. Basically, change time stands for and
addresses the need to manage change activities that are required upon change requests
originating from necessary functional changes. It implies addressing the change request
in order to solve the occurred problem. As soon as the service itself is concerned, its re-
quirements, definition, and design are reanalysed – in order to finally accomplish code
change with implies testing. Obviously, this is equivalent to reiteration of the SLC, as
defined by many of the approaches presented. In fact, Boehm [21] describes a spiral soft-
ware development process that reiterates one cycle while addressing different evolving
issues in each iteration. The approach by Brauer and Kline [25] almost implements this
by specifying a change loop. Given that the operation andmaintenance phase of the clas-
sic software engineering life cycle includes change handling, the definition of a change
phase or time seems unwarranted. It is assumed that it can safely be replaced by a cycle
reiteration. Additionally to Matsumura [139], Systinet [246], and Gu and Lago [68], this
also exceeds the approaches by Software AG [235], Strnadl [245], Woolf [271], and Brauer
and Kline [25], whose life cycle do not reflect a cyclic behaviour. After sifting through
and analysing all these arguments, we cannot identify a clear motivation for a change
time in a SLC. We systematically disproved all arguments or advantages of such a super-
phase. The imperative conclusion is the absence of the need to define and integrate a
change time into a SLC.
Concluding, more than 60% of the approaches do not define “change time”. In fact,
they consider software change procedures as part of runtime and design time. Another
60%, however, do not require a SLC to have cyclic behaviour. Overall, the investigation
proves our perspective that SLC are a very specific characteristic of a system. Further,
life cycles for the management of services, as for the management of software in general,
are not in need of an explicit “change time”. A generic definition that is omni-applicable
is hardly definable. A well-founded, consolidated approach, as proposed in this section,
is the closest to a recommendation we can get.
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SOA Goals                    
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Figure 4.3: Operational Model for SOA Governance (cf. Niemann et al. [167])
4.2 An Operational Model for SOA Governance
Despite the fact that SOAGovernance is considered a crucial element of SOA projects, so
far there is no consensus about its actual structure, definitions, or comprised elements.
In Section 3.1, we addressed these challenges and identified several commonly used con-
cepts and gave a definition. Considering and integrating the major essential elements of
SOA Governance, in this section, we propose an operational model for SOA Governance
that provides means to deal with the growing complexity of SOA systems. We consoli-
dated the common components (or building blocks) according to their actual tasks and
composed them to best fulfil their primary purposes. The operational model is outlined
in Figure 4.3. It was first published in [161], enhanced in [164] and [167], and refined for
the version outlined here.
As our model integrates a control cycle, it can be regarded as refinement of procedure
models (cf. Sect. 3.1.6). Artefact management (cf. Sect. 3.1.3) is considered an important as-
pect throughout the model (catalogue systems for policies and best practices). As major
building blocks, we integrate SOA goals (cf. Sect. 3.1.7) andmetrics (cf. Sect. 3.1.9), policies
and best practices (cf. Sect. 3.1.1), organisational entities and responsibilities (cf. Sect. 3.1.2 and
3.1.4), governance processes (cf. Sect. 3.1.8), and maturity measurement (cf. Sect. 3.1.10). In
the following, we outline each component in detail (cf. Fig. 4.3).
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The SOA system represents the IT system to be controlled. All its technical and non-
technical elements are subject to the governance control. In governance terms, this com-
prises the governed processes (cf. Sect. 3.1.8).
The purpose of the approach is to assure the achievement of goals for the SOA sys-
tem. In general, these goals are derived from the overall IT goals (in IT Governance),
which are specialised business goals (in Corporate Governance). Overall goals are SOA
Compliance, Business-IT Alignment and reliable long-term operation. They determine
the necessary actions of the underlying control structures. SOA Compliance refers to the
adherence of the system to legal, normative (technical) and internal regulations. Compli-
ance with legal specifications is mandatory (e.g., Sarbanes Oxley Act), while compliance
with ISO norms or standard frameworks is often striven for by companies for competi-
tiveness reasons. Internal regulations, e.g., the enforcement of company security direc-
tives are also tasks for governance. A further goal, Business-IT Alignment, refers to the
achievement of the best possible integration and adoption of IT processes into the busi-
ness environment and is crucial to the success of an SOA system [3, 215]. Reliable long
term operation is a goal that results from due diligence management of an SOA. Sum-
marising, the overall governance goal is to provide the achievements of these SOA goals
in the long term.
The creation of a metrics system is a central issue. It is common to align metrics with
specific goals and to assess the achievement of these goals. Goals are usually arranged in
several nesting levels. Low level goals are defined by governance policies, such as the im-
plementation of interfaces or the adherence to a standard. These goals are part of higher
level goals like “conformity of service design” and “general standards conformance”,
respectively. Metrics refer to the activities or processes that are regulated in order to
contribute to the achievement of goals. They are dynamic, i.e., subject to change, in case
goals or policies change. Themeasured results provide feedback regarding the degree of
adherence to a given policy, or achievement of a goal. There is a number of metric types:
business, process, performance, SLA, and SOA conformance metrics (cf. [86, 138]). Each
of these corresponds to a specific type of policies.
This goal-metric constellation is a typical asset of maturity measurement (cf. Section
3.1.10). Thus, one of the six components of our model is SOA maturity measurement. Its
main task is to provide feedback to the responsible council, which it derives from the
overall assessment of the SOA system. It targets in particular the assessment of adapta-
tion and the operation of an SOA in a company (cf. also [1, 97]).
4.2.1 Best Practices and Categorised Policy Catalogue
All policies defined for SOA Governance are based on best practices, i.e., prior experience
with SOA systems or recommendations provided by experts. The best practices cata-
logue is a fundamental component of the governance model and contributes massively
to the ability of SOAGovernance to constantly improve an SOA system. It stores external
and internal experiences in form of policies and ratings, and records their success as well
as failure in the SOA system. In the case of policy change or abolishment, the respective
recordings are added as negative experiences. It is always consulted when new policies
are created or changed. (cf. Fig. 4.3)
This collection of best practices represents the foundation for a further core element
of the governance model, the structured catalogue of governance policies (cf. Fig. 4.3). It
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comprises the major policies currently valid for an SOA system. It is the task of the
corresponding organisational entity to define, adjust, and abolish policies.
The catalogue is divided into several governance areas. We identify nine major go-
vernance areas to be regulated by SOA policies. The six primary aspects are Architecture,
Technology Infrastructure, Organisation, Service Asset Management, Information and Data and
Project Execution (cf. [1, 138]). We distinguish three cross-sectional areas: Security, Service
Operation, and Finance (cf. [167]). As a third perspective, each of these domains has two
aspects. The company-internal aspects comprise all the general policies concerning a com-
pany’s SOA system. The standards conformance covers all aspects of adherence to accepted
standards. This targets the design and operation of services, but also project execution
(e.g., ISO/DIN norms) or SOA organisation.
The policy category Architecture includes reference architectures, architectural assess-
ment mechanisms, application guidelines as well as architectural blueprints. The area
Technology Infrastructure comprises aspects concerning the strategic SOA platform and
governance platform, the migration of legacy systems as well as design and implemen-
tation of infrastructure services. Organisation covers all aspects dealing with human re-
sources and organisational structures. Incentives for employees, the definition of roles
and responsibilities, and the installing of SOA trainings are also part of these conside-
rations, in addition to the definition of service and process owners (cf. Sect. 3.1.2). The
governance area Service Asset Management manages SOA project portfolios, service port-
folios and legacy portfolios for the strategic planning of an SOA and support for project
management. Information and Data determines the rules for data ownership, data service
architecture, data formats and standards, formalisation of the description of data require-
ments in SLAs aswell as data quality. Project-related issues are covered in the areaProject
Execution: project selection, competence alignment, as well as the formalisation of the life
cycle control of business processes and policies.
All these areas specify Security-related policies. They comprise data and communica-
tion security, systems security, as well as secure authentication and authorisation mech-
anisms (cf. [146]). The category Service Operation comprises all operational aspects, such
as capacity planning, operational models for cross-department deployment and enforce-
ment of SLAs, for example. It comprises cross-company cooperation, which covers legal,
technical, and organisational issues for SOA-based cooperation between companies, e.g.,
operating applications that consist of services from several enterprises. In particular, it
considers service ownership issues. Finance covers all financial issues, such as the fund-
ing of business and technical services, hardware and software infrastructure, as well as
accounting models, such as funding models, usage feeds, or end-to-end funding.
Summarising, this governance policy category system organises the policies required
in a governance approach for SOA systems by type. All proposed policy types can be
classified into these categories.
4.2.2 Organisational Aspects and Governance Processes
As one central component of SOA Governance, specific organisational entities bear re-
sponsibility for the reliable operation, regulation, and control of the SOA system (coun-
cils like the SOA Board, cf. Sect. 3.1.2). Depending on the organisational composition
of a company, the single organisational entities can be structured in a hierarchical or
in a coordinating manner, e.g., in the case of territorially structured company branches
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(cf. [57, 109]). They consist of representatives from every organisational layer. Ideally,
they are manned with members from every section and department in the company, i.e.,
representatives of the upper management, lines of business as well as from the IT depart-
ment, e.g., software developers (also cf. [103, 109]). A crucial requirement for effective
work is the full support of the company’s uppermanagement (cf. Sect. 3.1.7). The council
is in most cases a new organisational institution.
The main task of these institutions is the definition, adjustment, and abolishment of
governance policies, as well as their enforcement. For the definition and design of new
policies, a best practices catalogue is consulted in order to benefit from previous experi-
ence. Policies are created at all stages of the control cycle and all SOA maturity levels.
Successfully deployed and applied policies are stored in the best practices catalogue
(cf. Fig. 4.3). The concrete definition of competencies varies with companies and pur-
poses of the SOA system (cf. also Sect. 3.1.2). Along with the introduction of new organi-
sational governance entities come new roles and accountabilities that are implemented
or realised by those entities. More than 70% of the examined approaches provide com-
prehensive lists of new SOA-related roles, introducing new accountabilities and decision
rights [17, 27, 210, 248] (cf. also survey results in Tab. 3.1).
Concerning processes, generally, two types of governance processes can be distinguish-
ed – governing processes and governed processes (cf. Sect. 3.1.8). When building or intro-
ducing a governance approach, as a first step, governance processes and structures are
to be established [1, 3, 138, 261]. The new SOA Boards are the actors in the overall go-
vernance processes. The control cycle in Fig. 4.3 is one of them. Governance processes
constitute the foundation for control structures and provide techniques, methods, and
decision rights in order to design, form, monitor, and control operational process struc-
tures. The continuous consistent regulation of the SOA system is guaranteed by well-
formed and reliable control structures. As initial task of governance, processes on the
operational level are set up, changed, and adjusted to fit the control structures.
The main part of the operational model constitutes the control cycle (cf. Fig. 4.3). The
councils define and abolish governance policies. In this respect, they act like a republic
parliament. During this procedure, the best practices catalogue is continuously main-
tained, i.e., enhanced and adjusted, respectively. The enacted policies apply to the SOA,
and the components conformance observation and maturity measurement provide feedback
to the SOA Boards. While the latter component assesses the system from a general and
strategic point of view, the first component performs detailed compliance checks, e.g.,
concerning security issues or process compliance. Based on their feedback, the councils
decide on further steps. Thus, the feedback cycle that emerges between the council and
the policy catalogue, the SOA Maturity Measurement component and the conformance
observation component assures the adherence to policies and enables the monitoring of
policy effectiveness (cf. Fig. 4.3).
4.2.3 Conformance Observation
According to a survey concerning policy enforcement, 84% of interviewed companies
performmanual design, code, and artefact reviews. 55% rely onmanual pre-registration
checks, and only 13% perform automated pre-registration checks (cf. App. B.2). Con-
cerning the techniques, automated business activity monitoring and data consolidation
techniques, or check lists are recommended (e.g., [233, 261]).
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Regulating a system without effective enforcement and control mechanisms is hardly
possible. As one central element of governance, we define the conformance observation
component for the monitoring and enforcement of system conformance. It consists of
various perspectives of conformance concerning, for example, processes, behaviour, ser-
vices, projects. In all these fields, it is important for the successful operation of the SOA
system that regulations (i.e., policies) are adhered to. Automated ormanualmechanisms
check adherence to the given regulations and enable the continuous conformance obser-
vation of the SOA system. The goal is, however, to increase the degree of automation.
A general aspect of conformance observation is the time component. Depending on
the system and its peculiarities, compliance checks can be scheduled in different ways.
ex-post vs ex-ante analysis. As part of the governance approach, the time of checks
is to be decided upon. Checks can be performed after the occurrence of an issue
(ex-post). Alternatively, in order to identify potential future violations, the analysis
can be performed beforehand, i.e, proactively (ex-ante).
frequency. Conformance checks can be scheduled individually, or performed upon
request. Alternatively, strict time intervals can be defined for the checks. This deci-
sion depends upon the management, as well as available resources and deployed
techniques for conformance checks.
Automation of conformance observation is covered by few SOA Governance approaches.
Approaches often provide mere proposals for basic support. Precisely, as conformance
observation techniques, automated check list processing [233, 261], combinedwith checks at
proxies or intermediaries (realised by, e.g., an ESB) [138, 261] have been proposed on the
one hand. On the other, business activity monitoring (BAM) [261] linked with automated
data consolidation in order to compute warning levels has been suggested. Most of the
approaches, however, neglect automated conformance checks at all.
Beyond check list processing andBAM,we identify the following twomajor techniques
that can strongly support the operation of SOA Governance concerning policy enforce-
ment.
inferencing on modelled structured data. Governancemodels often showmore
or less clear structures (cf. the frameworks by The Open Group [248] and CObIT
[86]). These structures can be formalised using appropriate data modelling tech-
niques. As additional application to exploiting the advantages of a meta model,
implicit knowledge can be derived by inferencing on this data. This can be used
for automating the answering to expert questions, as well as for decision support
based on expert knowledge (cf. [165]).
For example, themodelling of governance frameworks asmetamodels or as ontolo-
gies specified in the Web Ontology Language (OWL) is a currently increasingly
recognised area of research. We provide a proof-of-concept implementation for
meta models in Janiesch et al. [96], and develop an Ontology-based approach in
Niemann [160], Niemann et al. [165, 168]. A few further approaches exist in this di-
rection [9, 64, 90, 94]. In particular for SOA systems, there are few such approaches
yet.
comparison and retrieval of business reference processes. Managing internal
processes and their adherence to reference processes is a central duty of confor-
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mance observation. Reference processes are organised as best practices and poli-
cies in corresponding catalogues or repositories. The duty of governance councils
is the design, as well as the enforcement of these modelled reference processes.
In BPM, a common research challenge is the effective retrieval of process models
that are stored in central process model repositories. As enforcement technique in
the context of SOAGovernance, we suggest the enhancement of these techniques in
order to (i) identify relevant reference processes for a given flow of activities and (ii)
perform automated comparison of two process models to identify their difference.
These techniques have the potential to automate many aspects of the enforcement
of process-related governance policies. In Chapter 5, we present a novel technique
for retrieval and comparison of business reference process models.
4.2.4 Conclusion
The presented operational model has been developed based on the results of a structural
analysis of existing approaches. As central part, it defines a control cycle, covering the
basic process of policy design, enactment, enforcement, and abolishment, supported by
best practices, enforcement methods, and maturity assessment. Hence, it integrates the
main aspects of SOA Governance and includes their perspectives and capabilities.
It is one of the first models to explicitly address and discuss the issue of conformance
observation. By software vendors, this issue is addressed only in case their products
support a type of enforcement (e.g. checks by the service registry). In literature as well
as in industry whitepapers these issues are often omitted, supporting the “narrow view”
on SOA Governance attested by Allen [3]. As part of our model, we make two specific
suggestions for techniques to automate conformance observation. We address one of
them, comparison and retrieval of business reference processes, in detail in Chapter 5.
Overall, the outlined generic operational model represents a fundamental approach
to structure and define the operation of SOA Governance. The model allows for perspec-
tives of existing approaches, integrates them, and additionally considers the concept of
conformance observation. This general perspective aims at supporting future considera-
tions, as well as the design of similar approaches.
4.3 Conclusion and Outlook
In this chapter, we defined a consolidated SLC based on survey results, as well as a
generic operational model for SOA Governance. Both of them are based on the insights
of the structural analysis performed in Chapter 3.
SLCs are a central aspect of SOA Governance and their management is crucial for the
success of SOA Governance approaches (cf. Sect. 3.1.5). They are adjusted to the specific
needs, perspectives, and notions of a company’s IT. However, there are as many different
life cycles as proposals – there is obviously no standard or generic life cycle that fits all
perspectives. We introduced a consolidated SLC that allows for all particularities of the
approaches investigated in the survey (cf. Sect. 4.1) as well as of those identified by the
structural analysis (cf. Chap. 3). The inclusion of a “change time” in a SLC is dispensable.
Although often specified as an extra “change time” phase, service change can be safely
performed within the operation phase and the reiteration of the cycle.
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Based on our analysis in Chapter 3, identifying the common elements of SOA Gover-
nance, we developed an operational model for SOA Governance that comprises all main
concepts and components of the examined approaches. Themodel consolidates perspec-
tives and techniques of existing approaches, introduces a control cycle, and enhances it
by the concept of conformance observation. Further, we defined categories for gover-
nance policy domains that structure common policy types in catalogues, structuring the
major aspects of SOA Governance that are subject to regulation.
A clear deficit has been identified concerning policy enforcement or conformance ob-
servation. While policy enforcement mechanisms as extension to policy frameworks
are integrated by a few approaches (e.g., WebMethods [261]), the automation of confor-
mance checks in the context of SOA Governance has not been intensively addressed by
the recent approaches that have been investigated. The least approaches make proposals
concerning any technical support for governance activities. Among those approaches
that propose corresponding techniques, almost none exceed the processing of a check
list. As part of this model, we make two specific suggestions for techniques to automate
conformance observation: inferencing on modelled structured data, and comparison and re-
trieval of business reference processes.
Overall, the proposed operational model achieves a generic perspective on SOA Go-
vernance, supporting future considerations and design of similar approaches. Backed
by the analysis results, all concepts of the compared approaches map to our operational
model. A consistent definition, consistent structuring by components, and a consistent
role and accountabilities model all integrated to form a generic operational model, as we
proposed it, have, to the best of our knowledge, not yet been proposed.
Outlook
Analyses of SOA Governance approaches show that a governance approach has a major
impact on the success of SOA projects (cf. [141]). In this respect, the missing consensus
on a generic approach for SOA Governance is not a relieving factor. It remains to be
seenwhether the increasing number of propositions of standardised frameworks for SOA
Governance leads to a general basic agreement.
Many projects introducing a company-wide SOA system have failed (cf. [73]). The
vice president of the technology consultant Burton Group stating that “SOA is dead”1,
indicates that SOA initiatives do not play the same role as in the past. According to her,
the future development is towards services. This shows that SOAGovernance keeps being
subject to change – in particular against the background of a “larger service world”, e.g.,
service-based company cooperation and marketplaces in the Internet of Services (IoS).
SOA Governance apparently evolves towards the discipline “Service Governance”. This
development will also cause frameworks to change or continuously adapt.
Service Governance is the foundation for governance for the IoS, i.e., service market-
place governance [92, 95]. Compared to an SOA system, a marketplace bears much more
complexity and the same time has the potential to yield more benefits. While, basically,
the stakeholder roles in an SOA sum up to three, a variety of additional roles are needed
in the IoS (e.g., service innovator, service producer, service aggregator, marketplace host,
cf. Sect. 2.1.2). As soon as service marketplaces are shared across country borders, new
1 cf. http://apsblog.burtongroup.com/2009/01/soa-is-dead-long-live-services.html (last ac-
cess: July 4, 2011)
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challenges emerge. When ad hoc service usage is to be realised, the investigation of legal
consequences in case of SLA or contract breaches, strongly depending on local laws and
legislation, is a still enduring challenge and research problem. Further, the efficient ma-
nagement of semantic service description (marketplace-wide unification), service com-
position, access management, delegation of service monitoring (centralised vs. decen-
tralised approach), service pricing, marketplace-wide service development guidelines,
andmanymore aspects have to be considered, as the recent German government-funded
research project Theseus/TEXO revealed and addressed [19, 91, 92, 95, 96]. Most impor-
tant, additional legal regulations apply in this scenario and different challenges arise,
for example, automated service provision across borders of legislative authorities . All
these factors have impact on the design and implementation of future service governance
approaches.
A further field of research in terms of governance is Cloud Computing [5, 31, 72]. Most
recently, it gained much momentum in both research and the software industry as a pa-
radigm that utilises virtualisation technologies in order to maximise infrastructure flexi-
bility in and between companies. The heterogeneity and complexity of cloud-based sys-
tems make high demands on efficient steering and management. Additionally, cloud
computing is based on a heterogeneous, often not consistently organised environment.
Many challenges of cloud governance can be coped with using means from IT Gover-
nance, such as compliance, legal issues and standardisation. For cloud characteristics
such as the ad hoc provision of complex services, for example, infrastructure as a service
(IaaS), the cloud-wide management and unification of service monitoring delegation, ac-
cessmanagement, development standards, and new legal regulations are new challenges
that need experienced governance structures that can be adopted.
The largest area of potential scientific achievements is located in the field of confor-
mance observation. As discussed above, there is a multitude of potential mechanisms
and techniques to address the problem of automating the check of a system’s adherence
to regulations or policies. Though a small number of SOA Governance models, espe-
cially among those authored by software vendors, propose ideas or techniques for this
problem, the author is not aware of specific automated techniques in this context that
exceed check list processing.
Future developmentsmight include a formalisation of approaches to SOAGovernance,
for example, using structured data approaches such as meta models or ontologies, The
modelling of governance structures as meta models or ontologies bears potential con-
cerning the automated support of the operational aspect of governance. Our work con-
cerning the design of governance meta models (cf. [96]), and OWL ontologies for stan-
dard IT Governance frameworks such as CObIT 4.1 (Niemann et al. [168]) addresses an
currently increasingly recognised area of research. Further work in this area shows that
the modelling of structured governance data and its exploitation by various knowledge-
inferencing techniques is currently considered a promising area of research [64, 90, 94].
A further important part of conformance observation is the management of internal
processes and their adherence to reference processes. The duty of corresponding orga-
nisational entities (in the operational model) is the design of conform processes, as well
as the assessment of the conformance of existing processes. In BPM, a common research
challenge is the effective retrieval of process models, stored in a central process model
repository. As enforcement technique in the context of SOA Governance, we suggest the
enhancement of these techniques in order to (i) identify relevant reference processes for
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a given flow of activities and (ii) compare two process models and identify their differ-
ence. Both techniques support the operational application of SOA Governance, as well
as the enforcement of process-related governance policies. In Chapter 5, we present a
novel approach (for retrieval and comparison of business reference process models) that
tackles these challenges.

5
COMPAR I SON AND RETR IEVAL OF BUS INESS
PROCESSES BASED ON RELATED CLUSTER PA IRS
A s revealed by the results of the analysis outlined above, the specification ofguidelines and rules – governance policies – can be considered a central aspectof SOA Governance (cf. Sect. 3.3). However, governance approaches can only
unveil their full impact if adequate enforcement mechanisms for policies are specified
and established, the so-called conformance observation (cf. Sect. 4.2.3). One important
aspect of conformance observation are governed processes (cf. Sect. 3.1.8). A central chal-
lenge is the facilitation of conformance assessment for these modelled processes, which
is especially important, when handling a huge number of large processes.
Conformance assessment has two timing foci. Once a new process is to be set up at
design time, efficient process model retrieval techniques have to assure that the right re-
ference processes are consideredwithin the design of the new process and therefore, pro-
vide authoring support (ex-ante perspective). Alternatively, processes can be checked for
conformance frequently after their putting into service (ex-postperspective, cf. Sect. 4.2.3).
In this scenario, efficient automated comparison techniques can decrease manual work
effort.
In this chapter, we develop a decision support approach for process conformance as-
sessment. As a basis, we propose the concept of related cluster pairs for the two scenarios
process retrieval (ex-ante) and efficient process comparison (ex-post). Generally, our tech-
nique disaggregates process models into model fragments that are related by similarity.
Further, we compute node assignments to identify the differences. We use related clus-
ter pairs to calculate similarity of two process models for usage in the retrieval scenario.
We compare our technique to related work and, as a baseline, to text search engines. For
the evaluation of both scenarios, we use the so-called “SAP process reference model”
(SPRM, [107]), a collection of ca. 600 process models that is frequently used throughout
the research community.
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. After the introduction in Sec-
tion 5.1, Section 5.2 discusses related work. Basic concepts, i.e., definitions for the graph-
based representation of process models and definitions for utilised process model pro-
cessing techniques, are introduced in Section 5.3. In Section 5.4, we outline the used
similarity measures and their scope. We present the concept of related cluster pairs in
Section 5.5, define a novel notion of process model similarity, and explain details of its
computation. The evaluation results are presented and discussed in Section 5.6. For our
process comparison approach, we perform cross-validation experiments using an anno-
tated test case (cf. Sect. 5.6.1). The performance of the process model similarity metric of
our process retrieval approach is evaluated using a second test case that has been anno-
tated by process model experts (cf. Sect. 5.6.2). Section 5.7 concludes the chapter.
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5.1 Introduction
Today, especially large companies increasingly organise and specify their procedural
knowledge as process models. The challenges that arise for the management of large
process model repositories are manyfold. Today, immense amounts of process models
and lacks in specification conformity cause isolated storage of different versions or vari-
ants of process models, models with overlapping application scopes, and with different
granularity levels [50, 197]. Efficient management of reference process repositories that
can cope with these increasing flexibility challenges requires extended and improved
functionality of process model repositories. Common challenges in BPM research cover,
e.g., the realisation of process reuse, efficient storage of large process model numbers,
successful process comparison and retrieval for various purposes, operation of effective
variant and version management, and the implementation of reference processes and
conformance management [66, 135, 197, 211]. However, the efficiency concerning the ex-
ploitation of procedural knowledge contained in a company’s process models still bears
improvement potential. According to a survey on available process model repository
implementations [272], efficient, i.e., computationally cheap approaches, have been neg-
lected. Further, generally, tool support addressing these challenges is yet scarce [199]. In
the last years, improvements for process model comparison and retrieval have been in-
troduced. Contributions cover, for example, detailed investigations of various similarity
measures [48, 254], variant identification based on structural decomposition [120], mea-
sures based on graph matching algorithms (e.g., [46, 142]), semantic approaches (e.g.,
[54, 118]), and retrieval approaches based on case-based reasoning [134, 150] (cf. Sect.
5.2).
In both scenarios, processmodel comparison and retrieval, governed processes as well
as the company’s reference processes are represented as process models. The latter are
usually contained in a process repository.
The scenario process model comparison targets the comparison of a governed processmo-
del and a reference process model. Concerning the company’s guidelines, the governed
process must adhere to regulations (e.g, the inclusion of mandatory activities, or order-
ing of activities). Proceeding from two process models, an employee role’s (e.g., process
engineer) task is to check conformance with an corresponding reference process. Fur-
ther, once introduced, the adherence to the reference process may be diminished (e.g.,
by undocumented changes, or merging with new processes or process fragments). In
these cases, differences must be identified in retrospect. Especially when dealing with
large models, this can be a costly and time consuming procedure.
The second scenario, process model retrieval, supports various aspects during process
design. Once a new process is designed in a department, it is important that relevant
reference processes are identified, and are integrated into the process at design time.
Further, efficient process retrieval is a common challenge for the handling of large pro-
cess repositories, the realisation of avoiding process variants, and, finally, for increasing
process reuse.
Based on the concept of related cluster pairs, our approach performs the comparison of
two process models, i.e., of the realised process and the reference process, by their struc-
tural decomposition based on similar process regions. As a first step, similar nodes are
assigned to each other, using a novel hybrid similarity measure (i.e., a combination of
string-based and semantic measures). Using a control flow analysis technique, the pro-
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cess models are hierarchically decomposed into area pairs containing similar elements.
By recursively decomposing the process models into corresponding elements, we can
identify related as well as isolated process model fragments as support for manual ad-
justment of the given process model, i.e., the improvement of conformance with the re-
ference model. By identifying all largest-possible corresponding process regions and
those without counterpart, the difference between two process models can be specified.
Hence, our approach represents a divide-and-conquer approach that reduces the prob-
lem space when searching differences. In particular, more complex techniques in terms
of computational complexity can be applied to the resulting process parts.
Overall, the approach computes node assignments using various similarity measures
for the identification of differences. We provide a respective implementation that pro-
vides an interactive user interface and visualises the results (cf. Sect. 5.5.6).
5.2 Related Work
When comparing process models (for search or mutual comparison), a multitude of pro-
perties can be tackled with a multitude of similarity notions. This section provides a
discussion of existing similarity notions, as well as an outline of scientific works that are
related to our approach.
5.2.1 Similarity Notions
For process models, different similarity notions, such as the notions of node label simila-
rity, structural similarity, and behavioural similarity can be distinguished. A well struc-
tured overview is provided in [47] and [48]. The approach at hand focuses on node label
similarity, using both string-based and semantic measures. Semantic measures that can
be employed for label comparison are among others introduced in [54, 58, 128]. Cohen
et al. [38] provide an overview of string-based label measures.
Generally, two types of process model similarity can be distinguished: the absolute
and the relative notion. The latter, relative notion, is based on similarity values indicating
relative matchings. It is employed in the further course of this contribution. Absolute
notions of equivalence determine exact behaviouralmatches and are computed using, for
example, bisimulation [192, 255], trace equivalence [76], or workflow inheritance [251].
The notion of bisimulation, e.g., assesses the ability of one process model to simulate the
other. The result of these techniques, however, is mostly a boolean answer, which is not
useful for process comparison in all scenarios.
All approaches proceed according to the same schema:
(1) Computation of node assignments (or identification of similar process model ele-
ments): an assignment matrix for each considered node and edge type (e.g., activ-
ities, gateways) of the process model is computed.
(2) Investigation of process relations: this is performed by considering, for example,
the structure, or the behaviour of the process models.
So, when comparing process models, a general prerequisite for the computation of pro-
cess model similarity is a node assignment matrix.
Generally, different types of similarity are distinguished: string-based, semantic, struc-
tural, and behavioural similarity. While string-based and semantic similarity measures
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are used for the determination of node assignments, approaches to process model simi-
larity can be divided into those that use structural, and those using behavioural similarity
notions. The first ones are outlined in Section 5.4, and the latter are detailed in the fol-
lowing.
Structural process similarity measures the way an entity or component is composed,
e.g., the sequence or hierarchy of its elements. Concerning business processes, struc-
ture refers to the arrangement of process elements. Existing approaches are based on the
amount of structural components occurring in both models [117, 252].
A further approach is to use graph-edit distance ([61] e.g., as done by [46, 120, 126, 150]).
Basically, the graph-edit distance approach compares two graphs by determining the
cheapest sequence of basic graph-edit operations, i.e., deletion, insertion, or substitution
of nodes and edges, to transform one graph into the other. Each operation is assigned
costs that can by varied (mostly 1). The result is a minimum cost-edit path, as well as
the respective transformation costs. Normalised, i.e., in relation to the overall node and
edge count, the latter serve as an indicator for the similarity of two given graphs, and can
be used as similarity function (cf., e.g., [48]). However, the graph-edit distance problem
is NP-complete. A computation in reasonable execution time concerning complexity is
only feasible for small graphs [29, 157]. According to [47], a further drawback is that,
although they are relevant, indirect relations of activities via inserted or deleted process
gateways are not considered, and that, in fact, structurally similar process models may
be different in behaviour [42].
Process models use a description language to describe in a semi-formalised way, how
a process, given a number of activities and gateways, can behave. I.e., for each process
model, there is a variety of possible process execution traces, called the process behaviour.
The notion of behavioural process similarity compares process behaviours concerning
causality, exclusion, and concurrence of corresponding elements and measures the de-
gree of similar behaviour. Usually, for behaviour, some process elements are considered
more relevant than others [144, 252]. As examples, deMedeiros et al. [42] compare given
behaviours to a typical behaviour contained in event logs, computing a similarity value
for process models, which is relative to the event log. Dijkman et al. [48] compute be-
havioural similarity for event-driven process chains (EPC) using a distance vector space
based on so-called causal footprints. Causal footprints are approximations of a process’
behaviour and have, amongst others, the advantage of a small computational effort.
As governance targets management processes rather than operative processes, its re-
ference processes mostly reside at a high level of abstraction. As a consequence, com-
parison focuses on correspondences of activities (node similarity), and their ordering
(structure), rather than on execution traces or behaviour. The latter are rather important
for more fine grained processes (cf. Fig. 2.4).
5.2.2 Related Approaches
We identified several criteria to compare existing related approaches. An overview is pro-
vided in Table 5.1. In the following, we explain the criteria, before outlining the relevant
related approaches in detail.
The computation of node assignments is a principal first step when comparing process
models that represents the basis for all similarity considerations (cf. Sect. 5.2.1). It implies
a n : m comparison procedure, and the actual correct assignment of activity labels (nodes)
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that have been described by different human experts is not a trivial problem. However,
some approaches (marked by ’–’ in Tab. 5.1) still rely on the external provision of node
assignments.
Five criteria indicate the utilisation of different similarity notions. While structural
process similarity has almost been deployed by all approaches, only one approach except
ours, for example, explicitly uses a hybrid similarity measure, i.e., the combination of
several similarity notions.
Computation of process model differences indicates whether the approach compares pro-
cesses in terms of identifying their differences. Some quantifications of similarity do not
specify process differences. Further criteria are the computation of change suggestions,
(semi-) automated merging, and result visualisation. In addition to our approach, only one
of the presented approaches has performed an evaluation, making it comparable to other
works.
Andrews et al. [4] present an approach for visual graph matching. The prototype a-
nalyses similarities of graphs, suggests a merged graph, and visualises the results. It
provides means to the user for final visual assessment and manual node assignment
in order to adjust the results. The user can manually edit the resulting graph by, e.g.,
replacing labels or changing a node’s position. The approach assumes the manual input
of node similarities, i.e., does not automatically determine node assignments.
Dijkman [45] presents an approach to determine process model differences provided
as EPC. A detailed computation of differences is conducted, whereas the type of a dif-
ference using the difference topology introduced in [44] (e.g., different roles, skipped ac-
tivity, refined activity) as well as the exact position of the differences is determined. For
the computation, formal semantics are utilised. The approach has exponential compu-
tational complexity and thus requires repeated scoping of the process models. Manual
node assignments are required as a first step.
Dijkman et al. [48] propose and compare three different similarity metrics for the prob-
lem of retrieving process models in a given repository. In detail, they utilise label match-
ing similarity to determine the similarity of node labels, structural similarity, and be-
havioural similarity to consider the node labels and causal relationships of activities
(nodes) in the model, respectively. The label similarity covers string-based and seman-
tic node similarity, neglecting their combination. For the semantic node similarity, they
consider word synonyms [47, 254]. The approaches determine a final similarity score,
but do not indicate where the similarities and differences are located within the process
models.
Ehrig et al. [54] propose a (semi-) automatic approach to detect similar elements in pro-
cessmodels. The authors compute similarities based on semantic information. More pre-
cisely, they make use of the so-called Pr/T net ontology, which represents a description
of Petri net elements based on OWL-DL introduced in [118]. The comparison considers
semantic and string-based node similarity measures, which are combined to a similarity
measure for concept instances. The concept instances are compared to each other and
the similarity values are aggregated to an overall similarity of the two process models.
However, node similarities and process differences are not explicitely stated.
Küster et al. [120] introduce an approach for process model comparison that compares
different versions of a process model in the absence of a change log. The authors use
single-entry-single-exit (SESE) fragments and assume externally provided node corres-
pondences. After the computation of differences, change suggestions are derived. The
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Table 5.1: Overview of related work in BPM
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Andrews et al. [4] process models – – – – – – • – • • –
Dijkman [44, 45] EPCs – – – – – • • – – – –
Dijkman et al. [47, 48, 254] process models • • • – • • – – – – •
Ehrig et al. [54, 118] process models • • • • – – – – – – –
Küster et al. [120] process models – • – – – • • • • • –
Li et al. [126, 127] process models – – – – – • • • – • –
Lu and Sadiq [130] process models • – – – – • – – – – –
Madhusudan et al. [134] process models • • – – – • • – – – –
Melnik et al. [142] data struct./ graphs • • – – – – – – – – –
Minor et al. [150] process models • – – – – • • – – – –
Our approach process models • • • • – • • – – • •
differences and change operations are then grouped and associated to the affected SESE
fragments. Based on the gathered information, an hierarchical change log is composed
that can be applied to resolve all or parts of the differences in order to obtain a consoli-
dated model. This approach primarily considers different versions of the same process.
It has not been analytically evaluated.
Li et al. [126] introduce an approach for a Process-Aware Information System that iden-
tifies a generic process reference model for a given set of variants. Based on a so-called
aggregated order matrix, they determine activities (nodes of the process graph) to be
clustered as blocks. Referring to the blocks, they investigate the behavioural similarity
(ordering) of activities. The algorithm has been assessed using simulation on more than
7000 process models [127]. The activity assignment matrix is an external requirement.
Lu and Sadiq [130] propose a search approach for retrieving process variants, based on
the identification of processmodel fragments. Given a process query, they use three basic
structural similaritymeasures (equality, subsumption, and implication). They consider a
number of features per process model and define a similarity functions for each of them.
The authors do not evaluate their approach.
Madhusudan et al. [134] propose a case-based reasoning approach for workflow mo-
delling and design support. Their approach, called “similarity flooding forworkflow”, is
based on the similarity flooding method by Melnik et al. [142]. It consists of a structural
process similarity for retrieval, and is based on initial similarity values. The authors
state that these values are based on “Natural Language Processing and string-matching
techniques”. They do not provide an evaluation of their approach.
A further graph matching algorithm is presented by Melnik et al. [142], which deter-
mines amapping between the corresponding nodes of two given graphs. Their approach
is applicable in different scenarios with diverse data structures, such as matching of two
data schemas in data warehousing applications or comparison of process model graphs.
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Before the actual comparison of the graphs, the two data structures are converted into di-
rected labeled graphs. In the next step, the so-called similarity flooding is performed. This
step represents an iterative fixpoint computation to determine the set of similar nodes. It
is based on the assumption that two nodes are more likely to be similar, if their adjacent
nodes are similar. For the determination of node similarities a simple string-based node
similarity is used. Hence, neither semantic node similarity nor structural or behavioural
similarity of the graphs is considered in their approach. The computation results in a
mapping between corresponding nodes, whereas differences are not determined.
Minor et al. [150] propose an index-based retrieval approach for workflows. The ap-
proach targets the search among past or changed workflows to assist authoring of recent
workflow instances. They apply structural similarity using graph-edit distance. Unfortu-
nately, the approach has not been evaluated in terms of information retrieval measures
(precision or recall).
Further approaches concerning process model retrieval (e.g., [112, 152]) focus on the
design and application of specific process query languages and the exploitation of pro-
cess metamodel data specifying basic process entities and their relationships. They are
not further regarded here, as the approaches’ core functionality are different from the
one at hand.
Approximately 40% of the outlined approaches require node assignments as input
[4, 45, 120, 126], although their determination is not a trivial problem. Semantic node
label similarity is only considered by two further approaches ([48, 54]). However, none
uses advanced word preprocessing exceeding stemming (e.g., lemmatising as used by
our approach). Most of the authors consider structural process similarity, for example,
graph-edit-distance, which has a high computational complexity. Few ones apply hybrid
node similarity measures, or perform an evaluation that enables the comparison with
other approaches.
While Küster et al. [120] use a similar approach for structural investigation to the one
presented here, they assume the ex-ante provision of node assignments. In most cases,
this does not represent a realistic scenario. Dijkman et al. [48] use similar basic notions of
node similarity. However, they do not use hybrid similarity notions and apply different
structural investigations.
Generally, for process models, the notions of node label similarity, structural simila-
rity, and behavioural similarity are distinguished. Van der Aalst et al. [252] provide an
approach for comparing a process model with a set of event logs based on a behavioural
similarity measure. Further approaches consider behavioural similarity for process mo-
dels [48] and state charts or finite state machines [156, 270]. The problem of correct node
assignments, however, represents a fundamental requirement for fully automated pro-
cess comparison and retrieval approaches, which in turn consider, for example, struc-
tural or behavioural process characteristics. Further, it can directly affect the results of
these relying approaches, if improved. For this purpose, amongst others, we investigate
the integration of semantic node label similarity measures.
Mendling et al. [145] provide interesting related fundamental research in this respect,
although their intention is slightly different from the one at hand. They classify verbs
occuring in node labels of the process models in the SAP reference model using two es-
tablished verb classification schemes. Based on themost frequently occuring verb classes,
they propose a set of icons to support process modelling practice. Performing a general
classification of node labels using the two schemes, their approach achieves a coverage
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of 0.68 and 0.44, respectively. As a general problem, they identify missing specificity of
node labels (e.g., by frequent usage of the verb “to process” in labels). The authors do
not aim at investigating the quality of the classification nor do they provide details of
the approach. Differing from their approach, we use (amongst others) a technique from
natural language processing (NLP), lemmatising, and test it on annotated test sets aiming
at improving current classification result quality.
The approach at hand combines a variety of label-based similarity approaches to tackle
this problem. We apply string-based and semantic similaritymeasures, and by their com-
bination create hybrid similaritymeasures. It is the general focus to improve the exploita-
tion of label meanings using considerate word preprocessing and reduction techniques
in order to improve assignment quality. Additionally, we simultaneously consider node
label similarity and structural characteristics of process models. In contrast to Ehrig et al.
[54], we do not demand explicit semantic description (e.g., using ontologies), but rely
on and exploit the meaning of words in the context of their label(s). As a core part of
our approach, we compute word and node label similarities for process model comparison
and retrieval, where a node label is a sequence of words. Based on these, we determine
node assignments, region differences, similarities of process model fragments, and the
similarity of process models.
Generally, our concept of related cluster pairs targets exploiting label meanings using
considerate word preprocessing techniques from natural language processing. Additio-
nally, we introduce the simultaneous consideration of node label similarity and structural
aspects of the process model. These aspects have not been investigated in related work
so far.
5.3 Basic Concepts and Definitions
In this section, we introduce fundamental definitions and terms that are used by our
approach. In particular, we introduce the utilised notion of process model graphs and
the so-called SESE regions (cf. Sect. 5.3.1), outline the assignment problem (cf. Sect. 5.3.2),
and define a general similarity function (cf. Sect. 5.3.3).
5.3.1 Process Model Graphs and SESE Regions
Throughout our approach, we consider process models as graphs we call process model
graphs (PMG, cf. Fig. 5.1).
Definition 2 (Process Model Graph). Let G be a graph G = (V, E), Λ be a set of labels andΘ
be a set of types. A process model graph P is a directed, weakly connected graph defined as tuple
P = (V, E,λ, τ, α), where:
− V is a finite set of nodes,
− E ⊆ (V ×V) is a finite set of edges,
− λ is a labelling function: λ : (V ∪ E)→ Λ that assigns labels to nodes and edges,
− τ : (V ∪ E)→ Θ assigns types to nodes and edges, and
− α : (V ∪ E)→ (A→ Λ) assigns key value pairs to nodes and edges, where A is a set of
names (keys) that are assigned labels (values).
In particular, the sets A,Θ and Λ all include e (the NULL element).
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Figure 5.1: A process model graph (PMG) representing an EPC
This definition (adopted from [48]) for process model graphs is applicable to describe
a variety of graph-based process description languages, including EPC.
Let e be the number of edges e = |E| and v = |V| be the number of nodes. As many
nodes in a process model have but one incoming and one outgoing edge, and process
models are normally far from being fully connected, i.e., we can assume e  v2 − v. (A
fully connected directed graph with n nodes has n(n− 1) edges.) This is important for
complexity estimations (cf. Sect. 5.5.5).
This definition for process model graphs can be used to describe a variety of graph-
based process description languages, for example, Event-driven Process Chains (EPC)
[108, 111].
Definition 3 (Event-driven Process Chains). Let PEPC = (V, E,λ, τ, α) be a PMG.We define
− Θ = {XOR, OR, AND, function, event}
− λ : V → Λ assigns labels to nodes,
− τ : V → Θ assigns the types to nodes,
− α : ∅→ ∅ is not used.
According to [111], we add the following constraints that further specialise this PMG:
– Each function and each event have at most one incoming and one outgoing edge.
– Each connector (XOR, OR, AND) has at most one outgoing (join connector) or one in-
coming edge (split connector).
– Functions and events alternate along the control flow.
– The OR-split and the XOR-split connectors must be preceded by a function.
– There should be no cycle of control flow that consist of connectors only.
An example is shown in Figure 5.1. Further details on EPC are outlined in Section A.2.
For a mapping to the Business Process Modelling Notation (BPMN), for example, the
definition of α ismade use of to express lanes, specialisation and generalisation of process
steps (subprocesses and superprocesses). A detailed mapping is provided by Dijkman
et al. [48].
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Figure 5.2: SESE regions
For the structural investigation of process model graphs, we use the concept of Single-
Entry Single-Exit (SESE) regions from control flow analysis. Control flow analysis plays
a major role in, e.g., compiler optimisation for testing the legality of transformed loops
and detecting run-time errors [98]. They were introduced for the construction of pro-
gram trees in compiler analysis [98, 99, 100], and have also been applied in an approach
that analyses variants of process models [120]. Originally, the authors proceeded from a
graph with exactly one start and one end node, respectively. The non-mathematical de-
finition the authors provide is based on this fact. We transfer this definition to business
process models that can have more than one start and end node.
Definition 4 (SESE Region). Let G = (V, E) be a directed graph, defined by a finite set of
nodes V and a finite set of edges E. A SESE region is defined as a connected, directed subgraph
R = (V ′, E′) of G with V ′ ⊂ V and E′ ⊂ E. The following conditions hold:
− ein, eout ∈ E′ with ein 6= eout (single incoming and outgoing edges)
− ∀v ∈ V ′ : 6 ∃e = (v,w) ∈ E′ with e 6= eout and w ∈ V and
− ∀s ∈ V ′ : 6 ∃e = (r, s) ∈ E′ with e 6= ein and r ∈ V.
− |{(r, s)|(r, s) ∈ E′ ∧ s /∈ V ′}| = 1 ∧ (r, s) = eout
− |{(t, u)|(t, u) ∈ E′ ∧ t /∈ V ′}| = 1 ∧ (t, u) = ein
A SESE region can be denoted in graph notation R′ = (V ′, E′) or as edge pair (ein, eout). Gene-
rally, SESE regions are either node disjoint or nested. (Definition adopted from [100])
Intuitively, a SESE region represents an areawithin a graph that has a distinct entry and a
distinct exit edge (cf. Fig. 5.2). Nodes inside can only be reached from outside by passing
the entry edge and nodes outside can only be reached from inside by passing the exit
edge. Besides the distinct entry and exit edges, the nodes inside the area possess no
other connections to the rest of the graph. It follows that a single node with a single
entry and exit edge represents a trivial SESE region itself. Trivial SESE regions are called
canonical SESE regions. Generally, canonical SESE regions represent a unique and node
disjunctive decomposition of a process model graph.
SESE regions meet the condition of transitivity [100]. Given two SESE regions S1, S2
and a PMG (V, E,λ, τ, α) with S1 = (a, b), S2 = (b, c), and a, b, c ∈ E, their union repre-
sents a new SESE region S3:
(a, b) ∪ (b, c) = (a, c) = S3 (transitivity) (5.1)
In our context, canonical SESE regions, i.e., those containing a single node, are referred
to as initial clusters (cf. Sect. 5.5.2).
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5.3.2 Assignment Problem
Amajor class of problems in graph theory and combinatorial optimisation are matching
problems. In these problem scenarios, an optimal pairwise assignment of the elements
of two sets has to be found, while satisfying further conditions.
The linear sum assignment problem [2, 30] can be formulated as follows. The assignment
is represented by an assignment matrix X with matrix elements xij and i, j ∈ {1, ..., n}.
C is a cost matrix with elements cij ≥ 0 and cij ∈ R that defines the cost for all potential
assignments. Element j has assignment cost cij for assignment to element i (and vice versa).
Consider two element sets U and V with |U| = |V| = n. The variable xij equals to 1, if
element i ∈ U is assigned to element j ∈ V, and to 0 otherwise. Given n elements i and
n elements j, their best possible assignment with respect to cost is wanted. Additionally,
the following constraints must hold [30, 49]:
(1) Each element i is assigned to exactly one element j and each element j is assigned
to exactly one element i.
(2) The resulting assignment xij is the one with the minimum cost of all possible as-
signments meeting the first condition.
As result, the overall assignment matrix X represents the optimal assignments in terms
of cost. Formally, this corresponds to the objective function
Minimise F(x) =
n
∑
i=1
n
∑
j=1
cijxij (5.2)
with the constraints
n
∑
j=1
xij = 1 ∀i ∈ {1, ..., n} and
n
∑
i=1
xij = 1 ∀j ∈ {1, ..., n} (5.3)
as well as
cij ≥ 0, xij ∈ {0, 1} ∀i ∈ {1, ..., n} , ∀j ∈ {1, ..., n} (5.4)
Note that the assignment and cost matrices X and C are quadratic.
A number of algorithms to solve the assignment problem have been proposed. The
so-called Hungarian algorithm solves it in O(n3) time [2, 30, 149].
5.3.3 Similarity
In the course of this work, we determine the similarity of node label words, node labels,
and process models, respectively. We make use of several similarity functions.
Definition 5 (Similarity Function). A similarity function simmeasures the degree of similarity
between two objects a and b [207]. The function is defined as
sim(a, b) : U2 → [0, 1]
where U2 represents the universe of the object descriptions. We consider 1 to indicate high si-
milarity, 0 dissimilarity, and all other values partial similarity. Further, the reflexivity axiom
[207, 273] holds: ∀a ∈ U : sim(a, a) = 1 (Reflexivity).
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If the following axiom holds, a similarity function is called symmetric.
∀a, b ∈ U : sim(a, b) = sim(b, a) (Symmetry) (5.5)
Note that not all similarity functions are symmetric.
In order to determine significant similarity, we use similarity functions simi in combi-
nationwith thresholds ti ∈ [0, 1] ∀i ∈N. For (a, b) to be significantly similar, we demand
for the measure simi: simi(a, b) ≥ ti.
Further, we need to flexibly combine similarity metrics. We define the similarity func-
tion combination ⊕w1,w2 :
sim1(a, b)⊕w1,w2 sim2(a, b) := w1 sim1(a, b) + w2 sim2(a, b), (5.6)
where w1,w2 ∈ R, w1,w2 ∈ [0, 1] and w1 + w2 = 1.
5.4 Node Label Similarity Measures
Large numbers of metrics for string-based (e.g., [38]) as well as semantic similarity consi-
derations (e.g. [28]) exist that are used in a number of different applications areas (e.g., se-
mantic service discovery [225, 226], process similarity [48, 169], and E-learning [32, 220]).
Generally, several objects of similarity considerations (words, node labels, and process
models), as well as general types of similarity (string-based, semantic, structural, and
behavioural similarity), are distinguished. While structural and behavioural similarity
notions are applied to compare process models (cf. Sect. 5.2.1), word and node labels
are compared using string-based and semantic similarity measures, respectively. Node
assignments, determined based on node label similarity, are always a requirement for
performing investigation of process models concerning structural or behavioural charac-
teristics. In case of semantic similarity, for most measures, node labels must be decom-
posed into single words before semantic similarity can be applied, i.e., an aggregation
of similarity values is necessary. String-based similarity measures can be applied to all
objects, as they do not distinguish between single words and labels (word sequences).
For this, process models are reduced to a list of node labels (which is also useful for the
usage of a text search engine, cf. Sect. 5.6.2).
As a core part of our approach, we compute word and node label similarities for process
model comparison and retrieval, where a node label is considered to be a sequence of
words. Based on these, we determine node assignments, region differences, and simila-
rities of process models.
In this section, we introduce general word preprocessing techniques (cf. Sect. 5.4.1)
and all string-based (cf. Sect. 5.4.2) and semantic (cf. Sect. 5.4.3) similarity measures we
use throughout our approach.
5.4.1 Word Preprocessing
In all cases, we perform preprocessing of words. Generally, we transform labels to lower
case, remove punctuation (.,-;/) as well as single-character-words, and perform stop
word removal. Stop words are frequent function words (such as “the”, “as”, “in”, “over”,
“by”, ...). We decided, however, not to remove words like “with”, “without”, “needs”,
“not” or similar ones that are part of common stop word lists, as these can influence and
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essentially coin the meaning of the activity label they are part of. The intention is to
avoid turning node labels with conflictive meaning using similar words into sentences
with similar meaning, e.g., “Capacity is available” and “Capacity is not available”1. This
is a common problem in NLP that must be coped with.
When applying string-basedmeasures, we optionally use Porter’s stemming algorithm
[189]. Stemming is a rule-basedmethod to reduce similarwords to a simple stem. For the
words “orders”, “warehousing”, “adjusting”, and “receive”, the results of Porter’s algo-
rithmare “order”, “wareh”, “adjust”, and “receiv”, respectively. Further, we consider the
usage of a more advanced method than stemming for word reduction, lemmatising, use-
ful. The lemma of a word is its actual base form. This reduction techniques preserves the
word meaning. Lemmatising, however, requires and depends on the part-of-speech (POS)
of a givenword. For example, “purchasing” can be lemmatised to the verb “purchase” or
the noun “purchasing”, depending on the context. If these information are given, words
can be automatically reduced to their base form, such as “are” to “be”, “communities” to
“community”, and “warehousing” to “warehouse”. We use the lemmatising approach
introduced and realised by Schmid (1994) [219].
5.4.2 String-based Node Label Similarity
String-based metrics calculate the similarity of given words or sentences based on their
syntactic elements (characters) without regarding their meaning. In the following, we
introduce the measures we use. For each one, we provide an example using nodes from
the examplary process model pair provided in Figure 5.4.
A common string-based similarity measure is Levenshtein’s string-edit-distance. For two
strings, or node labels L1 and L2, it computes insert and deletion operations required to
transform L1 into L2. Each operation is assigned a cost of 1. The sum is the result of the
metric lev(L1, L2) [123]. We apply the metric simLev defined as
simLev(L1, L2) = 1− lev(L1, L2)max(|L1|, |L2|) , (5.7)
where |L1| designates the length of string L1 in terms of characters. The strength of this
measure is the identification of the same characters for words occurring in the same se-
quence. Simple plurals, word variants, or verb conjugations are generallywell recognised
by this measure. Referring to the example in Figure 5.4 (cf. p. 92), the similarity value for
the labels “transfer to warehouse” (node g) and “warehousing” (node y) is 0.33 (using
stop word removal).
In order to address its deficiencies, e.g., in case one of the two labels to be compared
contains long additionalwords, orwhenprocessing alternatingwords (e.g., “transferring
to warehouse” and “warehouse transfer”, where lev = 0.11), we use the Jaccard distance
measure simJac as set measure. A set is assumed to be a sequence of words, divided
by a common separator. A set A of length |A| = n is supposed to consist of n words
referenced as Ai. Especially, the union A ∪ B does not contain identical words. simJac
divides the number of identical words by the number of all (differing) words [38, 137]:
simJac(L1, L2) =
|L1 ∩ L2|
|L1 ∪ L2| . (5.8)
1 This is the case in process model ID 1In_b7s7 in the SAP reference model.
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For example, the labels “transferring to warehouse” and “warehouse transfer” are as-
signed a similarity value of 0.25, using stop word removal and lemmatising even a value
of 1.0. Referring to Figure 5.4, the similarity simJac( f , x) equals to 23 .
As this measure proceeds from word level, simple word variants are not understood
as the same word. The labels “transfer to warehouse” and “warehousing”, e.g., are not
recognised as similar. Word preprocessing or the combination with other measures nor-
mally remedy this deficiency.
5.4.3 Semantic Node Label Similarity
String-based similarity measures for node comparison, however, can lead to significantly
wrong similarity interpretations. For example, comparing “goods” to “good”, as well as
“procurement” to “purchasing” leads to undesired results. Automatically revealing rela-
tionships in these cases requires the consultation of word corpora or lexicons. These are
mostly represented as graphs based on word senses like, e.g., the WordNet corpus [58]2,
or Wikipedia3. Semantic measures that can be used for label comparison are amongst
others introduced in [54, 58, 128]. As semantic measures generally compute the simila-
rity for two words, word similarity values need to be aggregated on node label level. For
this, we use additional aggregating functions.
As semantic similarity indicators, we use threemeasures: aword synonym and aword
distance measure both based on WordNet, as well as the “distributional semantic first
order” based on Wikipedia. Again, we provide examples referring to the process model
pair provided in Figure 5.4.
WordNet contains the most frequent English words, organised in synsets. A synset is
a collection of synonymous words. As a word can have more than one meaning, each
word can be contained in several synsets. So, using WordNet, we can systematically
derive a set of words that share any of the meanings of a given word. By simwsa (w1,w2),
we calculate the similarity of two words w1 and w2 based on their WordNet synsets:
simwsa (w1,w2) =

1 if w1,w2 are identical words
a if ∃ synset S with w1,w2 ∈ S
0 otherwise
(5.9)
The measure assigns two identical words the value 1.0, while the similarity of synony-
mous words is indicated by the parameter a (with a ∈ R and 0 < a < 1). However,
this definition does not provide the aggregation of word similarities to node label simi-
larities. In preliminary experiments, we identified two scenarios with acceptable results,
depending on the aggregation function and the parameter a.
In the first one, we choose a = 0.75 and aggregate by taking the mean value of the
word similarity values. This measure has also been specified in [254]:
simSmean(L1, L2) =
|L1 ∩ L2|+∑(v,w)∈L1\L2×L2\L1 simws0.75(v,w)
max(|L1|, |L2|) (5.10)
2 http://wordnet.princeton.edu
3 http://wikipedia.org
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In the second scenario, we use the Monge Elkan similarity metric simME as aggregating
function. It is defined as
simME(A, B, simM) =
1
|A|
|A|
∑
i=1
|B|
max
j=1
simM(Ai, Bj), (5.11)
where simM can be any metric that operates on words [153]. This metric also uses the
dissection of labels into words as outlined prior to Equation 5.8. As above, the metric
distinguishes atomic strings and subfields. An atomic string is either a single word or an
abbreviation, while a subfield is a part of a field (or word set) containing atomic strings,
i.e., an atomic string represents the smallest, possible subfield. In order to determine the
degree of similarity between two given fields A and B, a subfield wi of the first field A
is compared to every subfield of the second field B. The measure returns the mean of
the maxima of all wj. For computation of the similarity, the measure wraps the measure
simM(Ai, Bj).
For the second synonym measure, we choose the Monge Elkan measure as the aggre-
gating function and, based on the results of preliminary experiments, define a = 0.5:
simSME(L1, L2) = simME(L1, L2, simws0.5) (5.12)
As an example, consider the two node labels “client order processing” and “handling
of customer order”. A result of 1.0+0.75+0.0+0.0+0.03 = 0.583 is yielded using sim
Smean , and
using simSME it is 0.5+1.0+0.03 = 0.5 (in both cases using stop word removal). In the process
model pairs given in Figure 5.4, for example, the nodes g and y are assigned a similarity
value of 0.50 by both metrics (using stop word removal and lemmatising). Again, slight
word variants such as plural forms, are not recognised as identical words unless word
preprocessing is performed.
However, for example, the relationship between “purchasing” and “procure” is not
identified by these measures. Terms that are not synonyms but still relate, such as hyper-
nyms or hyponyms, are not considered. Therefore, we use a further measure, the word
distance. Based on WordNet, it refers to the length of the shortest path between two
words w1 and w2 in the WordNet taxonomy (δWordNet(w1,w2)). In order to process label
pairs, we define
∆WN(L1, L2) =
1
|L1 \ L2| ∑w1∈L1\L2
min
{
δWordNet(w1,w2) | w2 ∈ L2 \ L1
}
. (5.13)
The measure removes identical words from both labels. We consider all possible POS
and word relations (e.g., hyponym, hypernym). The metric calculates the mean of the
minimum values of the distances per word in L1 and all words in L2. We define the
inverse WordNet distance as
simWND(L1, L2) =
1
∆WN(L1, L2)
. (5.14)
A strength of this measure is the recognition of definite word relationships that are not
identified as being synonyms. The shortest path between thewords “procure” (node b in
Figure 5.4a) and “purchasing” (node n in Figure 5.4b), e.g., is 4, resulting in a similarity
value of 0.25.
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Figure 5.3: Computation of Related Cluster Pairs
WordNet is a collection of selected word meanings, whose relationships are professio-
nallymaintained. Thus, its coverage of wordmeanings is limited. As a valuable resource
for word meanings, Wikipedia, in contrast, is constantly updated by thousands of volun-
teers. Word relationships are not explicitly defined inWikipedia. Therefore, we compute
the corpus-based similarity of words using the so-called “distributional semantic first or-
der similarity” measure by Lin [128]. Two given words w1 and w2 are compared by their
dependency triples using a context window size of ±3words. Moving the window over
the corpus results in a set of dependency triples for a given word wx. A dependency
triple is of the form (wx, r,w′), where wx represents the word whose context is exami-
ned, w′ is a word occurring in the context of wx, and r refers to the relationship between
wx and w′ (i.e., the relative position of w′ with respect to wx) [128].
simLin(w1,w2) =
∑(r,w′)(w1, ∗r, ∗w′) + (w2, ∗r, ∗w′)
∑(r,w′)(w1, ∗, ∗) +∑(r,w′)(w2, ∗, ∗)
(5.15)
The measure is based on the assumption that the similarity between two words can be
expressed as the amount of information contained within the dependency triples which
are common to both words, divided by the amount of information contained in all the
dependency triples of w1 and w2 that match the pattern (w1, ∗, ∗) and (w2, ∗, ∗), where ∗
is a wildcard for r and w′, respectively. For application on node labels we define simSFO:
simSFO(L1, L2) = simME(L1, L2, simLin) (5.16)
The metric identifies word similarities exceeding synonym relationship, based on the
linked context in the Wikipedia corpus.
Using this measure, for example, the node labels “determine level of significance” and
“assess relevance” have been correctly matched in our experiments, although only two
out of six words are synonyms. Further, the example provided in Figures 5.4 and 5.5 has
been computed using thismeasure using a threshold of t = 0.02. The resulting similarity
values are provided by Table 5.2.
5.5 Related Cluster Pairs – A Novel Concept for Process Model Retrieval and Comparison
Related cluster pairs represent mutually assigned (as well as unassigned) subgraphs
of process models containing pairwise assigned nodes. Their computation consists of
three major steps: (A) Correspondences Determination, (B) Cluster Determination, and (C)
Determination of Related Cluster Pairs, as well as an additional fourth step (D) Computation
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Algorithm 1: Computation of Related Cluster Pairs
Input: PMG P1 = (V1, E1,λ1, τ1, α1), P2 = (V2, E2,λ2, τ2, α2), sim, threshold t
Data: cluster sets C1,C2,U; set of related cluster pairs R; similarity matrices Mi
Output: A set of maximal related cluster pairs R and unassigned clusters U (with
similarity values)
1 ComputeRelatedClusterPairs(P1, P2) begin
2 for all node types y ∈ Θ do
3 My ← ComputeSimilarityMatrix(y,V1,V2,λ1,λ2, sim, t)
ApplyHungarianAlgorithm(My)
4 end
5 C1 ← ComputeInitialClusters(P1) /* gen. tree of initial clusters */
6 C2 ← ComputeInitialClusters(P2)
7 R←MergeHierarchicalRelatedClusters({C1,C2})
8 R←MergeNeighbouringRelatedClusters(R)
9 DetermineClusterSimilarityValues(R)
10 U ←MergeHierarchicalUnassignedClusters({C1,C2})
11 U ←MergeNeighbouringUnassignedClusters(U)
12 DetermineClusterSimilarityValues(U)
13 end
of Process Model Similarity that covers the computation of the process model similarity
(cf. Sect. 5.5.1, 5.5.2, 5.5.3, and 5.5.4). Figure 5.3 provides an overview. The process com-
parison and retrieval approaches outlined in this thesis are based on the concept of related
cluster pairs as introduced inNiemann et al. [169, 170] and [230]. In the further course, we
outline these steps along an exemplary process model pair provided in the Figures 5.4
(setup) and 5.5 (result). In Section 5.5.5, we discuss the computational complexity and
limitations, while details of the implementation are provided in Section 5.5.6. The ge-
neral data flow and procedure of the realisation of the steps A through C is shown in
Algorithm 1.
5.5.1 Correspondences Determination (Step A)
In step A, node correspondences are determined. We apply a number of measures cover-
ing word similarity and node label similarity, as well as word preprocessing techniques
(cf. Section 5.4). In order to achieve optimal unique node assignments (in terms of cal-
culated similarity), the resulting matrix is optimised by solving the assignment problem.
Hence, this step consists of two inner steps: A1) determine potential match candidates per
node, (cf. Alg. 1, Line 3) and A2) solve assignment problem (cf. Alg. 1, Line 3).
As part of A1, per node type, all nodes of one graph are compared to all nodes of the
other graph. We compute similarity values for node pairs using the introduced word
preprocessing techniques (cf. Section 5.4.1), the measures outlined in Sections 5.4.2 and
5.4.3, as well as combinations of them (hybridmeasures). Themeasures calculate a value
for a given label pair (λ(n1),λ(n2)) for nodes n1 and n2. Generally, we consider two
nodes similar concerning a metric simi, if the similarity value of their label pair exceeds
a threshold ti: simi(λ(n1),λ(n2)) ≥ ti. In this case, we call node n1 correspondent of
node n2. For the hybrid measures, we use the weighting defined in Equation 5.6.
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Figure 5.4: Example pair of process models: visualisation of all determined clusters (as
grey rectangles)
Node pairs with a similarity value above a threshold t are added to a match list which
is specified for each single node. We learn the thresholds for the measures by cross-
validation (cf. Section 5.6.1.1). All other nodes are added to a list of unassigned nodes.
After computation, every node’s match list contains all potentially corresponding nodes
of the other process model graph in terms of similarity. Combining these match lists re-
sults in anm× n-assignmentmatrix (withm and n indicating the respective node counts).
Optionally, in this step, the neighbourhood of nodes is considered: if a node pair shares
similar preceding and successive nodes, their similarity score can be increased by a con-
stant factor, e.g., 1.3. For more details refer to Appendix D.
As an example, Table 5.2 provides the similarity values and node assignments deter-
mined for the process model pair shown in Figure 5.4. For this example, we used the
measure simSFO (cf. Equation 5.16). Nodes from P2 that do not appear in the lists have
been assigned a similarity value below the threshold (here t = 0.02) for the respective
combination. Underlined node IDs indicate that the correspondig node from P2 has been
assigned to the respective node from P1.
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In step (A2) solve assignment problem, the node assignment matrix is optimised by sol-
ving the assignment problem. We use it for maximising the overal sum of similarity
values of selected node assignments, i.e., the sum of the similarity values sij needs to be
maximised. Hence, cost can be redefined as 1− sij, or the target function can be maximi-
sed [30]. In our adaptation of the assignment problem (cf. Eq. 5.2), we chose the latter
variant (cf. Model 2). X is the matrix of binary decision variables xij that represent the
node assignments. We further assume, without loss of generality, that the larger process
model contains n nodes, i.e., n ≥ m, and that sij do not exceed the range of similarity
values (cf. Eq. 5.19). The sum of the similarity values sij of the chosen assignments is ma-
ximised (cf. Eq. 5.17), satisfying the condition that all nodes of the smaller process model
are assigned to one node of the other model (cf. Eq. 5.18). Further, when comparing two
processmodels based on nodes, node countsmost probably differ. As the original assign-
ment problem deals with square assignment matrices, we modified the problem model
to fit rectangular matrices according to the proposal by Bourgeois and Lassalle [22, 23].
This way, the result of the algorithm – additionally to the optimal assignments concern-
ing similarity values – indicates all nodes that are not assigned a correspondent in the
other process model. To allow unassigned nodes in the smaller model, we ignore all
assignments between nodes i and j that have been made based on sij = 0, a similarity
value of zero. According to Bourgeois and Lassalle [22], the mean execution time of this
algorithm is O(cn2m), where c is a constant (and n ≥ m).
5.5.2 Cluster Determination (Step B)
In parallel to stepA, in step B,we consider structural process fragments, i.e., SESE regions
and clusters. SESE regions are subgraphs of a PMG having but one incoming and one
outgoing edge. They were originally introduced for the construction of program trees in
compiler analysis [99, 100]. The basis for related cluster pairs are the the so-called clusters
that are, intuitively, typed SESE regions. We define a cluster as follows.
Table 5.2: Similarity values and node assignments for process models graphs P1 and P2
using the measure simSFO (cf. Figure 5.4)
n ∈ V1 List of match candidates from V2
a m: 0.6806 w: 0.0288 r: 0.0268 q: 0.0242 o: 0.0232 z: 0.0211
b n: 0.0332
c r: 0.3402 w: 0.0337 z: 0.0276 o: 0.0215
d q: 0.5040 x: 0.3352
e t: 0.0208
f x: 0.6685 u: 0.5155 q: 0.5168 w: 0.0246
g y: 0.5065
h z: 0.6701 p: 0.3422 w: 0.0254 r: 0.0226 m: 0.0221
i u: 0.5155
j v: 0.5121 t: 0.0216
k w: 0.5030 u: 0.0360 q: 0.0258 r: 0.0257 z: 0.0238 m: 0.0231 x: 0.0208
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Model 2: Adapted Linear Sum Assignment Problem
Objective Function
Maximise
n
∑
i=1
m
∑
j=1
sijxij (5.17)
Constraints
n
∑
i=1
xij = 1 ∀j ∈ {1, ...,m} (5.18)
n ≥ m
0 ≤ sij ≤ 1 ∀i ∈ {1, ..., n} , ∀j ∈ {1, ...,m}
xij ∈ {0, 1} ∀i ∈ {1, ..., n} , ∀j ∈ {1, ...,m}
(5.19)
Definition 6 (Cluster). Let P = (VP, EP,λP, τP, αP) be a PMG and Θ a set of cluster types. A
cluster L in P is a connected subgraph (V, E,λ, τ, α, t) such that
− with nodes V ⊆ VP and edges E ⊆ EP
− S = (V, E) is a SESE region (cf. Def. 4):
|{(u, v) | (u, v) ∈ EP ∧ v /∈ V}| = 1 ∧ |{(u, v) | (u, v) ∈ EP ∧ u /∈ V}| = 1
− λ = λP, τ = τP and α = αP are functions as in Def. 2
− the function t : {L} → Θ assigns a type to the cluster
The set of cluster types Θ covers clusters that contain node or cluster sequences (cluster
1 in Fig. 5.6), split/join constructs of nodes or clusters (cluster 2), single nodes (cluster 3), and
node or cluster loops. Trivially, each node that is not a gateway represents a cluster. Each
cluster can consist of further, nested, clusters (i.e, graph nodes or SESE regions), referred
to as cluster elements in the following. For example, cluster 1 of PMG 1 in Figure 5.6
consists of cluster 2 and two more cluster elements.
In the algorithm, for each process model, the function ComputeInitialClusters com-
putes the initial cluster sets L1 and L2, taking the PMG P1 and P2 as input, respectively
(cf. Alg. 1, Lines 5 and 6).
Two clusters can form a cluster pair, if they are assigned a corresponding similarity
value. Similarity values for cluster pairs are based on node similarity. We define the
similarity of clusters L1 and L2 as follows:
simRCP(L1, L2) =
1
|V1|
|V1|
∑
i=1
simNode(vi, ·) , (5.20)
where |V1| is the number of nodes contained in both clusters L1 and L2 and simNode(vi, ·)
refers to the similarity value of node vi and its counterpart.
Figure 5.4 shows all clusters that have been identified for an exemplary process model
pair. Clusters are shown as grey rectangles and are either nested or disjoint. In step C,
these structural information are combined with the node similarity values computed for
each node pair.
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5.5.3 Determination of Related Cluster Pairs (Step C)
Generally, a related cluster pair consists of two PMG regions (clusters) containing mutu-
ally assigned elements. Based on a combined structural, string-based, and semantic as-
sessment of two different PMGs, our approach hierarchically decomposes the PMGs in
a divide-and-conquer manner into nested regions. The computation of related cluster
pairs identifies the largest-possible unassigned as well as assigned regions of process
models. Information gathered by these spots of similarity prove valuable for the identifi-
cation of process model changes and determination of process model similarity.
Based on the determined node assignments and identified clusters, in stepC, the related
cluster pairs are determined. For their computation, the information about node similarity
and process regions are combined.
Definition 7 (Related Cluster Pair). Let L1 and L2 be clusters L1 = (V1, E1,λ1, τ1, α1, t1) and
L2 = (V2, E2,λ2, τ2, α2, t2), and VQ ⊆ (V1 × V2) a set of nodes. A related cluster pair Q is
defined as Q = (VQ, simNode, t), where simNode is a node similarity function and t a similarity
threshold t ∈ R with 0 ≤ t ≤ 1.
For all (x, y) ∈ VQ, the following conditions hold:
− simNode(λ1(x),λ2(y)) ≥ t (Similarity of nodes)
− 6 ∃(v,w) ∈ VQ : v = x ∨ w = y (Unique node assignments)
− τ1(x) = τ2(y) (Equality of node types)
− tL1(L1) ∼ctSim tL2(L2), (Similarity of cluster types)
where∼ctSim is a binary relation specifying the similarity of the cluster types defined inΘ (cf. De-
finition 6).
Initial related cluster pairs consist of two smallest possible subgraphs (initial clusters)
in different models, each consisting of at least one node (e.g., “Cluster 12” in Figure 5.5).
In order to form the largest possible related clusters pairs, clusters are merged in a hier-
archical as well as sequential manner.
The aggregation of neighbouring clusters creates sets of largest possible related clus-
ters. The result of the computation of related cluster pairs contained in the processmodel
pair from Figure 5.4 are shown in Figure 5.5. Referring to P1 in Figure 5.5a, cluster 11 has
been constructed from three one-node-clusters. The size of three nodes could be realised,
as three similar nodes were found in P2 (Fig. 5.5b). For clusters 3 and 4 in P1 (cf. Fig. 5.5b,
cf. also Fig. 5.4a), for example, this is not the case.
Smallest possible related cluster pairs consist of two smallest possible subgraphs (SESE
regions) in different models, each consisting of one node (cf. “A” in Fig. 5.6). The nodes
in turn correspond in terms of node similarity. Nodes without correspondent reside in
unassigned clusters, which do not have counterparts in the respective other processmodel
(e.g., B and H′ in Fig. 5.6).
Assigned and unassigned nodes are distinguished by a threshold t of the similarity
measure simNode. As simNode, any of the node label similarity measures outlined above
or combinations of them can be used. Gateways are not explicitly regarded by similarity
measures, while node types in fact have to be the same to be considered part of a related
cluster pair (cf. Fig. 5.6 and Def. 7).
Clusters are either hierarchically arranged or sequentially arranged (cf. Sect. 5.5.3). The
first comprise nested clusters, while the second cover neighbouring ones.
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Figure 5.5: Identification of related cluster pairs – visualised computation results. This
example has been computed using the metric simSFO (Eq. 5.16).
Cluster Merging
Each node represents an initial cluster. Thus, each corresponding pair of nodes repre-
sents a pair of corresponding initial (related) clusters and each unknownnode constitutes
an initial (unrelated) cluster.
As part of step C, simultaneously in both graphs, nested and adjacent clusters are
merged. Subsequently, adjacent initial related clusters pairs and unrelated clusters are
simultaneously enlarged to form largest possible clusters. While the latter aremergedper
model, themerging of the first ones ismodel spanning. The clustermerging step consists
of 3 sub-steps: (CM1) merge similar hierarchical clusters, (CM2) merge similar neighbouring
cluster sequences, and (CM3) calculate related cluster similarities. Aggregating neighbouring
clusters creates sets of largest possible related clusters, each containing node sequences.
Exemplary visualised computation results are provided in Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.6: Related cluster pairs
Cluster merging generally adheres to two conditions. The first condition demands
from an adjacent node B to node A in model P1 that its corresponding node B′ in model
P2 is adjacent (on the same side) to A′, which is the correspondent to A. The second
condition is that the resulting node groups must in turn be (related) clusters.
Clusters must be similar in structure, i.e., contain activities that appear in the same
order, to be related cluster pairs. Two clusters can only be merged if they cover smaller
clusters with the same set of nodes, or initial clusters.
merge similar hierarchical clusters (cm1). In this step, the parent regions of si-
milar initial clusters are analysed concerning similarity. Depending on activity or-
der and similarity, it is checked whether larger related parent clusters can be cre-
ated by merging all respective children (cf. Fig. 5.6). In Algorithm 1 (Line 7) , the
functionMergeHierarchicalRelatedClusters(C1,C2) generates the related cluster
pairs set R.
merge similar neighbouring cluster sequences (cm2). In this step, sequences of
related clusters are identified and summarised to form larger corresponding clus-
ters, if possible. (cf. Fig. 5.6). This process stops if clusters cannot be enlarged any
more, e.g., due to adjacent unassigned nodes or unrelated clusters. The function
R←MergeNeighbouringRelatedClusters(R) fromAlgorithm 1 (Line 8) is shown
in detail in Algorithm 3. The procedure makes use of auxiliary functions:
– MergeClusters(S) merges two sets of similar cluster sequences S to form re-
lated cluster pair. (Line 8)
– GetLargestClusterSequence(p) tests for two semantically similar cluster se-
quences ending with p. (Line 12)
The function MergeNeighbouringRelatedClusters (shown by Alg. 3) receives the
set of similar cluster pairs P determined so far as input parameter. As long as there
are still sequences of clusters left that can be merged, the algorithm iterates over
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Algorithm 3:MergeNeighbouringRelatedClusters
Input: P = {(r1, s1), (r2, s2), ..., (rn, sn)}, n pairs of clusters ri and si
Output: P = {(r1, s1), (r2, s2), ..., (rm, sm)}, m pairs of merged clusters ri and si
1 MergeNeighbouringRelatedClusters(P) begin
2 c← TRUE, s← FALSE
3 while c do
4 if s then
5 for all m ∈ mClust do
6 P← P \ {m}
7 end
8 P← P∪MergeClusters(mClust) /* merges two cluster sets */
9 end
10 c← FALSE, mClust← ∅
11 for all p ∈ P do
12 mClust← GetLargestClusterSequence(p) /* ending with p */
13 if mClust 6= ∅ then
14 c← TRUE, s← TRUE
15 break
16 end
17 end
18 return P
19 end
20 end
all similar cluster pairs p ∈ P (Line 11) and tests the process models for two cor-
responding sequences ending in the two clusters of p. If such a corresponding
sequencemClust is detected (Line 13), s = TRUE and the iteration stops for updat-
ing the set of similar cluster pairs P. Then, the corresponding cluster pairs within
each sequence are deleted from the set of similar cluster pairs P (Line 6). Subse-
quently, they are aggregated to a single cluster resulting in a cluster pair by the
function MergeClusters (Line 8). The result is added to the set of similar cluster
pairs P. In the case that no further cluster sequences are detected, the algorithm
stops and returns P, which now contains m pairs of merged clusters (Line 18).
calculate related cluster similarities (cm3). After the determination of the lar-
gest corresponding related clusters possible, their degree of similarity is calculated,
based on the arithmeticmean of the similarity values of all nodeswithin the related
clusters (cf. Eq. 5.20 and Alg. 1, Line 9).
For the handling of unassigned clusters, the substeps CM1-CM3 are performed in an
analogous way (cf. Alg. 1, Lines 10-12). As a difference, the merging of clusters does
not adhere to similarity restrictions and the computation of cluster similarity values is
trivial.
Using this technique to decompose process models, we are able to identify differences
between the models, to determine the similarity of cluster subgraphs, and to infer an
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overall similarity notion for process models (cf. Section 5.5.4). The computation and re-
sults visualisation (cf. Fig. 5.5) has been realised as a plug-in for ProM4.
5.5.4 Computation of Process Model Similarity (Step D)
Based on the information gathered throughout the computation of related cluster pairs,
we define a novel process model similarity measure . The related cluster pairs used for
the similarity computation in the example (PMGs P1 and P2) are shown in Figure 5.5.
Let N be the set of all nodes of P1 and P2, i.e., N = VP1 ∪ VP2 . Based on the identified
related cluster pairs, we classify all nodes in N into two disjoint node sets A and U, i.e.,
A ∪ U = N and A ∩ U = ∅. The set of nodes with assigned node correspondents is
denoted as
A =
{
n ∈ N | simNode(n, ·) ≥ t
}
(5.21)
For simNode and twe refer to Definition 7, while we define simNode(n, ·) as the similarity
value for node n, calculated by simNode for the assignment to its correspondent. Analo-
gously, U is the set of all unassigned nodes from N, i.e., all nodes residing in unrelated
clusters: U = N \ A. For a related cluster pair consisting of clusters L1 (in P1) and L2
(in P2), we refer to the number of nodes contained in cluster L1 (n ∈ VL1) with |VL1 |
(cf. Def. 7). Further,
A =
mmax⋃
i=1
Ai and Ak = {n | n ∈ VL ∧ |VL| = k} (5.22)
where i, k ∈ N and mmax indicates the size of the largest related cluster pairs of the
current comparison, and VL is the node set of a cluster L. Each node n ∈ Ak is contained
in a related cluster L with node size |VL| = k. Accordingly, for example, A3 refers to the
node set that is part of related cluster pairs with size 3.
Based on these definitions, we define the node-based similarity of two process models
P1 and P2 as follows:
simNodePM (P1, P2, sim
Node) =
∑ni∈A1 sim
Node(ni, ·) +∑mmaxm=2 (1+ q(m))∑nj∈Am simNode(nj, ·)
|A|+ |U|+∑mmaxm=2 q(m) · |Am|
(5.23)
As weighting function q :N→N, we use q(m) = m+ 1, where m is the index of A, i.e.,
the number of nodes the current cluster contains. While smallest clusters (with size 1)
are generallyweightedwith 1, all other clusters areweighted according to their node size.
The larger a cluster is, the higher are theweights for the contained node similarity values;
q specifies the intensity of the weighting. The overall similarity measure represents a
dynamic weighted average based on q. Our measure hence emphasises large similar
node sequences.
As an example, let P1 be the model shown in Figure 5.5a and P2 be the one outlined
by Figure 5.5b. We use the similarity measure simNode = simSFO, i.e., the distributional
semantic first order based on Wikipedia (cf. Eq. 5.16) and the threshold t = 0.02 (that
has been learned using cross validation). The result is shown in Figure 5.5. Note that
4 cf. http://www.promtools.org/prom5/
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the measure does not consider gateways of EPCs, the numbers of nodes hence refer to
functions and events only. While their total number is |N| = 25, we see that |A| = 22
nodes have correspondents and |U| = 3 do not. With, obviously, mmax = 3, we retrieve
|A1| = 6, |A2| = 4, and |A3| = 12 (cf. Eq. 5.22). With q(m) = m+ 1, it yields an overall
similarity value for the pair (P1, P2) of
simNodePM (P1, P2, sim
SFO) =
1.73+ (1+ 3) · 1.4276+ (1+ 4) · 6.7518
22+ 3+ 3 · 4+ 4 · 12 =
41.1994
85
≈ 0.4847
Additionally to this qualitative variant, we define a quantitative variant that is based
on the determined clusters and assumes simNode(ni, ·) = 1 for all node pairs. We call it
cluster-based similarity:
simClusterPM (P1, P2) =
|A1|+∑mmaxm=2 |Am| · (1+ q(m))
|A|+ |U|+∑mmaxm=2 q(m) · |Am|
(5.24)
This measure considers the node similarities only for the creation of related clusters.
Once clusters and node assignments are identified, these are considered in an absolute
way; the node similarity values are neglected from this point on.
As an example for both of these process similaritymetrics, we consider the two process
model outlined in Figure 5.5. The cluster-based variant ignores the similarity values for
the corresponding node pairs:
simClusterPM (P1, P2) =
6+ 4 · (1+ 3) + 12 · (1+ 4)
22+ 3+ 3 · 4+ 4 · 12 =
82
85
≈ 0.9647
Generally, the two related cluster pairs containing 3 nodes in each model are strongly
emphasised, weighted five times higher than single assigned nodes. In the example,
“Cluster 5” with a very low similarity value and the 3 unassigned clusters decrease the
overall similarity value (cf. Fig. 5.5b).
5.5.5 Computational Complexity and Limitations
Generally, rather than improving computational efficiency, the primary intention of this
approach is to improve node assignment quality. Supporting this, as also experienced
in [48], the computation of string-based metrics is “very fast”. Additionally, in our im-
plementation, the runtime of dictionary lookups for the semantic measures has been
significantly improved by implementing simple cache mechanisms. For example, the
runtime for the computation of the related cluster pairs in the process model pair shown
in Figures 5.4 and 5.5 took 217 ms. While the runtime of a specific computation heavily
depends on the available computational power and the efficiency of the implementation,
the O-Notation provides general comparability.
We investigate the computational complexity of the computation of related cluster
pairs, proceeding from two PMGs, P1 = (V1, E1, ...) and P2 = (V2, E2, ...). We define
n = |V1| and m = |V2| as number of nodes, and g = |E1| and h = |E2| as edge counts,
respectively. Without loss of generality, we assume n ≥ m.
Concerning the computational complexity of this approach, the calculation of the cor-
respondences matrix is O(mn) for n and m nodes of the two models, respectively. The
implementation solves the assignment problem, whose processing costs O(n2m) [2, 30].
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The complexity of the computation of the initial clusters (SESE regions) for a graph
with e edges corresponds to O(e) [100]. In our case, this is O(g+ h). As graphs of busi-
ness process models are typically weakly connected, we can assume g  n2 − n as well
as h m2 −m (cf. Sect. 5.3.1). This leads to
O(g+ h) O(n2 − n+m2 +m) ≤ O(n2 − n+ n2 − n) = O(2n2 − 2n) ≈ O(n2).
It follows that the computation of initial clusters costs O(g+ h) O(n2).
Summarising, the worst case computational complexity of our approach, O(cn2m) ≤
O(n3), is polynomial and depends on the complexity of solving the assignment problem,
which is a requirement for the computation of node mappings.
Concerning limitations, process behaviour has, so far, not explicitly been considered.
We include structural investigations that, e.g., demand the same order of activities in
clusters and distinguish cluster types. However, gateway semantics, for example, are
not considered so far, although their inclusion is thinkable. Onword level, we experience
common NLP challenges such as coping with stopwords such as “not”. Further, often
words refer tomeanings that are too specific such that they are not covered byword lexica
(WordNet or Wikipedia). For process models including many gateways compared to the
node count, the determined related cluster pairs tend to be of small sizes (scattered node
assignments), which affects the results of the process similaritymeasure. In this case, the
process similarity considerations for the retrieval scenario are reduced to pure node label
similarity, neglecting parts of structural information. As countermeasure, the weighting
function q(m) can be set to an extended linear (e.g., q(m) = cm+ d) or polynomial variant
(e.g., q(m) = cmd), in order to increase the emphasis on clusters of size 2 (assuming there
are very few clusters that are larger).
5.5.6 Implementation of ProcSim.KOM
In order to realise the desired decision support that can be provided by our concept, re-
lated cluster pairs, we implemented the outlined approach as the plug-in ProcSim.KOM for
the process mining framework ProM5 [253]. The implementation realises the computa-
tion of the discussed concept and provides an interactive user interface with additional
functionalities. In this section, we shortly outline the architecture as well as the user
interface.
Architecture
We implemented a proof-of-concept application, ProcSim.KOM, which realises the com-
putation of related cluster pairs and its application for process comparison and process
retrieval. We provide an overview of the general architecture of ProcSim.KOM using the
FMC notation6 in Figure 5.7.
ProcSim.KOM uses the process model processing routines from ProM 5.2. Via the plug-
in, the user invokes the Analysis Panel, which coordinates the user interaction. As part
of its user interface, all above introduced metrics can be selected and combined. Their
weights and the threshold is customisable. Thedefault settings equal to those that yielded
5 The Process Mining Framwork ProM, version 5.2, http://www.promtools.org/prom5/, last accessed
2011-08-08
6 Fundamental Modeling Concepts (FMC), http://www.fmc-modeling.org/, last accessed 2011-08-11
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Figure 5.7: ProcSim.KOM: Architecture
the best results during our evaluation. The Analysis Panel invokes the computation pro-
cess via the Controller.
Basically, the Controller component coordinates the computation. It reads general set-
tings (such as the location of theWikipedia andWordNet data) from Properties and stores
user- and computation-specific information in Analysis Settings (such as metric configu-
ration and user-specifiedweights). Subsequently, theController invokes the EPCAnalyser
component that performs the actual comparison in three steps. First, the EPC Comparison
compares the nodes of the two given process models by performing all similarity com-
putations. Several external libraries (see below) are used to determine similarity values,
given the specified metrics, for all node combinations. Further, using the Hungarian al-
gorithm, the final node assignment matrix is computed. EPC Comparison and all further
components write their results into the Computation Log, realised by a log file. Second,
the Region Calculator computes SESE regions. Third, based on these regions and the com-
puted similarity information, the clusters and, particularly, the related cluster pairs, are
identified and merged (Step D).
The Result Visuals visualise the results. For each process model pair, the comparison
results are illustrated in a new tab (cf. Fig. 5.9).
(a) Node Exclusion (b) Node Assignment
Figure 5.8: ProcSim.KOM: Manual result corrections
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Figure 5.9: ProcSim.KOM: Result visualisation
ProcSim.KOM uses external libraries. SimMetrics is an collection of similarity metrics
[35]. DISCO is a framework for access to Wikipedia word relations7. It also integrates
some similarity measures, such as the Lin measure. The Java WordNet Library (JWNL)8
provides access to WordNet. The metrics based on WordNet we used are realised by
ProcSim.KOM. The Java library tt4j9 is a wrapper for the tree tagger and lemmatising
framework written in Perl by Schmid [219].
Result Visualisation and User Interface
The last step of the computation performs the visualisation of similarities and differences
of the two models. All clusters and related cluster pairs are visualised in the interactive
graphical user interface (GUI).
The process model visualisation colours the all outlined clusters. It chooses the colour
from a set of shades of green according to the similarity value. A light green, for example,
indicates weak similarity. Unassigned clusters generally appear in red. This assures a
good user intuitiveness and aims at increasing user acceptance (cf. Fig. 5.5). Additionally
to the visualisation, all results are logged in detail, and theGUI provides the functionality,
to export a displayed process model in the graph description language dot10.
Once the computation has been performed, an interactive interface allows to adjust
the results. The user can make additional manual node assignments, delete computed
assignments, and trigger a new computation of the model comparison (cf. Fig. 5.8a). Ad-
ditionally, the weights of the applied metrics, and the similarity metric combination can
be adjusted.
7 http://www.linguatools.de/disco/disco.html, last accessed 2011-08-18
8 Java WordNet Library (JWNL), available at http://sourceforge.net/projects/jwordnet/, last ac-
cessed 2011-08-05
9 Tree Tagger for Java (tt4j), available at http://code.google.com/p/tt4j/, last accessed 2011-08-05
10 Graph Visualisation Software, cf. http://www.graphviz.org/, last accessed 2011-08-11
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In summary, the user interface provides the actual decision support for the process
conformance assessment. By the colouring and the ability to directly influence node
assignments, the GUI provides user-friendly and intuitive access to the provided func-
tionality.
5.6 Evaluation
A central aspect of every governance approach is the process conformance assessment,
i.e., the management of internal processes and their adherence to reference processes.
The duty of corresponding organisational entities (in the operationalmodel) is the design
of conform processes, as well as the assessment of the conformance of existing processes.
Based on our concept of related cluster pairs, we realised two approaches for
(i) the identification of relevant reference processes for a given flow of activities sup-
porting the design of conform processes (process model retrieval) and
(ii) the comparison of two process models and identification of their difference sup-
porting process conformance assessment (process model comparison).
In both cases, we make use of the “SAP R/3 Reference Processes” (SPRM) as test case
[107]. The SPRM consists of 604 process models in the EPC process notation. EPC are ge-
nerally composed of functions, events, and connectors (cf. Def. 3). The process collection
organises the processes of 28 business domains (e.g., Sales and Distribution, Plant Mainte-
nance, or Financial Accounting). The number of nodes per process models including (and
excluding) connectors range from 3 (3) to 78 (130). On average, each process model con-
tains 15.5 (20.7) nodes. They describe established standard procedures that have been
deployed in practice, and have supported the customisation of the SAP Enterprise Re-
source Planning system. For further information on the test case refer to Appenidx C.2.
For similarity computation, we make use of all string-based and semantic similarity
measures that have been outlined in Sections 5.4.2 and 5.4.3, respectively. Further, we
use several (hybrid) combinations of thesemeasures. Using⊕wSem,wStr on the string-based
measure simStr and the semantic measure simSem (acc. to Eq. 5.6), we define a hybrid
measure simH is defined as follows:
simH(n1, n2) = simSem(n1, n2)⊕wSem,wStr simStr(n1, n2), (5.25)
where wSem + wStr = 1 with 0 ≤ wSem,wStr ≤ 1. Two nodes are considered similar, iff
sim(n1, n2) ≥ t.
For the two scenarios, we performed distinct, comprehensive evaluations. The results
are outlined in the following Sections 5.6.1 and 5.6.2.
5.6.1 Process Model Comparison
In the first scenario, we assess the approach’s quality of identifying (correct) node as-
signments. Given two process models in the same process notation, the problem is to
identify relevant process element mappings. Generally, it can be assumed that not all
process models have been designed by the same expert. In this context, the correct mu-
tual assignment of nodes, proceeding from the activity labels, is not a trivial problem,
and has been tackled by most of the related approaches (cf. Sect. 5.2.2).
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For the solution of this problem, we apply related cluster pairs that identify similar
process activities, as well as similar and different regions these reside in.
5.6.1.1 Evaluation Setup
We evaluated the approach using the 604 processes from the SPRM. We randomly se-
lected 48 processes from the collection. For the evaluation, we modified each of them by
applying modifications, forming 48 pairs of process models. We applied the following
two modification types:
label changes (lc). Node labels of the original process model are rephrased with-
out changing the meaning for a human reader. For example, “Need for correction
of benefits plans” has been changed to “Requirement for rectification of benefits
plans”11. This variation simulates different process model authors and serves to
test the approach concerning its label matching ability, especially concerning se-
mantically similar activity description.
label and structure changes (ls). Additionally to label changes, changes of the
structure are performed. Nodes (functions and events) have been randomlydeleted
or new ones have been inserted without breaking the EPC modelling rules (cf. De-
finition 3). Nodes are reordered by randomly swapping two functions and/or two
events, respectively. Additionally to challenging the ability to match semantically
similar activities, this variation intends to simulate a real world scenario by further
alienating process models.
We perform these modifications in three modification intensities r1, r3, and r6. While
in r1, 10% of the nodes (not considering gateway nodes) of a process model are subject
to modification, in r3 and r6 we change 30% and 60%, respectively. This results in 6
evaluation classes (3 intensities and 2 types of modification). In LCr3, for example, 30%
of the nodes’ labels are modified. In the class LSr6, 60% of the nodes are subject to label
changes, and another 60% are affected by structural and node label changes.
In order to produce unbiased results, we perform a three-fold cross-validation for each
measure [227, 269]. Each fold contains 16 process pairs. The training set consists of 32
process model pairs (2 folds), and we test the learned configuration on the remaining
set of 16. During cross-validation, the algorithm learns the parameters wStr and the si-
milarity threshold t. As baseline for our consideration, we use the Levenshtein distance
(cf. Eq. 5.7).
In order to assess the quality of the matching approach, we make use ofmatch accuracy
for automated matching tasks [142]. This metric evaluates the quality of matching algo-
rithms that require human quality assessment. The metric is based on the effort a user
needs to convert an automatically created matching result
S = {(s1, t1), ...(sn, tn)}
suggested by the matching algorithm (called prediction) into the correct result
P = {(p1, r1), ...(pm, rm)}
(called gold standard), where s, t, r, p are nodes, and n the number of predicted matches
and m the number of correct matches. The required effort to transform the result S into
11 performed in the process model with ID 1Ar_m86y
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the intended result P is measured in terms of adjustment operations (additions and dele-
tions) proceeding from S. It is assumed that both operations require the same effort. The
match accuracy is defined as follows [142]:
AccMatch = 1− (n− c) + (m− c)m =
c
m
(
2− n
c
)
, (5.26)
where c = |S ∩ P| is the number of correct suggestions, (n − c) is the number of false
positives (to be deleted from S), and (m− c) the number of false negatives (to be added
to S). If the matching process would be performed manually, m add operations would
be required.
In this context, the recall of a measure ( cm ) is the ratio of correctly predicted matches
and the number of all matches. Precision ( cn ) corresponds to the amount of correctly pre-
dicted matches in the set of predicted matches. A way to consider both qualities is the
traditional Fβ measure that measures a test’s quality considering both values precision
and recall. It is calculated as the dynamic harmonic mean of precision and recall [137]
and defined as
Fβ = (1+ β2) · Precision · Recall
β2 · Precision+ Recall (5.27)
Throughout our evaluation, we use the frequently used F1 measure with β = 1 that
equally weights precision and recall:
F1 =
2 · Precision · Recall
Precision+ Recall (5.28)
5.6.1.2 Evaluation Results
We performed a cross-validation evaluation on the described test data for each of the
following single measures:
• the Levenshtein string-edit distance simLev (baseline),
• the Jaccard coefficient simJac,
• the synonym measures simSmean and simSME ,
• the WordNet word distance simWND, and
• the semantic first order measure simSFO based on Wikipedia.
The results for the whole data set are averaged over the three accuracy values resulting
from the cross-validation folds (cf. Fig. 5.10 and Tab. 5.3).
The results show that the baseline, the Levenshtein distance at 85.33% accuracy, is
outperformed by all of the other measures (cf. Figure 5.10 and Table 5.3). Among the
string-based measures, the Jaccard coefficient simJac performs best with an accuracy of
almost 87%. The WordNet distance does not perform much better than the baseline. In
contrast, the synonym functions based on WordNet reveal clearly better results than the
string-based measures. Best performing among the semantic measures, and far better
than the Jaccard measure, is the synonym measure simSME using the synonym constant
0.5 and the Monge Elkan measure as aggregating function (91.62% accuracy). The other
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Figure 5.10: Process model comparison – cross validation results (accuracy per metric)
synonymmeasure simSmean follows closely at 91.42% accuracy. However, it is not as stable
as simSME concerning the similarity threshold (cf. Table 5.3).
As shown in Figure 5.10 there is a massive gap between the results of the string-based
measures, the Wikipedia-based semantic first order measure and the WordNet distance
on one side, and the synonym-basedmeasures on the other side. The synonym functions
(simSME and simSmean , also based on WordNet) reveal far better results. The gap indicates
an improvement of almost 6% (ca. 5 percentage points). This is also reflected by the
corresponding F1 measure results (cf. App. C.1).
In order to achieve further improvements, we combine string-based and semantic met-
rics, that performed best in these experiments. Accordingly, using the weighted combi-
nation ⊕wStr,wSem (cf. Eq. 5.6), we propose the following hybrid metrics (cf. Tab. 5.3).
simLSME = simLev⊕wStr,wSem simSME (5.29)
simJSME = simJac⊕wStr,wSem simSME (5.30)
simLF = simLev⊕wStr,wSem simSFO (5.31)
simJF = simJac⊕wStr,wSem simSFO (5.32)
Clearly, the metric simLSME outperforms all other measures at an accuracy value of al-
most 95% on unseen data as average of three folds. Second ranks simJSME with 92.61%.
The combination of Jaccard coefficient and simSmean achieves 91.41% (cf. Tab. 5.3). This
ranking is confirmed by the F1 measure values for these metrics (cf. App. C.1).
As part of the results of simLSME , concerning the modification type LC, the average
accuracy (of the 24 contained pairs) is at 97%, while for LS it equals to 93%. For the
modification classes LSr1, LSr3, and LSr6, for example, the average accuracy values are
at 97%, 95%, and 87%, respectively. With increasing modification intensity, the accuracy
decreases. However, increasing the count of changed nodes by 50% only results in a loss
of 10 percentage points in terms of accuracy.
The threshold and combinationweight values thatwere learned for eachmetric during
the evaluation are outlined in Table 5.3. Apart from the mean values (across folds), the
standard deviation indicates the stability of the measure. For half of the single measures,
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Table 5.3: Cross validation results for process model comparison
Accuracy F1 Mean values for
Measure Id. Eq. [%] [%] Threshold Weight wStr
Single string-based measures
Levenshtein distance simLev (5.7) 85.33 92.93 0.10 (±0.0000) –
Jaccard coefficient simJac (5.8) 86.68 93.23 0.10 (±0.0000) –
Single semantic measures
Synonym (mean) simSmean (5.10) 91.41 95.76 0.25 (±0.0613) –
Synonym (ME) simSME (5.12) 91.62 95.88 0.21 (±0.0000) –
WordNet distance simWND (5.14) 85.62 93.03 0.05 (±0.0471) –
Semantic first order simSFO (5.16) 86.21 93.35 0.02 (±0.0125) –
Combined measures
Levensht./ Synonym (ME) simLSME (5.29) 94.81 97.48 0.18 (±0.0000) 0.10 (±0.0000)
Jaccard/ Synonym (ME) simJSME (5.30) 92.61 96.41 0.05 (±0.0000) 0.40 (±0.0000)
Levensht./ Sem. first order simLF (5.31) 90.04 95.19 0.16 (±0.0283) 0.23 (±0.0943)
Jaccard/ Sem. first order simJF (5.32) 90.43 95.38 0.02 (±0.0047) 0.43 (±0.0624)
Standard deviation provided in parentheses; wStr indicates the weight of the string-based part measure
the threshold and the weight have been determined unambiguously (standard deviation
of 0.0). For the hybrid measures, two show no deviation at all, and two have light devi-
ations. In particular, all measures that performed best (simJSME , simLSME , simSME), excel
concerning parameter stability. For this reason, these metrics have been selected for the
evaluation of the retrieval approach (i.e., our process model similarity measure) in the
following section.
Concluding, the evaluation shows that the measures provide very promising results
concerning work assistance compared to manual comparison. The accuracy values of
the best metrics (simJSME and simLSME) are clearly beyond 90%, the F1 measure values
clearly greater than 95%. Our hybrid measures clearly improve the results achieved by
the respective single measures. The top measures (simJSME and simLSME) provide reliable
results, independent on their training data. Further, the hybrid measures we specified
do not only reveal the best results, but also are the most stable measures on unseen data.
In the context of process conformance assessment, our approach provides very good
work support. When assessing the conformance of a process using our approach, on
average 90% of the correct activity assignments are identified, 95% of all retrieved node
assignments are correct, and 95% of all correct node assignments are found.
5.6.2 Process Model Retrieval
The second scenario aims at the identification of relevant reference processes for a given
flow of activities. It targets the support of the design of conform processes by providing
authoring support during process design time.
Specifically, it addresses the process model retrieval problem. In the context of this
thesis, this is defined as follows. Let qj ∈ Q be a query process model, where Q is the
set of searches performed, and D = {d1, ..., dn} a collection of process models arranged
in a process model repository. The problem is to identify all process models di ∈ D that
are similar to qj and rank them according to their similarity. This is a typical problem of
BPM and has a variety of application scenarios (cf. Sect. 2.3.1).
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We apply the related cluster pairs approach for solving this problem, combining node
label similarity with structural characteristics to calculate process model similarity. For
the selection of measures, we use information concerning performance and parametrisa-
tion learned during the first scenario’s evaluation.
5.6.2.1 Evaluation Setup
We performed the evaluation using the same set of 604 process models as described
above. In particular, we used the same test case as used in [48], consisting of 100 ran-
domly selected process models that form the process repository and 10 query models
(taken out of the 100). Pairwise, two query models have been changed according to 5
modification types.
– Two models (1+2) have not been changed at all.
– Models 3 and 4 have been subject to label change. Labels are changed without
changing the meaning for a human reader, challenging the label matching ability.
– Two further models have been reduced to approximately 50%-subgraphs of their
own (5+6) as a structural variation.
– In two models (7+8), the connectors of the original model were randomly changed
to different connectors, affecting at most the model’s behaviour.
– The last two models have been modified by randomly swapping of function pairs
and event pairs (9+10) to create structural and behavioural changes.
The 100processmodels of the test case (the process pool) have been annotated byprocess
model experts. For each processmodel contained in the collection, processmodel experts
have been asked to assess its similarity. For every process model, each process model’s
relevance has been described on a scale from 1 to 7. This resulted in 1000 annotations.
Model pairs assigned a 5 or above are considered similar or, in terms of retrieval, relevant.
This way, a list of relevant models has been identified for each of the ten query models.
For further details of the design of the test case, refer to [48].
The models contained in the collection of 604 process models do not only specify dis-
junct procedures; in fact, there are many overlapping procedure descriptions, for exam-
ple, for the procurement process, there are seven descriptions. For each modified pro-
cess model, the test case contains more than a single relevant process. In fact, for each
of the ten query models, process experts identified at least 5 relevant models and 11
on average (cf. Tab. C.3). In the course of this chapter, we refer to this process pool as
D = {d1, ..., d100} with index i.
As a baseline, we apply two standard text search engines on the ten query models. For
this, all event and function labels of all 110 models (10 query models and the process
pool) are extracted into a text file each. For the search, we use the Indri Search Engine12,
as well as one of the standard search engines used in research, Apache Lucene13. Fur-
ther, we compare our results to the state-of-the-art, i.e., results of the Label Similarity
metric proposed in [48]. Further, we marginally consider the Structural Similarity and Be-
havioural Similarity by the same authors. A comparison of these and related cluster pairs
12 available from http://www.lemurproject.org/, last accessed 2011-08-09.
13 http://lucene.apache.org/, last accessed 2011-08-14
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is interesting, as our approach also considers structural aspects. The comparison with
their Behaviour Similarity is just for information purposes.
For each measure, we perform one search experiment per query model. We measure
the performance of these experiments in terms of average precision, R-Precision, as well
as first-n-Precision for n = 5 and n = 10 [137]. The average precision characterises the
quality of a single search query. For one search query, it equals the mean average preci-
sion (MAP). For their calculation we use the following metric. Q is the set of searches
that are performed. For each query qj ∈ Q, the set of relevant documents is defined as
{d1, ..., dmj}, and Rjk as the ranked list of retrieval results from the best result until and
including document dk. MAP is defined as follows [137]:
MAP(Q) = 1|Q|
|Q|
∑
j=1
1
mj
mj
∑
k=1
Precision(Rjk) (5.33)
R-Precision is the precision of a query calculated after the first R documents have been
found, where R is the number of relevant documents for this query. So R varies with the
query. Further, at the R-Precision of a query, the precision value equals the recall value,
i.e., it indicates the same as the break-even-point of precision and recall. First-n-Precision
provides the query precision after a cut-off after the nth predicted document [137].
In preliminary experiments we found, that using stemming as word preprocessing
did not improve results in all cases. Especially for semantic measures, improvement by
stemming mostly fails, as dictionaries mostly cannot cope with stemmed strings. This is
whywe did not employ Porter’s stemming algorithm for the metrics simLSME and simJSME .
During the evaluation, we investigate two measures: simLSME and simJSME . We use the
weights for the contained string-basedmeasure and the thresholds as learned during the
cross-validation evaluation (cf. Sect. 5.6.1). They are indicated in Table 5.3. We use both
the node-based and the cluster-based process model similarity (cf. Eq. 5.23 and 5.24, resp.)
with each of the two measures. The first is defined as
simNodePM (qj, di, sim
LSME), (5.34)
where qj refers to the ten query models in Q with |Q| = 10, and di iterates over the n =
100 models of the process pool D. For the cluster based approach we use the following
metric:
simClusterPM (qj, di, sim
LSME) (5.35)
The metric simJSME is used analogously.
5.6.2.2 Evaluation Results
The results of the retrieval evaluation are shown in Figures 5.11 and 5.12, and in Table
5.4. For each query, the results of the two search engines, the related Label Similarity, and
our three best performing metrics are outlined. We compare them in terms of average
precision (cf. Fig. 5.11).
In 90% of the queries, our result clearly outperforms the baseline as well as the Label
Similarity approach proposed by related work.Further, in 70% of the cases, our approach
outperforms the Lucene text search, and in also 90% it yields better results as the second
baseline, the Indri text search.
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Figure 5.11: Average precision per query model
For process model 3, simLSME performs better than the label similarity approach. Both
search engines, however, perform better. In case of query 4, the performance of simLSME
is slightlyworse than labelmatching. However, a definite improvement concerning Indri
is obvious. In case of query 4 and 5, Lucene outperforms all other specialised approaches.
For all remaining queries, our approaches represent a clear improvement compared to
all both text search approaches and related work.
In seven cases, all our measures outperform the Label Similarity measure. In particu-
lar, with the model queries 1, 2, 5, 6, 8, and 10, our approach shows a clear improvement
of ca. 5 percentage points in each case. For model 2, the gap represents an improvement
of 21%. For models 3, 7 and 9, our measures clearly yield improvements, while for model
4, our best measure ranks 1.8 percentage points behind relatedwork’s results. Regarding
the search engines, we clearly outperform the Indri text search in all cases except query
model 3. The results show that Lucene text search performs better than Indri text search
in six cases, for model 5 even with a gap of 30 percentage points. In turn, Indri’s advance
on Lucene in the other cases does not exceed 15 percentage points. Our measures out-
perform Lucene for seven models. In case of model 8, our measure even achieves a 59%
improvement. For models 3, 4, and 5, the Lucene text search achieved the best results,
also outperforming related work. However, these query models expose particularities.
Query model 4 exposes the smallest number relevant models among all queries (5 out of
100) (cf. Tab. C.3). While Lucene reported all five of them first, our approaches ranked
the first four correctly. Query model 3 is a similar case, where 7 out of 100 models are
relevant. In these cases, the impact of one not correctly reported document is higher in
comparison to other queries, due to the very small number of relevant documents.
Summarising, a definite improvement compared to the Indri text search engine is ob-
vious. Further, in the majority of cases, our approach achieves better results than both
Lucene text search, and related work.
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Table 5.4: Overall results of process retrieval metrics
Mean R- First-20- First-10- First-5-
Metric MAP precision precision precision precision
simLSME (node-based) 0.8609 0.7774 0.4550 0.7900 0.9600
simJSME (node-based) 0.8591 0.7708 0.4600 0.7900 0.9400
Label Similarity [48] 0.8000 – – 0.7900 –
Lucene Search Engine 0.8211 0.7491 0.4450 0.6800 0.9400
Indri Text Search [48] 0.7611 – – 0.7000 –
Structural Similarity [48] 0.8300 – – 0.7800 –
Behavioural Sim. [48] 0.8000 – – 0.7400 –
In addition to the average precision above, we considered further performance mea-
sures: MAP, the mean-R-precision, and first-n-precisions. Further, besides the six in-
vestigated measures above, we considered the results of Structural Similarity and Be-
havioural Similarity as proposed in [48] that have also been tested using the same test
case (cf. Tab. 5.4). Note that the latter often operate at a higher computational complexity.
For details on structural and behavioural similarity, refer to Section 5.2.1.
Referring to the MAP values, our approaches outperform all others, including the text
search engines, structural and behavioural considerations. The node-based measures
simLSME and simJSME show very little difference in performance, while the cluster-based
measure simLSME cannot yield improvements. In the following, we only refer to the node-
based approaches. Compared to Label Similarity, our measure simLSME achieves an im-
provement of 7.6% (6.09 percentage points), compared to Lucene and Indri, the advances
represent improvements of 4.8% and 13.1%, respectively. Note that also Lucene outper-
forms Label Similarity by 2.6%. While the improvement of our measure compared to
Behavioural Similarity is also at 7.6%, it achieves still an 3.7% improvement compared
with Structural Similarity.
The results for the mean R-precision show that at a position at the ranked result list
where all relevant process models could have been found (at R), by our measure simJSME
more than two third of the correct models have been retrieved on average, which is a
promising result. For example, for simLSME this means having reported 77, 74% of all rele-
vant documents, 77, 74% of them are relevant. These results demonstrate a good general
performance. For related work results, unfortunately, the authors have not provided the
mean R-Precision.
Regarding the first-10-precision, all approaches perform comparably, reporting 79%
on average of the relevant documents among the first 10 results. In terms of the first-5-
precision, our approach simLSME outperforms Lucene Text Search. However, if the num-
ber of relevant documents is low, say 5, the first-n-precision metric (at n = 10) is limited
to indicate low precision values14 – in that case to a maximum of 5/10 = 0.5. This is not
the case for the R-precision measure. The results show that, at a point where all relevant
process models could have been found for one query, more than two third of the models
have been identified by our approaches in average, which is a promising result.
In summary, according to standard performance measures from information retrieval,
our approach clearly outperforms all related measures, including the text search base-
lines and structural and behavioural investigations. Our measures, especially simLSME ,
14 The overall minimum number of relevant process models per query in this test case is 5 (for query model it
is 4).
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Figure 5.12: Interpolated precision-recall curve for process model retrieval metrics
achieve an almost 8% improvement compared with related work, and more than 5% im-
provement compared with the best text search engine.
We summarise the overall results of this evaluation in an interpolated precision-recall
curve (cf. [137], cf. Fig. 5.12).15 The values for the Indri text search, as well as the Label
Similarity have been taken from Dijkman et al. [48]. Overall, the node-based measures
simJSME as well as simLSME perform best. In particular for the latter, simLSME , at a recall
level of 0.5 (i.e., having reported 50% of the relevant process models as part of the result
list) 100% of the listed models are relevant. After having reported more than the half of
relevant documents (at 0.6 recall), the precision for simLSME is still clearly beyond 90%.
For a search engine, this indicates a very good result. Compared to Label Similarity, at
the recall level of 0.6, the advance of our best metric refers to a performance increase
of 16.6%. While the Indri text search is clearly outperformed by all tested metrics, the
related work approach overall performs comparably to Lucene. Regarding the break
even points, a general ranking can be identified. Our metrics clearly perform best, while
Label Similarity and Lucene rank second. All metrics perform better than the Indri text
search engine.
Concluding, our approach outperforms the current relatedwork as well as established
search engines. This indicates that the additional computation complexity of more so-
phisticated search approaches is rewarded.
Concerning related work, we show that an efficient combination of hybrid node label
similarity measures with structural qualities of a process model can outperform state-
of-the-art algorithms. We combined a configured WordNet-based measure (semantic
consideration) with standard string-based measures such as the Levenshtein distance
and the Jaccard measure, respectively. These combinations have not yet been applied in
the context of the process retrieval problem so far, yet they yield clear performance im-
provements. Further, using related cluster pairs, our approach integrates the structural
15 The x-axis corresponds to the recall intervals [0.00, 0.05), [0.05, 0.15), ..., [0.95, 1.00].
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investigation of process models. Our approach especially considers the ordering of simi-
lar node groups, exceeding the focus of pure node label consideration. In particular, it
keeps computational complexity at a manageable level, while related approaches most
apply the established graph-edit-distance method, which is costly in terms of computa-
tional complexity.
Concerning related work, we assume that word preprocessing is a major reason for
the improvement. Lemmatising has, to the best of our knowledge, not been utilised in
related approaches. In preliminary experiments we found, that using stemming did not
improve results in all cases. Especially for semantic measures, improvement by stem-
ming mostly fails, as dictionaries mostly cannot cope with stemmed strings. This is why
we did not employ Porter’s stemming algorithm for the measures simLSME and simJSME .
Further, we carefully revised the stop word list. In traditional stop word lists, “needs”,
“omitted”, or “part” and similar ones are considered function words. However, for pro-
cessing of operational processmodels, we found thatmany of these can have high impact
on a label’s overall meaning, and in particular improve results, especially when using se-
mantic similarity. In fact, we used lemmatising for all measures. For semantic similarity
measures, reducing labels andwords to ameaningful form is an unconditional technique
for preserving information and meaning. It ensures reasonable lookups and obviously
improves the overall performance.
As future work, the label meanings per node can be investigated in more depth. Cur-
rent community mining approaches from natural language processing, for example, iden-
tify the basic notion of blog or forum entries in the internet. Thus, valuable information
for the automated processing of these information, especially for the extraction of opin-
ions or notions (positive expression vs. negative expression) can be retrieved and made
processable to further improve the matching process. (cf., e.g., [129, 181]). This method
can be used to analyse the intention of a node’s meaning, i.e., to tackle the common prob-
lem of comparing labels that refer to opposite meanings and differ in one word only,
e.g., a negation. Provided the information on the notion type could strongly improve the
quality result of node comparison.
5.6.3 Discussion
Generally, as the selected test case is completely independent from the work at hand, we
meet the requirement of “fair testing” as we do not make use of an artificially created
test case that meets the requirements of the presented approach [274]. Further, to the
best of our knowledge, we provide one of the few quantitative evaluations in this area
whose results can be directly compared to other approaches as the test case is available.
However, even though the evaluation approach and test case used were suitable to per-
form the evaluation of the related cluster pair approach, further evaluations could be
performed to assess its performance in other contexts. In particular, the approach could
be evaluated on a test case other than the SAP reference model, i.e., a test case consisting
of more heterogeneous models – process models covered by the used reference model
are aligned concerning terminology and modelling style.
Concerning taxonomy, our approach covers techniques that can be used to tackle dif-
ferent modelling taxonomies. As considerations of semantic node similarity, apart from
the best performing synonym measures, we investigate a variety of semantic word rela-
tions (from used language via Wikipedia and from a linguistic viewpoint via WordNet)
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and apply them together with a well-approved and established word reduction tech-
nique from the NLP domain, lemmatising. It avoids loss of word meaning and yields
results that can always be further processed (in contrast to, e.g., stemming).
The utilised string-basedmeasures arewell-known reliablemeasures that achieve good
results in a variety of application areas. Aswe could show, hybridmeasures (i.e., efficient
combination of string-based and semantic measures) clearly yield improvements com-
pared to the respective single measures’ results. From our viewpoint, an impairment of
their results when applied to heterogeneous process models is improbable.
Concerning modelling style, as mentioned before, in case of scattered node assign-
ments, our measure of process model similarity is reduced to a function of node simi-
larities, which still yields good results (cf. Section 5.6.1.2). In this case, the weighting
function can be adjusted (as outlined in Section 5.5.5). As our approach does primarily
target the determination of correct node assignments, we consider changes in modelling
terminology to have a higher impact on the results than different modelling styles.
Summarising, we use a variety of techniques to address different modelling terminolo-
gies. Given these details of our approach, the achievement of comparable or better results
is thinkable. Unfortunately, appropriate test cases (especially for the heterogeneous case)
are hardly available in the research community so far.
5.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, we introduced a novel concept for the analysis of process models called
related cluster pairs. The approach combines similarity computation of process model
elements with a structural investigation. We applied both string-based similarity and se-
mantic similaritymetrics and combined them to formmore efficientmeasures. Using cor-
respondences based on similarities, process models are hierarchically decomposed into
region pairs containing similar elements. A merging process aggregates sets of neigh-
bouring regions with similar content in bothmodels and forms larger regions. Identified
regions, so-called clusters, are both semantically and structurally similar. Related cluster
pairs are applied in two different scenarios, process model comparison and process model
retrieval.
In the first scenario, process model comparison, we focused on identifying the differences
of two process models. We applied a number of standard node label metrics and pro-
posed new hybrid ones, considering string-based similarity, as well as semantic simila-
rity based on word meanings using Wikipedia and WordNet. We developed reasonable
hybrid combinations of these metric types, and evaluated their performance in an elabo-
rate scenario.
For this, we randomly selected 48 process models from an established test case in the
BPM research community, the “SAP reference process model”. We changed all of them
according to twomodification types while documenting changes, resulting in 48 process
pairs. As evaluation, we performed cross-validation for string-based, semantic, and hy-
brid metrics. Within these experiments, we learned similarity thresholds, as well as the
combination weights in case of hybrid metrics. As results, the majority of metrics, com-
binedwith the related cluster pair concept, showaccuracy values of above 90%, which ap-
pears to be a very promising assistance to puremanual work. Concerning the learned pa-
rameters (similarity thresholds and combination weights), all metrics are stable in terms
of standard deviation.
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The best performing metrics are semantic measures, outperforming the string-based
ones. However, the results of the semantic measures could still be improved by our pro-
posed hybrid metrics. The best performing metric is a combination of a WordNet and
string-edit distance metric proposed by us. It performs at 95% accuracy and exposes an
F1 score of 97.5%. As these results were achieved based on a test case that consists of
established standard procedures, these results emphasise and prove the practical appli-
cability of our approach.
Further, we defined a novel similarity notion for process models based on related clus-
ter pairs. In the second scenario, we applied our process model similarity metric using
hybrid node similarity metrics to the retrieval of process models. As test case, we used a
set of 100 process models and ten process queries, annotated by BPM experts and based
on the SAP reference process model. This data set has also been used by related process
retrieval approaches.
Using the most successful and promising metrics pointed out by the first scenario, we
performed 10 process model queries for each of the selected metrics. We compared our
results with related work and a text search engine as baseline. In terms of mean average
precision and further information retrieval metrics, our metrics outperformed both the
text search engine, as well as state-of-the-art process metrics from related work.
In the retrieval and comparison scenarios, additionally to stopword removal, we consi-
dered specialword preprocessing techniques such as lemmatising. We assume that these
techniques partly caused the realised improvement. In related work, this technique has
not been applied so far. Further, we assume that the lack of combination of structural
process properties and hybrid measures of process nodes similarity in related work has
lead to these results. Related cluster pairs, in fact, combine exactly these considerations.
Summarising, major benefits of our approach are the performance, its extensibility due
to the decomposition potential, the scalability, the similarity considerations, and the visua-
lisation and manual result correction.
performance. In the BPM community, this approach is one of the few approaches that
actually performs an evaluation – making it comparable to other approaches, such
as [47, 48]. According to numerous evaluation experiments we performed, both
for comparison and retrieval of process models, the approach yields very good
results (cf. above). It outperforms state-of-the-art approaches and two established
text search engines.
extensibility. As clusters are either disjoint or nested, by identifying largest possible
related clusters, every graph-based process model can be recursively decomposed
into smaller process model fragments. Using this divide-and-conquer approach,
the problem can be reduced to a size that can be processed by approaches that are
more complex in terms of computation. Resulting process fragments can be subject
to, for example, approaches focussing on process behaviour (cf. Sect. 5.2.1).
scalability. According to a 2009 survey, almost all current process retrieval approa-
ches expose execution times that are not acceptable for usage within modern pro-
cess model repositories [272]. The computation of related cluster pairs has polyno-
mial complexity. On modern processors, even for large process models, this is an
acceptable worst case execution time.
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similarity considerations. The concept at hand is one of the first approaches for
process model comparison and retrieval to combine metrics, i.e., string-based and
semantic metrics, in hybrid measures. We demonstrated that one particular com-
bination outperforms all others. As our approach designs similarity measures in a
modular way, similarity measures can be flexibly and freely substituted and com-
bined, defined by the user.
visualisation and manual result correction. In addition to log files, we realised
a graphical output. Visualising different and corresponding elements, clusters, and
similarity values in colour shades is a valuable user support, extends the range
of potential users, and increases intuitiveness (cf. Fig. 5.9). Additionally, we in-
cluded the functionality to manually adjust results and start new computations.
This aims at supporting manual conformance checks of processes in the context of
governance in the best possible way.
Process analysts in companies, in the run up to a certification (of IT governance frame-
works) or official process assessment, need to be trained concerning reference models.
This type of process assessment often is a time and cost intensive task and requires cor-
responding expertise. Even internal pre-assessments become resource intensive tasks.
In this chapter, we presented an approach for matching process models that supports
decision making when aiming at achieving regulations made by reference models. We
demonstrated that our approach provides results of high quality at a reasonable com-
putational complexity, and outperforms a text search engine, as well as state-of-the-art
algorithms. We provide a prototype that realises the approaches with an interactive user
interface, visualising the results. Concluding, we provide a well-performing decision
support for process conformance observation in governance contexts.
As general conclusions, we provide an approach that excels both in BPM research as
well as in research of governance approaches. While being useful in conformance obser-
vation of governance processes, it can also compete with BPM state-of-the-art business
process retrieval algorithms.
In future work, the related cluster pairs concept could be further enhanced. So far, it
does only marginally consider gateways in process model graphs, or further structural
or behavioural aspects of business process model graphs. In reference process checking
scenarios, e.g., where a reference process specifies an OR connector, valid implementations
by the realised process model might be XOR, OR, or AND. Additionally, similarly to
existing related work (e.g., [47]) the context of connectors should be investigated for si-
milarity computation, mutually comparing levels of nodes, residing prior and after the
connector, respectively.
Further, exploiting the interactive user interface, user reactions to computations can
be made use of. Relating to the node label meaning, machine learning approaches can
be employed to further improve the used node similarity metrics in terms of parametri-
sation.
Beyond this, the scope of business process graphs can be extended from the represen-
tation of activities to the inclusion of roles and responsibilities (e.g., annotated lanes),
artefacts (e.g., data flow), and further process properties. A reasonable process notation
to proceed from might be enhanced EPC (eEPC, [108]).

6
CONCLUS ION AND OUTLOOK
C hanging market conditions and increasing legal regulations impose high de-mands on the flexibility of IT structures in companies. In recent years, service-oriented systems have proven to be efficient IT systems which with to address
these flexibility requirements in companies. In addition to these advantages, with the
multitude of services, SOA systems introduce new challenges for companies. Having
emerged from IT Governance, in the last decades, the discipline of SOA Governance
addresses these issues. By best practice frameworks and reference processes, it provides
methods to establish efficient control mechanisms for SOA systems, andmeans to ensure
conformance with legal regulations and corporate standards. Certification procedures,
assuring and attesting that an SOA system adheres to these requirements, however, are
resource-intensive. While the design of frameworks and approaches to SOAGovernance
has been an active research field recently, the area of decision support techniques for
conformance assessment of processes in governance contexts has not been intensively
investigated.
The thesis at hand provides several contributions concerning the investigation of SOA
Governance in general, as well as in the area of process conformance assessment in the
context of SOAGovernance in particular. The considerationsmade throughout this work
have lead to a multitude of findings and insights. In this chapter, we collocate the main
contributions and provide an outlook on future work.
6.1 Conclusions
As a foundation of our work, we performed a structural analysis of 22 major SOA Gover-
nance approaches. We discussed understandings of SOA Governance and developed a
comprehensive definition. For the application of the insights, we developed a consolida-
ted service life cycle that allows for the identified particularities of SOAGovernance. Fur-
ther, using the results, we developed a generic operational model for SOA Governance.
It provides a generally applicable approach for the operation of SOAGovernance in com-
panies, while integrating all major components identified during the structural analysis.
In particular, it integrates automated conformance checks of internal processes.
As a general result, the analysis shows that opinions and notions regarding the typical
SOAGovernance approach diverge. Approaches expose differing perspectives spanning
from SOA Governance defined as “Service Life Cycle Management” to very comprehen-
sive but unclearly structured approaches However, all authors agree in unison on the
necessity of SOAGovernance for the successful operation of an SOA system – also called
the “SOA Governance imperative”. In particular, the analysis revealed that there are 10
components of SOA Governance approaches that are most frequently considered by ex-
perts. These components have not yet been identified by related approaches and can be
considered the crucial building blocks of SOA Governance.
As the fourmost important components of SOAGovernance, we identified: Governance
Policies, Organisational Structures, Roles and Responsibilities, and Artefact Management. As
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regulation means in a governance approach, authors see few alternatives to policies. Ge-
nerally, concerning organisational issues, an SOA Centre of Excellence as the central co-
ordinating organisational institution is considered necessary in unison by the experts.
Further, it is considered to be of central importance to influence employee behaviour in
favour of the system. In this respect, the classical IT Governance goal “achieve desirable
behaviour in the use of IT” proves valid for SOA Governance in particular. The support
by artefact management solutions such as registries or service management systems is a
further crucial component of SOA Governance.
The analysis covered approaches by three author groups. These different perspectives
on SOAGovernance all emphasise different aspects. Scientifically published approaches
integrate eight out of ten components on average, representing rather holistic approa-
ches. Software vendors clearly emphasise technology-oriented components (e.g., SOA
Procedure Model and Service Life Cycle), and expose the most balanced coverage of com-
ponents. This indicates a good relation to the practice of SOA Governance. Approaches
from IT consulting industry show an unilateral focus on a small number of components,
relying exactly on the four most important components. They expose the smallest cover-
age of components.
The building block SOAMaturityMeasurement is among the least frequently integrated
components. However, we observed that most approaches integrate aspects of maturity
measurementwithoutmentioning it explicitly. This reveals a lack of awareness regarding
maturity measurement of SOA systems among the expert authors.
The analysis showed thatmost approaches are characterised by a “tunnel perspective”,
limiting the focus on selected issues. Only few of them expose a holistic perspective. In
contrast, the majority of authors agree that a holistic governance approach is crucial for
SOA Governance. Clearly, this shows a lack of awareness of the scope of SOA Gover-
nance. In Chapter 3, we referred to a survey that revealed a big disaccord in perception
of SOA Governance by companies that operate an SOA system (“requestors” of SOA Go-
vernance). In summary, our component analysis shows a big gap between understand-
ing and action in this domain – this time from the opposite perspective, i.e., experts that
propose SOA Governance approaches (“providers” of SOA Governance). In combina-
tion, a general lack – or at least a definite disaccord – of understandings of the term SOA
Governance becomes apparent, and reveals a large area of general improvement needs,
concerning in particular its understanding and the discussion of its definition, as well as
its realisation approaches and components. Addressing these improvement needs, after
the investigation of current definitions, we exploited the insights to develop and provide
a new comprehensive definition for SOAGovernance. Further, we consolidated the com-
ponents and findings and provided a novel operational model that considers all aspects
of SOA Governance that were identified throughout our analysis.
The second part of this thesis’ contributions targets a decision support approach for
process conformance assessment. Reference processes are organised and managed in
company-wide reference process repositories. The duty of corresponding organisational
entities (in our operational model) is the design of conformable processes, as well as the
assessment of the conformance of existing processes. As decision support technique for
process conformance assessment in the context of SOA Governance, and as part of our
generic operational model, we introduced the novel concept of related cluster pairs to re-
alise (i) the identification of relevant reference processes for a given flowof activities, sup-
porting the design of conform processes (process model retrieval), and (ii) the comparison
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of two process models and identification of their difference, supporting process confor-
mance assessment (process model comparison). The concept combines similarity computa-
tion of process model elements with a structural investigation. For the determination of
correspondences between process model elements (activities), we utilise several string-
based, semantic, and novel hybrid similarity measures. Using these correspondences
based on similarity, the models are hierarchically decomposed into region pairs that con-
tain similar elements. A merging process aggregates sets of neighbouring regions with
similar content in both models and forms larger regions. The identified paris of regions,
so-called related cluster pairs, are both, semantically and structurally similar. Based on
them, the difference of two process models can be indicated (process model comparison).
Further, we developed a novel process similarity measure based on related cluster pairs
that is used to compute similarity scores for pairs of process models, realising a process
model retrieval approach.
The major benefits of our approach can be summarised along performance, extensibility,
scalability, similarity considerations, and visualisation and manual result correction, as out-
lined in the following.
performance. According to numerous evaluation experimentswe performed both for
comparison and retrieval of process models, our concept yields very promising re-
sults. With the majority of similarity metrics, our process comparison approach
using the concept of related cluster pair shows accuracy values of beyond 90%.
This indicates a good assistance to manual work. The best performing metric is
a new one proposed by us. It is a parametrised combination of a WordNet met-
ric and a string-edit distance metric. In cross-validation evaluation experiments, it
performed at 94.8% accuracy and exposed an F1 score of 97.5%. As these results
were achieved based on a test case that consists of process models for established
standard procedures, they emphasise and prove the practical applicability of our
approach. As part of the evaluation, we compared our results to a state-of-the-art
approach for process model retrieval, as well as to text search engines. Our ap-
proach outperforms both of them.
extensibility. A further advantage of our approach is its extensibility. Exploiting its
divide-and-conquer-characteristic, graph-based process models can be recursively
decomposed into smaller process model fragments. Thus, process comparison
problems can be reduced to a size that can be addressed by approaches that are
more complex in terms of computational complexity. Resulting process fragments
can be investigated, for example, using the graph-edit-distance approach. The de-
composition ability makes the related cluster pairs concept flexibly combinable
with further process model analysis techniques.
scalability. According to a 2009 survey, current process retrieval approaches need
execution times that are not acceptable for usage within modern process model
repositories [272]. The computation of our related cluster pairs concept exposes
polynomial computational complexity. On modern processors, even for large pro-
cess models, this is an acceptable worst case execution time.
similarity considerations. We applied a number of standard node label metrics
as well as proposed additional ones such as string-based similarity and semantic
similarity based on word meanings using Wikipedia and WordNet. The concept
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at hand is one of the first approaches in BPM to combine these metrics, i.e., to
apply both string-based similarity and semantic similarity metrics in combination,
resulting in more efficient hybrid measures. We assume that one reason for the
performance improvements of our concept is the lack of combination of structural
consideration and hybrid label similarity metrics in related work. The concept of
related cluster pairs, in fact, combines these considerations.
visualisation and manual result correction. In addition to logfiles, we realised
a graphical output. Visualising different and corresponding elements, clusters and
similarity values in different colour shades is a valuable user support, extends the
range of potential users, and increases intuitiveness. Additionally, we included the
functionality tomanually adjust results and start recomputations. This aims at sup-
porting manual conformance assessment of processes in the context of governance
in the best possible way.
Concluding, we performed a comprehensive investigation of SOA Governance appro-
aches that revealed a lack of awareness of the scope of SOA Governance among expert
authors. Based on these analysis results, amongst others, we provided a generic opera-
tional model for SOA Governance, that considers all major components that have been
identified during the investigations. As conformance observation aspect of this model,
we developed an analytical decision support approach for the process conformance as-
sessment. We demonstrated by evaluation that it yields high quality results at a reason-
able computational complexity, and outperforms text search engines, as well as related
approaches. To the best of our knowledge, there is no comparable approach for process
conformance assessment in the context of SOA Governance.
Overall, we provided contributions in both BPM research, as well as in research of gover-
nance approaches. While being useful in conformance observation of governance pro-
cesses, the concept of related cluster pairs can also compete with BPM state-of-the-art
algorithms for business process retrieval.
6.2 Outlook and Future Work
We identified three general fields of futurework proceeding from the results of this thesis:
(i) development support for emerging types of governance for, e.g., service marketplaces
or cloud computing, (ii) the application and enhancement of BPM techniques for con-
formance enforcement in the context of governance, and, last but not least, (iii) the mo-
delling and applications of models of specified governance frameworks using adequate
data structures that represent modelled knowledge, for example, ontologies.
As observed in recent years, SOA Governance is evolving towards Service Governance
(cf. Sect. 4.3). This discipline rather considers the single services, independent of their
context, than services that are all collocated at one company’s system. Further, mostly the
addressee is a service marketplace host rather than a company’s IT management. Gover-
nance for services extends SOA Governance by considerations like cross-organisational
cooperation based on services, servicemanagement at servicemarketplaces, and, extend-
ing the functionality scope of services, aspects of Cloud Computing (see below).
Service Governance is the foundation for governance for the Internet of Services (IoS)
or service marketplace governance. Compared to an SOA system, a marketplace bears
much more complexity and at the same time has the potential to yield more benefits.
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While, basically, the stakeholder roles in an SOA sum up to three, a variety of additional
roles are needed in the IoS (e.g., service innovator, service producer, service aggregator,
marketplace host, cf. Sect. 2.1.2). As soon as service marketplaces are shared across coun-
try borders, further new challenges emerge. When ad hoc service usage is to be realised,
the investigation of legal consequences in case of SLA or contract breaches, strongly de-
pending on local laws and legislation, is a still enduring challenge and research problem.
Further, the efficientmanagement of semantic service description (marketplace-wide uni-
fication), service composition, delegation of service monitoring (centralised vs. decen-
tralised approach), consistent service pricing, marketplace-wide service development
guidelines, and many more aspects have to be considered, as the recent German govern-
ment-funded research project Theseus/TEXO revealed and addressed. Most important,
additional legal regulations apply in this scenario and different challenges arise, for ex-
ample, automated service provision across borders of legislative authorities. All these
factors have a strong impact on the design and implementation of approaches for Service
Governance.
A further field of research in terms of governance is Cloud Computing. Most recently, it
gained much momentum in both research and the software industry as a paradigm that
utilises virtualisation technologies in order to maximise infrastructure flexibility in and
between companies. The heterogeneity and complexity of cloud-based systems impose
high demands on efficient steering and management. Additionally, cloud computing
is based on heterogeneous, often not consistently organised environments. Many chal-
lenges of cloud governance can be coped with using means from IT Governance, such
as compliance, legal issues and standardisation. For cloud characteristics such as the
ad hoc provision of complex services, for example, infrastructure as a service (IaaS), the
cloud-wide management and unification of service monitoring delegation, access mana-
gement, development standards, and new legal regulations are new challenges, needing
experienced governance structures that can be adopted.
The 10 building blocks revealed by our work represent a basis for the future develop-
ment of governance approaches for service-oriented systems in general. The considera-
tion of the special role of service life cyclemanagement or the involvement of the business
departments, for example, are especially important in service contexts, compared to the
IT Governance perception for monolithic IT systems. The results of this thesis can be a
good starting point for the development of consistent governance approaches for service
marketplaces as well as Cloud Computing.
In the second field of future work, techniques from BPM have been improved and ap-
plied for conformance enforcement in the context of governance. Especially, techniques
from the fields of business process retrieval and similarity as well as process compliance
can be used to tackle typical governance problems of assessing process conformance.
In this thesis, we provided a decision support approach from the first field. As fu-
ture work, our approach, the related cluster pairs concept, can be further enhanced. So
far, it marginally considers gateways in process model graphs, which can be extended
to cover further behavioural aspects of business process model graphs. For example, in
reference process checking scenarios, where a reference process specifies anOR connector,
valid implementations by the realised process model might be either XOR, OR, or AND
connectors. Additionally, the context of connectors can be integrated into similarity con-
siderations, mutually comparing levels of nodes, residing before and after the connector,
respectively. Beyond this, the scope of business process graphs and corresponding com-
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parison techniques can be extended from the representation of activities to the inclusion
of roles and responsibilities (e.g., annotated lanes), artefacts (e.g., data flow), and further
governance-related process properties.
A promising second field called Process Compliance is experiencing increasing regard
in the last years (cf. Sect. 2.3.2). Generally, it assures that process execution adheres to
regulations using formalmodelling techniques. Approaches for Process Compliance use
logic-based modelling of single regulations for validation rather than considering refe-
rence processes. Applied on processes in the context of governance of IT systems, it
proceeds from formally modelled process policies. As a requirement, policies and all in-
volved artefacts such as documents and roles must also be formally modelled. Once this
elaborate basis for the formal description of policies is provided, techniques from Pro-
cess Compliance are a promising approach to address process conformance assessment
in governance contexts.
A third field of future work we identified is the structured modelling of governance
frameworks. Themodelling of governance structures asmetamodels or ontologies bears
a large potential regarding the automated support of the operational aspect of gover-
nance. Our work concerning the design of governance meta models [96] and ontologies
for standard IT Governance frameworks [168] addresses an increasingly active area of
research. Further work in this area shows that the modelling of structured governance
data and its exploitation by various knowledge-inferencing techniques is currently con-
sidered a promising area of research [64, 90, 94].
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FURTHER BAS ICS
I n this chapterweprovide further backgroundonEnterpriseArchitectures (App.A.1)and EPCs (App. A.2).
A.1 Enterprise Architecture
By the ANSI standard 1471-2000, architecture is defined as “the fundamental organiza-
tion of a system embodied in its components, their relationships to each other and to
the environment and the principles guiding its design and evolution.” [173] Important
components of an Enterprise Architecture (EA) are separate architectures for processes, in-
formation, domains, and applications [216]. Combining these, an EA consists of several
smaller architectures, and represents the entire enterprise organisation [249]. An EA is
a coarse-grained set of architectures, linked by specified interrelations.
Ross et al. [212] distinguish operating model and EA. As operating model they define:
“The desired level of business process integration and business process standardization
for delivering goods and services to customers.” Based on this, an EA is defined as
“The organizing logic for key business process and IT capabilities reflect-
ing the integration and standardization requirements of the firm’s operating
model.” [212]
Further, an EA captures the organising logic in technical choices and policies, while defin-
ing data and infrastructure as stable platform to support quickly changing applications
[263].
Frameworks for EA specify a common taxonomy, meta models for the EA description,
design methods, and reference models serving as blueprints [249]. The Open Group
[249], who authored themost popular establishedEA frameworkTOGAF, identifies three
practice domains: Business Architecture, Information Systems Architecture, and Technology
Architecture, where the second is broken down into Information Architecture and Applica-
tions Architecture. As a main objective of the development of an EA, they specify
“providing the fundamental technology and process structure for an IT
strategy. This in turn makes IT a responsive asset for a successful modern
business strategy.”1
Further, according to The Open Group [249], an EA targets the achievement of “the right
balance between IT efficiency and business innovation, [...] [while EA] assures the needs
of the organization for an integrated IT strategy, permitting the closest possible synergy
across the extended enterprise.”
As EA, in the course of this thesis, we understand a generic reference model for enter-
prise organisation, in particular addressing business structure, technology, and informa-
tion systems, and their complex interrelations. An SOA system is considered a candidate
1 http://pubs.opengroup.org/architecture/togaf8-doc/arch/toc.html, last accessed 2011-08-11
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of an IT system that can be designed and developed in a company to become a part of
the EA, as Information System.
An EA is a description of the overall structure of an entire enterprise, consisting of
business entities and their properties, as well as their interrelations. It covers the ter-
minology, the alignment of the business entities, and their interaction with the external
environment. The principles used to design this architecture are themselves a central
part of the EA [63, 212, 262].
A.2 Event-driven Process Chains (EPC)
As our test cases consist of collections of EPCs, we provide further details here.
EPCs are a method to model business processes, which was introduced by Keller et al.
[108] within the scope of the Architecture of Integrated Information Systems (ARIS)
[108, 111, 213]. ARIS is a holistic framework for the description and design of IT-based
information systems, and thus an all-embracing approach for business process model-
ling [213, 214]. In general, EPCs are used to represent the control flow perspective of a
business process. In addition to the basic variant of EPCs, an extended notation called
enhanced EPC (eEPC) exists that considers additional elements (e.g., organisational units,
supporting systems) of a business process.
Although EPCs are based on Petri nets, which have formal semantics, EPCs only repre-
sent a semiformal method for the description of business processes [250]. The method of
EPCs is widespread and its underlying concepts can be easily transferred to other model-
ling approaches, which is the reason for its usage within this thesis. We use basic EPCs,
as eEPCs contain additional elements that are specific to the ARIS concept.
In general, a basic EPC can be defined as follows:
Definition 8 (Event-driven process chain). An event-driven process chain (EPC) represents a
directed, connected graph G = (V,E). The set of nodes V consists of three disjoint sets of functions
F , events E, and connectors C. The nodes are connected by edges representing the control flow.
Functions and events appear in an alternating sequence. [169]
The basic notation contains the following three types of nodes:
• Function: changes the state of an object
• Event: represents a state, triggers a function, and results from a function
• Connector: describes logical connections between functions and events
Three types of connectors are distinguished [108]:
• AND (conjunctive connection): all incoming functions/events must be complete/oc-
cur to trigger/produce the subsequent functions/events
• OR (disjunctive connection): at least one incoming function/event must be com-
plete/occur to trigger/produce the subsequent functions/events
• XOR (adjunctive connection): exactly one incoming function/event must be com-
plete/occur to trigger/produce the subsequent functions/events
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Figure A.1: Permitted EPC connections [108]
In general, functions and events have to appear in an alternating sequence within a
process model, i.e., two functions or two events may not be arranged successively, even
not, if a logical connector resides between them. This is due to the fact, that an event
triggers a function and a function changes the state of an object, which results in a new
state represented by an event. Each function and each event have exactly one incoming
and one outgoing edge, except for the start and end events, which have either exactly one
outgoing or one incoming edge. Connectors can act as split connectors, i.e., they have a
single incoming edge and multiple outgoing edges, or as join connectors, i.e., they have
multiple incoming edges and a single outgoing edge [45].
Furthermore, functions can be triggered by more than a single event, and multiple
events can also be the result of a single function. Unfortunately, not all relations between
events and functions are allowed, since events are not able to take a decision. Generally,
two types of connections can be distinguished. Within an event type connection, two or
more events are connected to a function via a connector node, which can be subclassed
into triggering event connections and resulting event connections, depending on the part
assigned to the event. A function type connection can be defined analogously [108].
As already stated, EPCs only represent a semiformal method for the description of
business processes. But automated processing of EPCs (e.g. simulation, verification) re-
quires a formal semantics to avoid ambiguity and errors (e.g. deadlocks) (cf. [67, 250]).
Therefore, several approaches were introduced for the formalization of EPCs (e.g., [122,
250]). As part of these formalisation approaches, so-called well-structured EPCs are in-
troduced, which, informally spoken, comprise only nested, well-structured constructs.
Besides basic sequences that consist of functions and events, four well-structured EPC
constructs are distinguished (cf. Fig. A.2). Control flow connectors are the critical ele-
ments with respect to well-structuredness [67].
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Figure A.2: Well-structured EPC constructs [67]
Although, the application of well-structured constructs is not mandatory to achieve
correct EPCs, non-well-structured constructs are not desirable, as they are potential sources
of errors [250].
B
DETA ILED RESULTS OF THE COMPONENT
ANALYS I S OF SOA GOVERNANCE APPROACHES
T his supplementary chapter provides further details concerning the results of thestructural analysis of SOA Governance performed in Chapter 3 and the surveyof Service Life Cycles performed in Chapter 4.
B.1 Components – Selected Results in Detail
This section provides information on the analysis of selected components. We provide
further details for the components Organisational Structure (cf. App. B.1.1), Roles and
Responsibilities (cf. App. B.1.2), and SOA Procedure Model (cf. App. B.1.3).
Books and Journal Articles45%
Software Vendors32%
IT Consulting Industry23%
45%
32%
23%
Books and 
Journal 
Articles
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Vendors
IT Consulting 
Industry
Figure B.1: Approaches per author group
In the analysis, approaches authored in three different author groups have been in-
vestigated: books and journal articles, publications sponsored by software vendors, and
authored in the IT consulting industry (cf. Fig. B.1).
B.1.1 Organisational Structure
Table B.1 provides an overview of mentioned organisational entities and their considera-
tion by selected approaches.
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Table B.1: Organisational entities (group roles) of SOA Governance approaches
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Schepers et al. [217] •
Bernhardt and Seese [15] • •
Derler and Weinreich [43] • •
Kohnke et al. [116] •
Bieberstein et al. [17, 18] • • • •
Marks and Bell [138] • •
Brown et al. [27] • • •
Schelp and Stutz [215] • •
Rieger and Bruns [210] • • • •
Hewlett-Packard [74, 75] • •
Software AG [233, 234] • •
Oracle [1] •
The Open Group [248] • • • • • •
Everware-CBDI Allen [3] • •
Bearing Point [198] •
ZapThink [20] •
Windley [265, 266, 267] • •
Berlecon [195] •
B.1.2 Roles and Responsibilities
Two further roles are outlined here: the tester and the administrator.
tester. Testers assess the general functionality andmeets functional andnon-functional
requirements of a service before their putting into operation. In particular, services
are to be tested concerning the interaction with other services, whether they meet
their functionality requirements in the service infrastructure [17, 20, 27, 210, 248].
administrator. Administrators manage the technical layer of an SOA system. They
operate the server and infrastructure programmes such as the Enterprise Service
Buses, the application servers, or databases. The supervision of the operation of
SOAGovernance-related systems such as registries, repositories, or tools for policy
checks are also part of their duties. In large organisations, these roles are split up
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onto more specific competencies such as system administrator or database admini-
strator [17, 43, 210, 233, 234, 248].
B.1.3 SOA Procedure Models
In this section we provide descriptions of all SOA Procedure Models (cf. Sect. 3.1.6) that
were suggested as a founded recommendation.
Schepers
Schepers et al. [217] define an SOA Governance Model that is based on a life cycle, con-
sisting of six stages. Its main task is to ensure a consistent realisation path from strategic
considerations (SOA strategy development) to the adoption and implementation of the
architecture (including, i.e. Service Level Management). In the first step, “Define a SOA
Strategy”, business goals are translated into abstract SOA goals. Using the integrated
maturity model, the outline of the SOA program is determined, and a role model is de-
fined. In the next step, “Align organization to SOA”, special organisational entities are
established, service owners and service categories are defined. The third step, “Manage
service portfolio” addresses the identification and prioritisation of services and the defi-
nition of the corresponding portfolio. Once services are defined and implemented, in the
fourth phase “Control service life cycle”, their development throughout their life cycle is
monitored. As setup for the service life cycle, fundamental principles are to be defined
such as service granularity, and service integration into the SOA, the definition of change
procedures, change impact analysis procedures, as well as the deployment of service re-
gistries and repositories for service andmetadata administration. Step five, “Incorporate
policy enforcement” deals with the enforcement of guidelines and policies, both in ser-
vice development and service operation. Policies are stored in a repository and can in
some cases be enforced automatically. In the last step, “Service levelmanagement”, SLAs
are defined for every service, that must be approved by the service user, covering quality
of service (i.e. performance, reachability) as well as cost. Based on these agreements,
service benefit and cost are evaluated. This evaluation, as well as further feedback infor-
mation from any of the steps, can result in the development of new services, or in service
change or abolishment and hence is input for the cycle’s first phase.
Marks and Bell
The SOA life cycle defined by Marks and Bell [138] is composed of three steps. In step
1, the high-level organisation, governance processes, ownership of services, budgeting,
and funding models are determined. In the second step, policies for the service life cy-
cle (design, building, and the operation of services) are defined (also called “rules of
engagement”). The third step is the implementation and integration of SOA. This com-
prises policy enforcement techniques, integration of services management, messaging
platforms, service registries and metadata repositories, development tools, and security
solutions.
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IBM
The SOA Governance life cycle proposed by IBM is outlined in several contributions
[26, 27, 81, 140, 154] (and detailed in the last one). It consists of four iterative phases:
“Plan”, “Define”, “Enable”, and “Measure”. In the “Plan” phase, the construction of the
SOA Governance model starts, covering the analysis of the current situation, the current
maturity, existing organisational structure and governance methods, and the utilised
tools. In this phase, an SOA vision and strategy is determined, and principles for busi-
ness and technical parts of SOA are defined. Implementation processes are formulated
and prioritised, as well as the effort for these intentions is estimated. In the second phase
“Define”, the governance model is refined and built, based on information concerning
principles, policies, procedures, goals, and vision currently existing, researched and in-
vestigated in the Plan phase. The CoE is being founded and governance methods and
guidelines are defined and linked to metrics. In a “transition roadmap”, these methods
are planned and chronologically organised. Third, in the “Enable” phase, the defined
solution is deployed. Roles and decision rights are assigned, and the metrics collection
and reporting mechanisms are installed. In the last phase, “Measure”, the defined met-
rics are captured and reported, and it is determined howwell the processes, policies, and
mechanisms installed meet SOA requirements. This phase of continuous improvement
is being performed continually – the resulting data serves as intput for the next cycle
iteration.
Software AG
At Software AG [233], authors define an SOA roadmap consisting of three “typical SOA
strategy phases”, using the same basis as “for common SOA maturity models”. Phase 1
“Modernizing Production Systems” targets the reuse of existing systems, such as main-
frame applications, the definition of service interfaces and encapsulation of productive
applications, as well as the combination of these with further services to create initial
SOA applications. In phase 2, “Loosely Coupled Discoverable Services”, new roles (e.g.,
service architect or service designer) and tools (e.g. service registries and repositories)
are introduced tomanage services, service interfaces, and further SOAartefacts. In Phase
3, “Composite Applications and Business Processes”, service usage is improved concern-
ing composition time, and service integration into applications. New appications are
formed by service assembly, not development. The goal is to realise an enterprise-wide
SOA.
The Open Group
The procedure model outlined by The Open Group [248], called SOA Governance Vitality
Method (SGVM), is a cycle consisting of four phases: “Plan”, “Define”, Implement” and
“Monitor”. In the first phase, “Plan”, the current state of the SOA and SOAGovernance is
analysed and compared with reference architectures. Governance principles are defined
and the vision and extend of the governance approach is planned. In the next phase,
“Define”, a governance roadmap is created, that identifies involved processes and roles
and determines concrete methods required. These are implemented in the “Implement”
phase. In the “Monitor” phase, the SOA system and the governance is controlled by
defined metrics and governance methods are reviewed and eventually changed during
a new iteration of the life cycle.
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Oracle
Afshar [1] defines “Six steps to successful SOA Governance”. In step 1, goals, strategy
and constraints are defined. In step 2, policies and procedures are defined. Step 3 de-
fines metrics, while in step 4, governance mechanisms are installed. Step 5 addresses the
analysis and improvement of processes. Step 6 represents the evaluation of the system,
a refinement of policies and procedures in order to proceed with step 1 on the next level
of maturity (cf. Sect. 3.1.10).
Bearing Point
The roadmap by BearingPoint [198] for implementing SOA Governance consists of four
steps. An initial assessment of business and IT environment is performed, interviewing
stakeholders, and formulating a consensus for a preliminary governance strategy. Using
this strategy, in the second step, tools are selected, governance policies and processes
are developed, and new organisational structures are set up. Stakeholders are continu-
ously consulted, quality assurance and regular audits are performed. As third step, the
accountable board performs the implementation of the SOA Governance by monitoring
and controlling the life cycles of services andpolicies andperforming policy enforcement.
Finally, the overall effectiveness of the SOA system is measured, using predefined set of
metrics and measurements, reporting the results, and generating recommendations for
improvement.
Bieberstein
Bieberstein et al. [17] provide a three step procedure for the introduction of SOA Gover-
nance. Step one comprises the introduction of fundamental governance functions (e.g.,
so-called guiding principles), a roadmap, and an initial management process, a first esti-
mation of the SOA, and experimenting and collecting of experiences. In step two, these
experiences are integrated in a refined governance model, governance methods are in-
troduced, and competencies are set up. In step three, the achieved competencies and
experiences are transferred to the persons involved in the SOA operation.
Windley
The procedure model by Windley [267] consists of consolidated recommendations, des-
cribing the ordering and type of processes of forming SOA governance. First, the vi-
sion concerning what is expected to be achieved by governance mechanisms is to be
formulated by all involved persons. The implementation of policies starts with the in-
troduction of a “interoperability framework”, defining technical standards for the imple-
mentation. Furhter policies are defined, concerning service operation. It is important to
monitor effectiveness and acceptance of these policies continuously and revise them if
required. The supporting infrastructure (e.g., registries and repositories) are to be intro-
duced timely in order to have the developers get used to them and to avoid later addi-
tional service changes.
Bernhardt and Seese
Bernhardt and Seese [15] proceed from an SOA life cycle that is composed of the phases
service proposition, design, implementation, provisioning, consumption, andmanagement. Based
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on the OASIS SOA Reference Model [133] they define 41 different governance policies
that provide the central aspect of their approach. Policies are to ensure that all SOA life
cycle activities are executed in a manner that sustains the company’s objectives.
Further approaches (Proposals)
At webMethods [261], authors define an SOA Governance life cycle, that is similar to
the service life cycle. It consists of design time, runtime, and change time governance.
At BEA Systems [10], SOA Governance is defined as service life cycle governance. They
define 6 service life cycle steps that are enhanced by governance duties.
According to Schelp and Stutz, the SOA roadmap is considered to be the implementa-
tion plan for the SOA strategy. It serves as transparent proof for the benefit of the imple-
mentation. An iterative SOA life cycle serves the introduction of new SOA processes and
the adjustment of existing architecture processes. [215]
B.2 The SOA Forum Survey on SOA Governance
WebLayers published a survey on the perception of SOA Governance among “The SOA
Forum” industry consortium. The consortium comprises 1300 companies being “large
enterprises and Government Agencies that reflect both early adopters and mature im-
plementations of SOA” [260]. Selected results are outlined in Figures B.2, B.3, and B.4
below.
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What level of risk do you feel your organization has 
by putting services in production that are not effectively governed?
Measurable/ 
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Risk
Marginal 
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No Negative 
Risk
Figure B.2: Perceived level of risk of lacking governance [260]
B.3 Definitions for SOA Governance – Details
In the following, the definitions are sorted by the main aspects processes, policies, organi-
sational structures, and business goals. Table B.2 provides a structured overview.
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Figure B.3: Sufficiency of SOA Governance approach [260]
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Processes
Some definitions emphase the integration of processes. Authors at Software AG [233]
provide the following definition:
“[SOA Governance] defines the decision-making authority for developing
and/ormodifying SOA artefacts; and it has both a strategy and a life cycle. In
addition, it encompasses people (i.e., roles), technologies (i.e, tools) and pro-
cesses (i.e., production) – further emphasizing the far-reaching effects SOA
Governance has on the organization.”
– Software AG [233]
“SOA Governance refers to the organization, processes, policies and met-
rics required to manage an SOA successfully.”
– Marks and Bell [138]
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Table B.2: Core aspects of the definitions
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Bernhardt and Seese [15] • • • • •
Bieberstein et al. [17, 18] • • • • • •
Marks and Bell [138] • • • • •
Schelp and Stutz [215] • • •
Rieger and Bruns [210] • • •
Hewlett-Packard [74, 75] •
Brauer and Kline [25] • • •
Software AG [233, 234] • •
Oracle [1] • • • •
The Open Group [248] •
Everware-CBDI Allen [3] • • • • •
BearingPoint [198] • • • • •
ZapThink [20] •
Anil John (via [116, 267]) • • • •
Fabini [57] •
Keller [109] •
Our definition (cf. Sect. 3.2) • • • • • • • • •
“[...] SOA Governance should be considered an extension of existing IT
Governance that deals with the decision rights, processes and policies that
are put into place to encourage the adoption and operation of an SOA that
may cross ownership boundaries.”
– Anil John (via Windley [266, 267] and Kohnke et al. [116])
Policies
For the majority of authors, policies are an important part of an governance approach for
SOA.
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“A SOA Governance in general represents a organisational and technical
framework with guidelines and policies, that manadatorily determine, how
services are to be developed and operated companywide.”1
– Rieger and Bruns [210]
“SOAGovernance is a set of solutions, policies, and practices which enable
companies to implement and manage an enterprise SOA.”
– Brauer and Kline [25]
“[...] SOA Governance can be defined as the interaction between policies
(what), decision-makers (who), and processes (how) in order to ensure SOA
success.”
– Oracle (Afshar) [1]
Organisational Aspects
According to Everware-CBDI Allen [3],
“[SOA Governance is] the part of IT Governance that refers to the organi-
zational structures, policies and processes that ensure that an organization’s
SOA efforts sustain and extend the organization’s business and IT strategies,
and achieve the desired outcomes.”
Fabini [57] emphasises that
“SOA Governance is a management structure including creational and ad-
ministrative elements."2
Business Goals, SOA Success
Many definitions emphasise the alignment with the company’s goals and objectives. Accor-
ding to Keller [109],
“SOA Governance is about creating conditions that allow an SOA to grow
in a company.”3
Authors at BearingPoint [198] define:
“SOA governance is the discipline of making all SOA programs within an
enterprise consistent and aligned with holistic business goals and objectives
through a well structured set of top-down policies, procedures and controls.”
– Rane and Lomow [198]
Schelp and Stutz [215] describe the term as follows:
1 translated from German
2 translated from German
3 translated from German
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“Thus SOA Governance is defined as evolutionary enhancements or spe-
cialisation of IT Governance [...], by determining adequate mechanisms for
decision support [...], that account for SOAholistically supporting the achieve-
ment of specified company objectives.”4
Bieberstein et al. [17] provide the most comprehensive, quite generic definition:
“Governance provides an overarching structure to prioritize and then sup-
port the enterprise business objectives on a strategic, functional, and operati-
onal level. The governance model defines ’what to do’, ’how to do it’, ’who
should do it’, and ’how it should bemeasured’. It defines the rules, processes,
metrics, and organizational constructs needed for effective planning, decision
making, steering, and control of the SOA engagement to meet the enterprise
business needs and challenging targets.”
Bernhardt and Seese [15] provide the following description:
“SOA Governance consists of the organizational structures, processes, and
policies an organization puts in place to ensure that the adoption, implemen-
tation, and operation of SOA in an organization is done in accordance with
best practices, architectural principles, government regulations, and laws, that
is, in a manner that sustains and extends the organization’s strategies and ob-
jectives.”
Further Definitions
“[SOA Governance is] the application of SOA to IT Governance”
– Bloomberg [20]
“SOA Governance is about managing the quality, consistency, predictabi-
lity, change and interdependencies of services.”
– Hewlett-Packard and Systinet [75]
“SOAGovernance should be viewed as the application of Corporate Gover-
nance, IT Governance and EA Governance to Service Oriented Architecture.”
– The Open Group [248]
Concluding, it is remarkable that only few approaches mention the relationship to IT
Governance, and only one approach explicitly integrates the aspect of compliance.
B.4 Selected Approaches in Detail
B.4.1 Brauer and Kline
Brauer and Kline [25] (at HP Labs and Systinet) see SOA Governance in the context of
the life cycle of business services. They define two key infrastructure solutions suppor-
ting SOA Governance: the business service registry and business service management.
4 translated from German
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As main instruments of their SOA Governance approach, the authors mention the busi-
ness service registry and business servicemanagement. They define a five-stages-service
life cycle and a detailed SOA roadmap that shows elements of a maturity model. In
general, their approach addresses service security, service auditing, service level compli-
ance (SLAMonitoring), and service life cycle management. The policy catalogue defined
addresses standards compliance, SLA specification, service configuration and security-
related issues. The authors state that a governance model should focus on “people, pro-
cesses, and technology”. However, they do not clearly specify what is meant by “people”
and “processes”. Summarising, this approach addresses SOA Governance almost exclu-
sively on the technical level, while, however, lacking a detailed description of governance
methods.
B.4.2 Bieberstein et al.
Bieberstein et al. [17] propose an SOA Governance Model. They identify six governance
processes and three steps for launching the SOA Governance Model, combined with an
SOA roadmap. The SOA strategy and SOA objectives should be defined in a way that
both business and IT units have a clear understanding of them. According to them, poli-
cies, defined by governance positions, form the basis for any decisions. Their model is
completed by a set of best practices.
In a further publication, Bieberstein et al. [18] describe an approach to guide an SOA suc-
cessfully, emphasising transformation of organizational structures and behavioural prac-
tices. They propose the Human Services Bus (HSB) as a new organizational institution,
streamlining cross-department processes, thus optimally exploiting the SOA approach.
Compared to others, their approach lacks a maturity model, metrics, an SOA life cycle, a
service life cycle, and policy enforcement techniques.
B.4.3 WebMethods
The SOA Governance approach at WebMethods [261] consists of two parts: Architecture
Governance and Service Life Cycle Governance. Architecture Governance comprises issues
such as corporate technology standards, the definition of an SOA topology and deter-
mination of an SOA platform strategy. Service Life Cycle Governance is divided into
design time, runtime, and change time governance, and focuses on the regulation of ser-
vice design through corresponding policies, and three different types of enforcement
mechanisms. Additionally, they mention organisational changes and define an SOA life
cycle. Further techniques such as maturity models, metrics, or governance processes are
not part of the approach.
B.4.4 Software AG
The approach by Software AG [233, 234] identifies maturity and governance levels. Be-
sides this six-level-maturity model they define an SOA service life cycle, incorporating
services, related artefacts and roles. They provide a five-step SOAadaptation plan aswell
as a set of best practices. However, the governance processes are not explicitly defined.
A policy framework, based on best practices, is used in order to ensure the successful
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long-time operation of an SOA. They consider new roles as well as a new governance
team necessary. An SOA life cycle, a metrics model, impact on employees’ behaviour,
and policy enforcement techniques are not explicitly included.
B.4.5 BEA Systems
The approach of BEA Systems [10] emphasises the importance of a service life cycle for
SOAGovernance as most critical requirement of a successful SOAGovernance approach.
Central policy definition and enforcement regulating the design, building, provisioning,
and operation of services affect the whole SOA system referring to quality insurance, mo-
nitoring, and SLA management. The primary goals are reduction of development costs
and faster “time-to-service”. They define a service life cycle with six phases. It is the task
of a central policy definition and enforcement authority to regulate the design, building,
provisioning, and operation of services. Main goals are quality insurance, monitoring,
and SLA management inside the SOA system.
B.4.6 Oracle
The SOA Governance approach proposed at Oracle [1] consists of nine “key areas of
interest”, combined with a structured set of best practices. It is completed by an SOA
adaptation model defining a cycle of six steps that supports continuous improvement of
the SOA.
The approach at Oracle is characterised by a policy framework. The author, Afshar [1],
considers governance policies to be the central tool of every governance approach. Eight
policy domains define the decision fields and topics that have to be managed and con-
trolled by policy enactment. These cover architecture, technology, information, financial,
portfolios, people, project execution, and operational, each of them complemented by a
concrete list of best practices. In particular, they define new roles and responsibilities
in the domain people and demand a new organisational entity as well as the concrete
definition of incentives in order to have impact on employees’ behaviour. As one policy
category, under project execution, they define service life cycle governance formulating
the main stages of such a cycle. Additionally, Afshar [1] describes an SOA maturity mo-
del consisting of six steps and supporting continuous improvement of the SOA. Conclud-
ing, the author presents a comprehensive governance policy framework covering a large
number of aspects or problem fields of an SOA system.
B.4.7 IBM
Authors at IBM define SOA Governance as extension of IT Governance that focuses on
the service life cycle and composite applications. The IBM SOA Governance model com-
prises a service life cycle and an SOA Governance life cycle, both congruently consisting
of four phases [26, 81, 271].
The approach focusses on service life cycle management, decision rights, policies and
measures. The four phases of the life cycles are: plan, define, enable,measure, andmodel,
assemble, deploy, manage, respectively. Thesemutually congruent life cycle phases form
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the core of IBM’s approach and are based on best practices. Amongothers, organisational
changes, employee training, and, implicitly, new SOA roles are included.
B.4.8 Marks and Bell
Marks and Bell [138] introduce an SOAGovernance Framework. SOAGovernance, accor-
ding to them, consists of three basic steps. The setup of an overarching governancemodel
determining fundamental principles as high-level organisation, services ownership and
funding issues is the initial step. Second, service-related basic policies concerning, e.g.
designing, building and operation are created. The third step consists of the implemen-
tation and integration of the actual SOA Governance.
Marks and Bell [138] define an SOAGovernance framework identify organisation, SOA
processes, policies, metrics, and behaviour as crucial to success. They define policies in
six different domains, based on best practices: enterprise, business, process, compliance,
technology standards, and security policies. They propose policy enforcement models
and define new roles for several new tasks being introduced along with the SOA. The
proposed SOA life cycle consists of design-time, publishing and discovery, and run-time
governance aspects. A SOA roadmap and a service life cycle are mentioned, but not spe-
cified in detail. The only technique not considered byMarks and Bell is an SOAmaturity
model. This concept is one of the most comprehensive approaches considered by the
analysis.
B.4.9 Schelp and Stutz
According to Schelp and Stutz [215], an SOA Governance model is composed of a set
of management activities combined with organisational structures based on governance
principles. The activities comprise three groups: implementation, management and con-
trol of an SOA. The components of organisational structure are SOA strategy, SOA or-
ganisational structure and SOA operational structure. These two aspects determine the
way to best govern an SOA.
B.4.10 Paul Allen
A recent proposal for an SOA Governance Framework was made by Allen [3] (Everware-
CBDI). He defines an SOA Governance Framework that consists of five views: an organi-
sational view, a process view, a policy view, an infrastructure view, and a maturity view.
The first viewdefines organisational structures, roles and responsibilities that are needed
by SOAGovernance. The process view describes management processes at the one hand
and operational processes at the other. In the policy view, several types of governance
policies are described. The infrastructure view provides the technical means to support
governance, e.g. by policy enforcement, or change management. In the maturity view,
maturity assessment for the first four views is provided. Best practices are only partially
considered, as part of the service life cycle. Allen defines a task “communication” as part
of the infrastructure view that covers impact on behaviour.
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B.4.11 Weill and Ross
Weill and Ross [263] identify six interacting components for effective design of IT Gover-
nance. Their main focus lies on the intention to influence behaviour by IT metrics and
accountabilities. The goal is to create target-oriented incentives in order to evoke specific
desirable behaviour. The framework, however, does not allow for SOA characteristics.
B.5 Service Life Cycle Survey – Details
Design and Development
service categorisation In order to organise the service portfolio properly, services
are sorted according to criterions such as the level of the technical department or business
area, that a service has been defined for. Many approaches use a service taxonomy [15,
138, 198, 233]. It consists of determined categories and subcategories, that a service is
classified into. As part of governance, it is important to define a taxonomy, that fits the
number of services in the SOA system concerning their granularity. Further approaches
define service domains as categories [20, 217].
design time policies Design time policies define the manner services are designed,
the technical standards to use, and the architectural requirements to meet. According
to Brown et al. [27], they affect the design patterns used during the realisation of a ser-
vice. The limitation of choice of technical standards and interface formats ensures the
interoperability, i.e., the seamless service interaction [1]. It is recommended to restrict
interface design to secure and encrypted communication [195], as well as to make use of
accepted standards as WSDL, SOAP, and REST, rather than use proprietary solutions of
software vendors, avoiding a “buy-in” effect [20]. This ensures flexibility when choosing
a platform, as well as when deciding to provide services externally outside the com-
pany’s network. Additionally to enacting adequate architectural and design guidelines,
processes are to be defined that regulate frequently occurring procedures, e.g., the excep-
tion request. [1, 20, 27, 74, 138, 195, 198, 210, 215, 217, 233, 248, 267]
documentation guidelines By defining and enforcing documentation guidelines,
SOA Governance approaches address the realisation of service reuse in different con-
texts. They provide the aspects and the extend/scope of service documentation. Service
documentation usually comprises documentation from technical, functional, and busi-
ness view. The latter integrates the service into corresponding business processes. The
standard UDDI (Universal Description, Discovery and Integration) provides a well struc-
tured support, simplifying service retrieval using a database-based approach. Documen-
tation scope is recommended to be adjusted to the maturity level of the SOA initiative
and the degree of service reuse aimed at [3] [1, 15, 265].
Runtime
operational guidelines Runtimepolicies comprise authorisations and commitments
for persons or roles for the announcement, ownership, instantiation, and usage of ser-
vices on the one hand. On the other, guidelines control and regulate service operation.
Guidelines cover security requirements (e.g., the utilised encryption), access control (use
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of specific authentification methods), service availability, and service performance, cor-
rect logging of events, and correct billing of services.
Additionally to the definition and enaction of runtime policies, their enforcement is
also addressed by the governance approach. For the (at least partial) automated enforce-
ment of operational guidelines, the governance approach is also in charge of establishing
the needed software tools such as policymanagement andWeb service management sys-
tems. [1, 3, 15, 43, 74, 75, 138, 198, 210, 215, 217, 233, 248]
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B.6 Components Analysis – Details
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Figure B.6: Relative number of mentions per component (normalised)
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EVALUAT ION DETA ILS
P rior to our evaluations outlined above, we performed a preliminary evaluationof the comparison approach using a separate test case (cf. Sect. C.1). Further,we provide detailed information on the SPRM test case in Section C.2. Section
C.3 and C.4 provide result details for the evaluations of the process comparison and the
process evaluation scenario, respectively.
C.1 Preliminary Evaluation of Comparison Scenario
The approach has been evaluated using a subset of the “Handels-H”1 reference catalogue
[11]. The “Handels-H” reference model describes the structure of information systems
of merchandising concerns, covering the description of processes concerning all activi-
ties of the supply chain ranging from procurement to distribution as well as supporting
processes (e.g. accounting). As process description language, the basic form of EPC is
used.
In order to assess the quality of the matching approach, a metric for automated match-
ing tasks suggested byMelnik et al. [142] is used, thematching accuracy. Themetric evalu-
ates the quality of matching algorithmswhich require human quality assessment. Given
an approximately good matching result containing plausible match candidates, the met-
ric will return a bad result, if the intended match candidates are not part of it (see also
Sect. 5.6.1.1).
C.1.1 Evaluation Setup
Our evaluation data set consists of 50 process models, ranging from 8 to 50 elements
each. It is divided into two sets. The first set contains 25models that have been randomly
selected from the process reference catalogue. For the second set, we modified these 25
process models analogously to the evaluation performed in [47] by changes in text and
structure.
– The text-based modifications aim at renaming descriptions of functions and events
in a meaningful way to account for varying terms used by different model design-
ers. They include using synonyms, changing verbs to nouns and vice versa, and
reformulation of descriptions in other words.
– Structural modifications consider the possibility that tasks can be performed in a dif-
ferent order, can be parallelised, or are divided into different units of work. They in-
clude removing a function and/or event or groups of functions (or events), adding
a function and/or event, moving a function and/or event or groups of functions
(or events), changing structure by parallelising sequences using AND/OR/XOR or
1 online browsable at http://www.semture.de/downloads/cubetto/handels-h/index.html, last ac-
cessed 2011-08-16
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vice versa, and changing the order of several elements within a sequence or struc-
ture.
We further subdivided the evaluation data into five classes. In each of these, we per-
formed a number of structural and text-based modifications to each model, respectively.
For example, for every model pair in class B, one model has been changed by applying
4-5 structural and 4-5 text-based modifications (cf. Tab. C.1).
Two persons annotated all process model pairs with the respective differences. The
suggestedmatching result of twomodels is compared to the annotations and the number
of correctly suggested correspondences is determined. Finally, the accuracy is computed
for each model pair (cf. Tab. C.1).
As string-based approach, we applied the Jaccard coefficient (cf. Eq. 5.8). As semantic
similaritymeasurewe employed the distributional semantic first ordermeasure that uses
Wikipedia (cf. Eq. 5.16). We used equal weighting: 0.5 · simJac+0.5 · simSFO. By further
preliminary experiments, we found out that a threshold of 0.1 yields the best result for
this metric.
C.1.2 Results
The combined approach using both string-based and semantic similarity measures per-
forms best on average.
Table C.1: Average accuracy by modification class
Class
A B C D E avg.
Number of modifications 4-6 8-10 12-14 16-18 ≥ 20
String-based similarity 0.91 0.96 0.81 0.82 0.66 0.83
String-based and semantic sim. 0.93 0.94 0.86 0.88 0.65 0.85
In general, with increasing diversity of the models, a declining tendency of the ac-
curacy is observed. The string-based approach is, especially for the classes C and D,
improved by the consideration of the semantic similarity metric. Overall, the average
accuracy is increased by 2 percentage points. The overall average savings rate is 85%,
i.e., effort savings of 85% when performing internal process pre-assessments can be re-
alised. Even savings of 65%, the smallest valuemeasured, represents a significant savings
amount – here achieved when comparing highly different models.
C.2 Test Case Details
This Section provides details on the test case SPRM that has been used for the evaluation
in the process comparison (cf. Sect. 5.6.1) and process retrieval (cf. Sect. 5.6.2) scenarios.
Table C.3 provides detailed the node counts for each query model as well as the num-
ber of relevant models the test case contains for each query model.
Table C.2 outlines the domains of the test case, the number of models per domain, and
the origin domain per query model.
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Table C.3: Number of nodes and relevant models per query model
Query ID
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 avg.
No. of events 3 5 5 11 5 6 41 15 16 11 11,8
No. of functions 1 3 3 5 3 3 9 4 4 5 4,0
No. of connectors 1 2 2 6 1 2 20 6 4 5 4,9
Sum (No. of items) 5 10 10 22 9 11 70 25 24 21 20,7
No. of relevant models 12 13 7 5 13 11 16 18 9 6 11,0
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C.3 Evaluation of the Comparison Scenario
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Figure C.1: Comparison scenario: F1-measure per considered similarity measure
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C.4 Evaluation of the Retrieval Scenario
Table C.4: Retrieval scenario: Average precision per query model
Query ID Lucene Indri simLSME simJSME simLSME simJSME Label Sim.
[48] (node-based) (cluster-based) [48]
1 0.7979 0.6988 0.7998 0.7927 0.7378 0.6880 0.7568
2 0.8616 0.8687 0.9366 0.9431 0.7460 0.5559 0.7722
3 0.8757 0.8494 0.7053 0.6352 0.6257 0.5871 0.6950
4 1.0000 0.9073 0.9667 0.9667 0.9667 0.8761 0.9846
5 0.8797 0.4633 0.8116 0.8083 0.5659 0.4903 0.7625
6 0.7843 0.7722 0.9361 0.9335 0.7578 0.6913 0.8687
7 0.7781 0.5985 0.8382 0.8544 0.7578 0.7643 0.8108
8 0.4804 0.6178 0.7411 0.7626 0.6467 0.5567 0.6757
9 0.8429 0.8591 0.8732 0.8944 0.7626 0.7293 0.8687
10 1.0000 0.9749 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 0.8301
avg. 0.8211 0.7610 0.8609 0.8591 0.7567 0.6939 0.8025
Table C.5: Retrieval scenario: R-Precision per query model
Query ID Lucene simLSME simJSME simLSME
(node-based) (cluster)
1 0.7500 0.7500 0.7500 0.5833
2 0.6923 0.7692 0.8462 0.6923
3 0.8571 0.7143 0.5714 0.7143
4 1.0000 0.8000 0.8000 0.8000
5 0.9167 0.6923 0.6923 0.6154
6 0.6364 0.9091 0.9091 0.6364
7 0.7500 0.7500 0.7500 0.7500
8 0.4444 0.6111 0.6111 0.5556
9 0.7778 0.7778 0.7778 0.6667
10 0.6667 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
avg. 0.7491 0.7774 0.7708 0.7014
Table C.6: Retrieval scenario: precision per recall (interpolated precision-recall curve)
Recall intervall Lucene Indri simLSME simJSME Label Sim.
(node-based) [48]
[0.00− 0.05) 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
[0.05− 0.15) 1.0000 0.9028 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
[0.15− 0.25) 0.9261 0.9022 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
[0.25− 0.35) 0.9261 0.9022 1.0000 1.0000 0.9744
[0.35− 0.45) 0.9261 0.8519 1.0000 1.0000 0.9699
[0.45− 0.55) 0.9261 0.8158 1.0000 1.0000 0.9557
[0.55− 0.65) 0.8401 0.6782 0.9318 0.8919 0.7991
[0.65− 0.75) 0.6869 0.5718 0.7908 0.7921 0.7069
[0.75− 0.85) 0.6270 0.3147 0.6738 0.7198 0.5311
[0.85− 0.95) 0.4274 0.2582 0.5288 0.5713 0.3179
[0.95− 1.00] 0.4024 0.1987 0.4193 0.4220 0.1669
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Table C.7: Retrieval scenario: First-5-Precision per query model
Query ID Lucene simLSME simJSME
(node-based)
1 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
2 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
3 1.0000 0.8000 0.6000
4 1.0000 0.8000 0.8000
5 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
6 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
7 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
8 0.6000 1.0000 1.0000
9 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
10 0.8000 1.0000 1.0000
avg. 0.9400 0.9600 0.9400
Table C.8: Retrieval scenario: First-10-Precision per query model
Query ID Lucene simLSME simJSME simLSME
(node-based) (cluster)
1 0.7000 0.7000 0.7000 0.7000
2 0.9000 1.0000 0.9000 0.7000
3 0.6000 0.6000 0.6000 0.6000
4 0.5000 0.5000 0.5000 0.5000
5 0.8000 0.8000 0.8000 0.5000
6 0.7000 1.0000 1.0000 0.6000
7 0.9000 1.0000 1.0000 0.9000
8 0.4000 0.9000 1.0000 0.9000
9 0.7000 0.8000 0.8000 0.6000
10 0.6000 0.6000 0.6000 0.6000
avg. 0.6800 0.7900 0.7900 0.6600
Table C.9: Retrieval scenario: First-20-Precision per query model
Query ID Lucene simLSME simJSME simLSME
(node-based) (cluster)
1 0.5000 0.5000 0.5000 0.4500
2 0.6000 0.6500 0.6500 0.5500
3 0.3000 0.3000 0.3000 0.3000
4 0.2500 0.2500 0.2500 0.2500
5 0.6000 0.5000 0.5500 0.4500
6 0.4500 0.5000 0.5000 0.4500
7 0.6000 0.6000 0.6000 0.6000
8 0.5000 0.5500 0.5500 0.5000
9 0.3500 0.4000 0.4000 0.3500
10 0.3000 0.3000 0.3000 0.3000
avg. 0.4450 0.4550 0.4600 0.4200
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IMPLEMENTAT ION DETA ILS
S ome details of our implementation could not be outlined in the main part. Weintroduce an additional feature of ProcSim.KOM called neighbourhood considera-tion. Further, we provide supplementary examples of the realised graphical user
interface.
Neighbourhood Consideration
As optional feature of the step (A1) determine potential match candidates per node (cf. p. 91),
a neighbourhood comparison between twomatching candidate nodes can be performed.
The idea is to consider the relative positions of the nodes within the graphs.
To determine the set of neighbours for a given node, a breadth first searchwith limited
depth is performed. The neighbourhood of a node is defined as follows.
Definition 9 (d-Neighbourhood). The neighbourhood with depth d of a node v is the set of its
neighbours. A node n is a neighbour of a node v, iff there exists a path from v to n with at most d
edges.
Given two graphs, the procedure determines the neighbourhood Nv of node v in one
graph and the r neighbourhoods Nv1 , ...Nvr of all matching candidates M(v) in the other
graph. For each matching candidate c ∈ M(v), the corresponding neighbourhoods Nv1
and Nvi are compared which results in an aggregated value indicating the similarity of
the neighbourhoods. The matching candidate c, whose neighbourhood is the most simi-
lar to the neighbourhood of the given node v, is the best matching candidate. Now, the
similarity of this node pair sim(v, c) obtained by string-based, semantic, or hybrid simi-
larity metrics can be modified, for example, the value can be multiplied by a constant
factor.
However, different settings in preliminary experiments did not yield better results.
Graphical User Interface
Figure D.1: ProcSim.KOM: Process model selection
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Figure D.2: ProcSim.KOM: Configuration dialog
Figure D.3: ProcSim.KOM: Result visualisation (comparison scenario)
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